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ABSTRACT 

NMR spin-spin coupling constants were investigated 

senii-empirically and non-empirically. Long range coupling 

constants, i.e., coupling over four or more bonds, were of 

primary interest although some shorter range coupling 

constants were calculated. The semi-empirical calculations 

used Pariser-Parr-Pople wavefunctions to describe the pi 

system, and pi electron coupling constants were calculated 

both with and without configuration interaction. The non-

empirical calculations used linear combinations of Gaussian 

type orbitals to approximate Slater orbitals and only 

single determinant wavefunctions were considered. 

The molecules that were investigated semi-

empirically are butadiene, octatetraene, benzene, pyridine, 

acridine, toluene, xylene, and acenaphthene. In general, 

results were quite good with this method and it was seen 

that a major part of the calculated result in unsaturated 

hydrocarbons could be accounted for in terms of contribu

tions from the low lying pi electron triplet states. In 

aromatic systems, such as benzene, pyridine, and acridine, 

a significant amount of the coupling constant apparently 

comes from the sigma system; but in calculating coupling 

constants between benzylic protons, such as those which 

ix 



occur in toluene, xylene, and acenaphthene, the pi 

mechanism has been shown to be the primary one. 

The non-empirical coupling constants calculations 

were disappointing. Hydrogen, water, and propane were 

investigated using minimal basis sets, and coupling 

constants were calculated between all pairs of atoms in 

each molecule. The results indicated that single deter

minant minimal-basis-set wavefunctions are not adequate for 

coupling constant calculations even when all integrals are 

evaluated exactly and included in the calculation. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this work is a quantum mechanical 

investigation of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants 

which occur in high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy. These are observed when magnetic 

nuclei are placed in a magnetic field which causes the 

nuclear energy levels to be nondegenerate. The nuclei will 

then absorb low energy electromagnetic radiation at a 

frequency proportional to the magnetic field strength. As 

instrumental techniques improved, workers found that the 

positions of the resonance lines for a given nucleus 

depended upon the chemical environment. Improvements in 

spectral resolution showed that the chemically shifted peaks 

were sometimes composed of several lines. This multiplet 

structure arises from interactions between nuclei and is 

called spin-spin coupling. 

Experimental Observations 

Nuclear spin-spin splitting was first noted by 

Proctor and Yu (1951) in their study of nuclear magnetic 

121 moments. They discovered a fine structure in both Sb 

12 3 
and Sb spectra. Each resonance was composed of seven 

lines (they reported five) separated by a constant value 



of 1.90 gauss. They attributed this to a magnetic dipole 

interaction of the antimony nucleus with the surrounding 

fluorine nuclei. 

Following this, Gutowsky and McCall (1951) made a 

study of nuclear magnetic resonance fine structure for 

19 31 F and P in several liquid phosphorus halides. They 

determined that the conditions under which fine structure 

may arise is that there are two 01- more magnetic nuclei 

which resonate at different field strengths. For an 

molecule with identical X's, the A resonance should have 

2nlx + 1 equally spaced lines whose intensities are given 

by the binomial coefficients, and I is the nuclear spin 

quantum number for atom X. This splitting is called the 

spin-spin coupling constant and is denoted by the symbol 

JNN • * 

Mechanisms of Coupling 

Magnetic nuclei may be directly coupled to each 

other. This is a very large effect but it averages to 

zero on tumbling. In addition to this, the nuclei may 

also transmit information to each other indirectly through 

intervening electrons and this will be the mechanism 

studied in this work. The interaction occurs slight 

polarizations of spins and orbital motions of the valence 

electrons and is unaffected by the tumbling of molecules. 

Ramsey and Purcell (1952) suggested a mechanism to explain 



the observed splitting which results in an energy expres

sion of the form 

AENN« = hJNN' ' ̂N« (1-1) 

whei-e h is Planck's constant and , is the coupling 

constant between nuclei N and N ' , having nuclear spins 

1^. and 1^ , respectively. Ramsey and Pure ell proposed that 

an interaction of the observed form and magnitude would 

arise from the magnetic interaction between each nucleus 

and the electron spin of its own atom together with the 

exchange coupling of the electron spins in the bond. The 

combination of these interactions provides an interaction 

between the nuclear spins. 

When these effects are included in a Hamiltonian, 

the energy of the system can be calculated by second order 

perturbation theory and will contain terms which are 

bilinear in the nuclear spins.- These terms correspond to 

the spin-spin interaction and the coefficient gives the 

spin-spin coupling constant. 

General Approximations 

Since the exact Schrodinger equation cannot be 

solved for many-electron systems, one must necessarily 

make some approximations. To begin with, calculations 

carried out in this study will be based on the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation which invokes the separation of 



nuclear and electronic motion. The basic assumption on 

which this work is constructed is the use of the non-

relativistic Schrodinger equation. Although this neces

sitates the introduction into the Hamiltoniaii of the Fermi 

contact term which has no classical analogue, the term does 

arise quite naturally from relativistic considerations. On 

including the contact term in the Hamiltonian, one can 

perform calculations using non-relativistic equations and 

obtain a description of the effects observed. Of course, 

more approximations will be made, but these will be dis

cussed in detail as they arise. The basic approximations 

mentioned above are those upon which most of the molecular 

quantum mechanical studies of nuclear spin-spin coupling 

are based. 

Methods of Calculation 

The semi-empirical approach will be used to 

investigate unsaturated hydrocarbons. The long.range 

couplings, i.e., couplings over four or more bonds, will be 

studied using well established parameterization. The pi 

electrons will be treated explicitly and the effects of the 

sigina electrons will be included through the use of semi-

empirical parameters. 

The non-empirical approach will be used to study 

smaller molecules. Again, the main objective is to 

investigate indirect coupling constants. Here all electrons 



are treated explicitly (both valence and inner shell 

electrons) and within the mathematical scheme that is used, 

all integrals will be evaluated directly. As the number of 

two-electron integrals increases astronomically with the 

number of basis functions, calculations will be restricted 

to small molecules where a small number of functions can 

give an adequate description. 

Nuclear spin-spin coupling as observed in nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectra will be used to examine the 
•* 

adequacy of wavefunctions in describing very weak inter

actions in molecules. More specifically, this study will 

be concerned with behavior of electronic wavefunctions at 

the sites of the nuclei since this is the region of 

importance for the electronic coupled nuclear spin-spin 

interactions. 

Magnetic Hamiltonian 

If the magnetic Hamiltonian is constructed and the 

Schrodinger equation solved, the resulting expression for 

the energy can be examined for those terms involving ̂  and 

3^,. Usually the Hamiltonian is divided into four parts 

K =JC 1  + 3C 2  + 3C 3  + (1-2) 

and each will be discussed in turn. 

The first term, , contains the kinetic and 

potential energy operators and the vector potential A, to 



describe electromagnetic effects, plus terms giving 

electron orbital-orbital, orbital-spin, spin-spin, and 

spin-external field interactions respectively. 

K1 = j= -dr [? XK -? 2̂ + v + \l+ kls • ̂ss +5Csh (1-3» 
ft- K 

For singlet states the last four terms in the Hamiltonian 

are negligible. Since most molecules have singlet ground 

states, we will not be concerned with these terms and will 

omit them from the start. The operator A is composed of 

two terms. One of these gives the potential at a point in 

space due to the field, An = ill x r, XT where H is the ' ~1 2~ ~kN ~ 

external magnetic field and is the position vector of 

electron k with respect to nucleus N. The other term gives 

the potential due to a nuclear dipole. This dipole gives 

rise to an induced electron orbital current which may be 

represented by an induced orbital magnetic moment, 

— 3 
giving A2 = (y,^ x J^N^kN* For a n^cl-eus of magnetic 

moment ̂  

&N = H YN IN (1-4) 

Thus, the vector potential to be inserted in (1 — 3) is 

A = A + A_ = ti Yv ( x ri v)ri~3 + TT(H x r, M) (1-5) ~ ~1 ~2 'N ~N .~kN kN 2 ~ ~kN 

can now be rewritten as 

Ki = Ki0) + 5Ci1) + Ki2> + kI3) + + Ki5) (1-6) 



7 

wh ei~ e 

40) = - l 2^ 4 •v (1"7) 

K<1) : s l_^eY % * SkN1 . 

** " k^N ><k 1 « YN r3N 

• " J» 2yn <iN ' '~£n) (1~8) k ,N 

where m°.T is defined by ~kN J 

SkN = ~ (2i^ci) ~kN x ~k 

.r(2) „ e2 1 2 .. .. (~N x EkN5 (~N' x SkN • ) 

1 n n' 75 P 
K»JN»JN K kN kN1 

5 »t ^,,h 2 ~~3 3 f £n' (̂ '£kN ' 'EkN'EicN • 'EkN* 'Jn* ' 
k,N,N. a^c r^N, 

where 6^ is the unit dyadic 

3cJ3) = £ ~ 7T- -i-(H x r1NT)«v, (1-10) 
1 k N 10 ~kN A-k 

(4) _ 1 e2 1 _ (~N x £kN* 
2 *YM " 3 ™ (H x r^) 

'kN 
1 ~ , ~ Mf M. 2 2 " TN 3 ~  ~kN' 

k ,N ,N ' Tc c r 

2- yn 

k N N« Mk c2 2 * r3 (~~kN • *~kN"rkN »*rk:\T) *^5 

^ (1-11) 

Kl5) ~ ic § N» 2Mk c2 "5" X ~ki\r) x ~kN • ̂  (1-12) 
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is the Hamiltonian for the unperturbed system in the 

absence of the external field and with no resultant orbital 

or spin angular momentum. The remaining terms are small 

perturbations on and are used mainly in magnetic 

shielding calculations (Ramsey 1950, 1952). Equations 

(1-10) and (1-12) contain no dependence on the nuclear 

moment and thus cannot contribute to a coupling constant -

expression of the form given. Thus, these terms will be 

carried no further in this discussion. 

The magnetic dipole interaction gives rise to the 

so-called hyperfine structure. This hyperfine splitting is 

due to both electrostatic and magnetic interactions. The 

magnetic field at the nucleus due to the electron spin 

dipole is 

, 3(u *r)r 
Hs = H C*e <1-13) 

r r 

Thus, the electron dipole-nucl'ear dipole hyperfine 

Hamiltonian operator is given by 

= - Vai 

1 r 3<Bo,E»(lii,E), 
= 3 Cjie'Jil 2 3 (1-14) 

r r 

with the restriction the r cannot be zero. The magnetic 

moments of the nucleus and electron are given by 



Ei ~ 

Jie = -2P*Sk (1-15) 

where is the nuclear spin operator and is the 

electron spin operator. Thus, the total dipole-dipole 

interaction between the electrons and nuclei is given by 

r. 3(Iv'ri w)(S, 'r. v) I\r"S, 
JC, = 2|3ti z Ym{ ~n ~kl% ~k ~kN - (1"16) 

k'N rkN rkN 

where r, XT is the vector between electron k and nucleus ~kN 

N. 

Similarly, the internuclear dipole-dipole inter

action obtained from the same analysis is found to be 

„ 2 „ f *~NN 1 • *~NN • * iN*~NS 
Kii = _h S YNYN' * : 5 3 3 

N N ' r r 1 'iN NN' NN1 

(1-17) 

This term averages to zero when all orientations of the 

molecule are equally likely to occur. This is the case in 

the liquid state, indicating that there is no influence on 

the spectra from internuclear coupling. The broad lines 

observed in NMR spectra of solids are attributed to dipole-

dipole effects of this sort. 

The remaining term in the Hamiltonian is necessary 

to describe electrons in states where the electron density 

is nonvanishing at the nucleus. It contains an interaction 

between the magnetic moment of an electron and the magnetic 
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moment of a nucleus and is an extremely short range intei--

action. The Hamiltonian operator for this interaction was 

first derived by Fermi (1930, 1933) to account for hyper-

fine structure in the spectra of alkali metals. This term 

arises naturally from a consideration of the relativistic 

Hamiltonian (Blinder 19&0; 1965, P« ^7 ff.) and is given by 

= l6^ E yN6(r )S -I (1-17) 
3 3 k N ~kN ~k ~i\ 

where 6(r, XT) is a three-dimensional Dirac delta-function ~kN 

and is non-zero only for electrons with non-zero spin 

densities at the nuclear sites; is the magnetogyric 

ratio for nucleus N; (3 is the 3ohr magneton; and ti is 

Dirac's constant. This is the major term observed in H-H 

13 or C -H coupling experiments, whereas for F-F and HF 

coupling the other terms may become important (Ramsey 1953, 

Williams and Gutowsky 1959)• 

There have been two main approaches to solving the 

nuclear spin-spin coupling problem which use the previously 

discussed magnetic Hamiltonian. The most extensively used 

approach is V-sed on perturbation theory and the equations 

for coupling constants were developed by Ramsey (1953) • 

These equations have been used with both valence-bond and 

molecular orbital wavefunctions and calculations have been 

fairly successful. The other approach is to use a varia

tional wavefunction which avoids many of the problems 



encountered with the perturbation approach, but other more 

serious problems arise. The coupling constant expressions 

based on the perturbation method will be derived in the 

next section using density matrix theory. 



CHAPTER 2 

DENSITY MATRIX THEORY 

Density matrix theory provides a useful tool for 

expressing theoretical equations for various properties in 

a simple, easy to interpret form. Density matrices were 

first introduced by von Neumann (1927) and Dirac (1929, 

1930, 1931) who were concerned mainly with the description 

of N electron systems in the Hartree-Fock scheme. The 

calculation of most properties of an N electron system 

does not require all of the information contained in the 

total wavefunction, but only the first and second order 

density matrices. This is a consequence of the fact that 

the quantum mechanical operators associated with most 

physical properties are generally sums of one or two 

electron operators. We give here a brief discussion of 

the use of density matrices in quantum mechanics following 

the notation of McWeeny (McWeeny 1959, McWeeney and Mizuno 

196l). The properties of density matrices are also dis

cussed by Lowdin (1955) and Bingel (i960, 196l). 

Definitions and Notation 

Consider a wavefunction i(l,2,...,n) that is an 

antisymmetric function of its coordinates. The system 

12 
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density matrix is defined by 

p(l,2,...N; l',2',...N") = Y(1,2,...N)Y*(1',2»,...N') 

(2-1) 

and the rifi order reduced density matrix is given by 

Pr(l,2,...N; 1«,2',...N») = 

r!(J) / Y(l,2,...,r,...N)Y*(l•,2',...,r • ,r+l,...N) 

X dTr+ldTr+2"-dTN (2"3) 

A physical quantity 0 associated with a system is repre

sented by a Hermitian operator 0 which is symmetrical in 

the indices of the particles and expressed as 

0 = 0/ r.\+0/_\+0/ Q\ + ««» (2 — 3) 

where 

9,1) = E ft(i) 

~(2) = 2T j ̂ 
1 » J  

and the prime on the summation sign indicates the omission 

of terms having two or more indices the same. A matrix 

element of an r electron operator can be written as 

<*ls(r)l?> = 

/«(l,2,...r)pr(l,2,...r;l,,2,,...r') 

X dT dT ...dT (2-4) 
12 r 



I k  

where 9 acts on the imprinted variable and the primes are 

removed from the other variables before integration. 

In a similar way, one can define an rib order 

transition density matrix by considering two wave functions 

¥„ and YT in the definition of the density matrix, L j  

Pr(KL|1,2,...r;1•,2', ...r ' ) = 

r! (^)/Vl,2, . . .r ,r+l, . . .N) Y * (1 • , 2 1 , . . .r » ,r+l,...N) 

X dTr+̂ ...dTj1, (2-5) 

Then the corresponding expression for the matrix element of 

an r electron symmetrical operator between the two states 

and is given by 

CLlS(r)l-K> = 

J*Q (l,2,...r)pr(KL|l,2,...r;l',2,,...rl)dT 1dT 2...dT r  

Thus, all matrix elements can be expressed in terms of 

reduced density matrices and reduced transition density 

matrices. Since the transition density matrices are more 

general than density matrices, results will be given for 

them. These can always be specialized to the density 

matrix expressions by considering the case of K = L. 

It is useful to express the wavefunctions and 

operators in terms of complete orthonormal sets. When this 

is done, a wavefunction becomes a column matrix whose 



entries are the coefficients'" of the elements of the basis 

set. The operators are represented as N x N matrices, for* 

an N dimensional space, whose entries are given by 

where 0 .  and 0. are basis functions, A is the operator and 
J 

this quantity is entered in the i«J< row and jlb column of the 

matrix representing the operator A. Using this, the 

density matrix can be expressed in matrix form and the 

usual rules of matrix multiplication can be used. 

For single determinant wavefunctions each composed 
, r 

of an antisymmetrized product of one-electron functions, 

one can express the transition density matrix of any order 

in terms of first order transition density matrices (Dirac 

1930). The expansion is most conveniently given in 

determinant form as 

PT,(KL |l,21...r;l,,2lf...r') = . 

p 1 (KL | 1; 1 1 ) P;L (KL 11; 2 ' ) 

px (KL f 2 ; 1 ' ) P;L (KL f 2 ; 2 ' ) 

P1(KL|l;r•) 

Pl(KL|r;l•) Pj_(KL | r ;r 1) 

( 2 - 6 )  

The variables indicated by 1,2,... refer to both spatial 

and spin coordinates of a given particle. 
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Separation of Space and Spin Coordinates 

When using a Hamiltonian which contains spin 

operators one needs an expression which explicitly contains 

both types of coordinates. This separation can be carried 

out by expanding the transition density matrix in terms of 

the dyads of spin space. In general, a first order transi

tion density matrix will contain four components defined by 

a  a  
P]L (KL 11; 1 ' ) = P1(KL|r1;r^)a(s1)a*(s^) 

a  p  P a  
+ (KL |r^ ; r^ )ot(s^)(3*(s^) + (KL| r^ ;r£ ) (3 ( )a* ( ) 

0 P 
+ P1(KL|r1jr;»)p(s;L)P*(s;») (2-7) 

where r^ represents the three spatial coordinates and 

the spin coordinates of variable 1. In the special case of 

K=L, Bingel (1961) has shown that the coefficients 
a p Pa 

P^KLlr^r-p and P^^(Kl| ̂  ;r^) are zero. A second order 

transition density matrix will have sixteen components and 

in general an rib order transition density matrix will have 

2 (2r) components. 

In order to separate the spatial and spin depend

ence of the matrix elements, McWeeny and Mizuno (1961) 

wrote p^(Kl|i;1') as the matrix element of an operator 

0^) and examined the tensor properties of the operator. 

~(l) was factored into two parts, one containing the 

spatial variables and the other containing the spin 
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variables. After investigating the properties of the spin 

portion of the operator, they obtained equations relating 

the coefficients of the dyads in (2-7) to a matrix element 

involving the product of spatial and spin portions of 9. 

For example, 

a a \r T 
F^KLlr^rj) = -J Y * (1 • , 2 , . . .N) Ti R (1,2 ,  .  .  .N) 

X ds^dTgdT^. . •dTjj + N/¥£(l.,2,...N)/z(Si) 

X *k(1,2, . . .N)dS;LdT2. . .dTN (2-8) 

In Table 1, the spin operators and their corresponding 

elements of the dyad expansion are given. Since we are 

interested in calculating matrix elements with these 

operators, it is more convenient to have them expressed as 

(k ) 
standard components of an irreducible tensor operator T^ 

of order 2k + 1. 

(k) 
These standard components T^ are defined by their 

commutation relations with the angular momentum operators 

as follows (Racah 19^2; McWeeny 1963, p« 22k ff.). 

= Vk<k+1>-i<<i+1> l^{ 

= \/k(k+l)-q(q-l) T^l 

Ciz.Tqk,3 (2-9) 
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Table 1. Spin operators and corresponding matrix elements 
— (McWeeny and Mizuno 1961). 

9(s) Component of p^(KL 1;1') 

a (3 
;rx 1> 

P a 
P^KLjr^^,) 

a a 
P1(KL|r1;r1,) 

¥ - s
z  

, P  P  
P1(KL|r1;r1,) 

Using this definition, the spin operators can be re-

expressed as the following standard components 

T° = I 

T] i= S 

-1 n. — 

T1 = S 

X1-! - 7̂  s+ 

The operator T° forms an irreducible tensorial set of rank 
o 

0 and (T^,T^,T^) forms an irreducible tensorial set of 

rank 1. Thus, the spinless components of Table 1 can be 

expressed in terms of matrix elements involving the 
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standard components as 

a a 

V^I'W = Ifo +fo 

' a 0 
P1(KL| r 1 - , r 1 ' )  = y2 J+  

0 a /— / 
P^KLl r^r^) = -V2 J_ 

P^KLlr^rj.) = ±7° - <f\ (2-11) 

where 

' f YL(riSl" * -N'lj1' VrlSl>2> * * •N)ds1dTL.. .dT„ 

These can now be used in the Wigner-Eckert theorem to 

calculate matrix elements in terms of a Clebsch-Gordon 

coefficient and a reduced matrix element. Suppose ^ has 

spin quantum numbers S', M1 and ^ has spin quantum 

2 
numbers S, M corresponding to the operators S and S . 

The matrix elements of and with the irreducible 

tensor operators are given by 

(XS «M« jT^k)|KSM) = (S'kM«q|SM) • j T(k * J Ks) (2-12) 

where (S'kM'qJSM) is the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient 

obtained from coupling the angular momenta S1, M* and k, q 

to give a resultant angular momentum S,M and (AS'Jt^Jms) is 

the reduced matrix element which depends on S and S•, the 

total spin angular momenta, but not on its projection along 
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an axis; that dependence is totally determined by the 

Clebscli-Gordon coefficient. The real utility of this result 

is that once the spinless components of (KL|1;1•) are 

known for one pair of M and M' values, they can be obtained 

for all other- values of M and M1 through the use of the 

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. McWeeny and Mizuno (l96l) 

have used this result to express the components of 

p (S'M • jSM |l ; 1') in terms of the components of a "standard 

state" transition density matrix (S'M,SM|1;1') where M 

is the smaller of S and S'. 

A special case of note is the transition spin 

density between states with S=S*. Then all the components 

of the first order transition density matrix can be written 

in terms of the spinless density matrix P^ (KL | r^ ; r ) and 

the spin density matrix (KL|r^;r^1) where 

a a P P 
P1(KL|r1;r1  •  )  = P^KLl  ̂  • )  + ?1  (KL| r±  ;r±  •)  

a a |3 (B 
Q1(KL.|r1;r1«) = P1 (KL| R± ; R± •) - P1 (KL| ̂ ^ ) (2-13) 

The names for these functions are obtained from the 

fact that P^(KL|r^,r^1) could also be defined by 

P^KLl^;^ • ) = J p1(KL|l;l«)ds1 

where ds^ indicates integration over the spin coordinates 

of electron 1. Hence the name "spinless density matrix." 



Similarly (KL | ; r^ * ) could have been defined in terms of 

an integral over spin coordinates by the expression 

Q1(KL|r1;r1») = 2. f(1) px (KL 11; 1 • )dS;L 

In this expression (l) is the operator which acts on the 
z 

spin coordinates of electron 1 and the primes are removed 

after operation by £ (l) but before integration. Thus, 

Q^KLlrjr1) could be thought of as the average value of 

the operator J' y that is, the average resultant spin along 

the axis. 

Coupling Constant Expressions 

Nuclear spin-spin coupling constants are calculated 

using second order perturbation theory from the expression 

for the energy given by 

E^2) y g = - £ ^01^1 0<-13Cl o) (2-14) 

N<N1 NN' x5o EX"E0 

where the sum X is over all of the triplet states. The 

terms in the Hamiltonian that are important here are those 

which contain a linear dependence on the nuclear spin 

operator 1^. Expressing 3C as 

K = * A(i) lN (2-15) 
x 

where 

A(i) I = 3C, . > 
~ ~N (l) 
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and substituting (2-15) into (2-14:), we can factor the 

( 2 )  
nuclear spin angular momenta out of the sum and obtain E 

in the tensor form 

E ^ ^ = h  T I -J1 «I (2-16) 1 ^ t i v ' 
N<N ' 

where 

1 <°|A( i V ><MA(J) |0> 
«N. "= " K . 1 „ ETIET (2"17» 

1,J ,X A. 0 

In experiments where the values are averaged over a 

large number of molecules in rapid motion, one can assume a 

random orientation. In averaging the tensor over all 

orientations, one gets (Memory 1968, p. 73 f•) 

JNN« = (~NN») = J tr ~NN1 (2-18) 
N ' ave 

If one redefines the tensor given by (2-17) so that it has 

zero trace by 

Jwv, = JJ7MI - JVM 6 (2-19) 
~«N' ~NN • NN ~ 

then (2—16) can be rewritten in the form of a scalar inter

action and a tensor interaction which vanishes when 

averaged over all orientations. Thus, one obtains the 

expressions for the energy given by Hahn and Maxwell (1951) 

and discussed by Ramsey and Purcell (1952). 

E = h 2  JN \«£n"~N I 
+ h ^ (2-20) 

WV • M<r\T 1 * 
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Now, since most coupling is obsex*ved only when all orienta

tions are equally probable, one can easily see that only 

the first sum in (2-20) is what is observed. This is given 

explicitly as 

j = _ 1— 2 (0(A(i)|\><\|A(j)[0^. ( } 

NN' 3h . . , E% -E_, v ' 
i,J X 0 

The various contributions to ( can be obtained by 

inserting the appropriate terms of the Hamiltonian into 

(k) 
(2-21). The terms of the Hamiltonian and , give no 

contribution to J jjjj « since they contain a tensor inter

action with identically zero trace. Also, the cross terms 

in i obtained by substituting different terms in JC for 

and A^^ are small since the different terms of the 

Hamiltonian will have large matrix elements between differ

ent triplets. Thus, we are left with four terms con

tributing to the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant as 

given by Ramsey (1953) and these can be expressed concisely 

in terms of density matrices. 

j C D  - _ 8 h Y Y  E  i  
jinn« 3nYNYN« £ TErnrr 3 „3 

A'k'J K ° kN jN» 

8. 1  f b!nP i<*°|'W > . 

i m 
IN 

•N ,P1(0X| rx -,r1 •) 

3 ~1 r 
IN • 

dr. (2-22) 



2 k  

If we recall that m?,, is proportional to r. x V , then it 
~1N r —In ~1' 

is easily seen that in order to evaluate this term, one 

needs to know the derivatives of the spinless transition 

density matrix. Since these quantities are not readily 

available and can be shown to contribute a small amount to 

the coupling constant, this term has not yet been thoroughly 

investigated. 

,(2) k /„i^ e^h^ ~kN ~kN' t^\ 

=  3 h  y N V n -  ̂ ^ 7 7 2 p i ( 1 ; 1 ' ) d ~ i  ( 2 _ 2 3 )  

J IN IN ' 

The coordinate operators in this integral are 

multiplicative, so the prime can be removed immediately 

from the spinless density matrix. In evaluating this 

expression, one needs an equation for P^(l;l'), the spin

less density matrix, to substitute into the integral. 

A similar analysis to that used by McWeeny and 

Mizuno (l96l) to derive ^ ̂NN1 "*'n ^-erms density matrix 

notation can also be applied to the dipole-dipole term of 

the Hamiltonian to give an expression for "^NN'* 

derivation using the McWeeny and Mizuno notation will be 

sketched in discussing the contact coupling constant and 

expressions for the dipole-dipole coupling constant will 

be given without derivation. 
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J2NN« = " lh (2Ph) YNYN« 

1 /_, «.3(~k'~kN) '~kN ~k , , A 
x x k i <Ex-Eo) v,{ 1? ~}|V *»k»J K ° kN kN 

/ 3(S . »r , )r .v , S . >. 
. (x|{ | o) 

rjN« rjN 

A
N.AN: 

= -(2|3ft) ~ YNYn, s e -E 1 (2-24) 
X,j,x X 0 

where 

Ai3 = 1  f V^ol1'1'^! (f°r 1 = 
^ rlN 

AN.= I 1-^tJiN Q, (OX 11; 1 ') dr (for i t j) (2-25) IJ I 5 1 OL ~1 
J IN 

In equation (2-25) and refer to the cartesian 

components of a vector between nucleus N and electron 1, 

Qj^OX^l;!1) is the transition spin density for the zeroth 

component of triplet X, and in-deriving (2-24) it was 

assumed that the components of a triplet are degenerate so 

that all contributions from a given triplet state could be 

grouped together. In order to evaluate this expression one 

needs to have an equation for the transition spin density 

to substitute into the integral. In this case too, because 
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of the multiplicative nature of the operators, one could 

remove the primes immediately. 

McWeeny and Mizuno (1961) first gave the expression 

for the contact coupling constant in terms of density 

matrix notation. They began with the Hainiltonian 

X = l6y* E Y 6(r ) S -I (1-17) 
3 3 k N ~kN ~k ~N 

and expressed each of the resulting matrix elements in 

terms of density matrices. 

<M5(£kN)Sk-IN|0> = trCSC^) 2 sjlgp (0X|1,1>)] 
a=x,y,z 

( 2 - 2 6 )  

Then considering the three components of triplet X and 

expressing the density matrix in (2-26) for each of them 

in terms of standard state components, they wrote the sum 

of the matrix elements corresponding to triplet \ = (S'M1) 

as 

M-J:,0,1 <S'M,|6<£jN.>£j-£N.|°> 

= Q1(0\ojXN;lN)Q1(OXo|lN,;1N,) {ININ,+1^1^,+ININ,] 

(2-27) 

In deriving (2-27), the spin operators have been applied 

to the electronic spin functions and the spin integrations 

performed. Then the spatial integrations followed easily 



because of the delta function in the integral. Equation 

(2-27) can now be used in the expression 

/0| A ,v|\\ /X|A,VI |0\ 
E N '"I"'/.; l~kN'' ' (2-28) 

3NN,'_ " j,k,x VEo 

where 

= l6yh yM 6(r.M) S. (2-29) 
~jN 3 TN ~jN ~j 

to give 

1 ,l6TXpft.2 Ql(0Xol1N;1N)Ql(0Xo l1^' ;1N') 
J3NN« 2h 1 3 7 E%~Er, 

X  X  0  ( 2 - 3 0 )  

Since this term provides the dominant contributions to the 

total coupling constant for protons, it is indeed fortunate 

that it is the most easily evaluated expression. 

(0\q J ljj; 1^) is the transition spin density evaluated at 

the site of nucleus N, so that one needs only the value of 

this quantity at one point. 

Coupling constants can be calculated from the 

previously given expressions if one knows the ground state 

wavefunction and the triplet state wavefunctions. However, 

in most molecules, only approximate ground state wave-

functions are known and frequently excited triplet states 

have not been investigated at all. Certainly one does not 

have adequate wavefunctions for more than low lying states. 

An approximate procedure which is sometimes employed to 

overcome this difficulty is the "average energy 
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approximation." This procedure entails assuming an 

average value fox' E^ - in the denominator and factoring 

this term out of the summation. The value chosen is 

presumably weighted with respect to the different states. 

Then the sum can be evaluated exactly since the triplet 

states form a complete set and one can use the relation 

E |X> <"M = 1 (2-31) 
X 

If we consider (2-28) with its corresponding operator 

(2-29), the contact coupling constant expression becomes 

2 . l67lgft.2 YNYN 
J 3NN • " " h ^ 3 ' AE 

X E <0|6(r )6(r )S -S |0> (2-32) 
j,k j j 

and one needs only to evaluate the matrix elements of the 

operator in the ground state. One usually uses a semi-

empirical estimation of the value of AE. A more serious 

difficulty of the procedure is related to the sign of the 

matrix elements in the numerator of (2-28). Note that this 

is not the product of two matrix elements which are complex 

conjugates of one another. Since E. - E is necessarily 
A. O 

positive, this means that not all terms in the sum have the 

same sign, and in fact, one may need to use a negative 

value for AE in order to obtain the correct sign of the 

coupling constant in (2-32). 
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McConnell (1956) found that single configuration 

molecular orbital theory always leads to positive long 

range contact nuclear spin-spin coupling constants by 

malting the error of assuming AE was always positive. 

Karplus (1960a) has found that the procedure of assuming 

positive AE can be justified for molecules where a 

localized bond description is valid, but this argument 

depends on the incorrect assumption that the only important 

triplet states are those which differ from the perfect 

pairing structure by having the spins of one pair of 

electrons coupled to give a triplet instead of a singlet 

(Barfield 1968a). In this study, the sums will be 

evaluated over a limited number of triplet states and the 

"average energy approximation" will not be used at all. 



CHAPTER 3 

SPECIALIZATION TO MOLECULAR WAVEFUNCTIONS 

In a molecular system one can classify electrons 

according to their bonding characteristics (McWeeny 1959)• 

It is easy to pick out such groups as sigma bonding 

electrons, inner shell non-bonding electrons, lone pair 

electrons, etc., and the wavefunction should exhibit this 

separation. 

Generalized Product Approximation 

Mathematically, such a division is described by the 

generalized product approximations where a single con

figuration wavefunction is given by 

$A B ...X (1»2'* *,N) = 
a b x 

M Z (-1)P <?[0A (1,2,...Na) 0b (Na+1,...,Na+Nb)... 
^ a b 

0X ( . . . ,N)] (3-1) 
x 

and #A is a normalized antisymmetric function of the NA 
a 

electr-ons of group A in state a, S> is the permutation 

operator which interchanges electrons among the g: ups, 

p is 0 or 1 depending on whether the corresponding 

permutation is odd or even, and M is the normalizing factor 

30 
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-1/2 which has the value in if there are ni distinct permuta

tions in the sum. Thus, a completely antisymmetric wave-

function of the N electrons i-esults from (3-1) • 

Other configurations can be obtained by considering 

different states for the groups involved. A better 

approximation to the true wavefunction can be obtained by 

using a linear combination of these configurations. This 

is expressed as 

Y(l,2,...N) = E C
a,b,...x $A B ...X 

a,b, .. .x ' ' ab x 

(3-2) 

This is called the configuration interaction problem and 

the coefficients of the configurations can be obtained 

either by minimizing the energy of Y(l,...N) with respect 

to C or from perturbation expressions. The equa-Sk ^ D • • • X 
tions for the necessary matrix elements to solve this 

problem are given by McWeeny (i960). What one usually does 

is to start with a configuration containing each group in 

its ground state and specified as ^$Q(1,...N). This is 

obtained from reference to (3-1) by setting a = b = ... = 

x = 0. One can then generate an excited state $^(l,...N) 

by exciting one or more of the constituent groups to an 

excited state. For example, if group A is excited to a 

triplet state am, then the resulting triplet state wave-

function would be designated 
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...X * 1'2'* *,N* 
a 0 0 
ni 

ME (-l)P0[30A (1,2,...Na) 30R (N.+1,...Xa+Nr)... 
<? a A Bo \ 

in \ 

X0Y ( . ..N)] (3-3) 
0 

A more concise notation that will be used is to specify 

explicitly on the left hand side of the equation only those 

groups not in their ground state, i.e., (3-3) becomes 

3$a (l,2,...N) = M E (-I)pC[30A 
10B •••10x 3 (3-4) 

a & a 0 0 
in m 

All of the molecules of interest in this study are 

known to exist in singlet ground states. Thus, the single 

configuration starting point will have all groups in 

singlet states and will be designated (1, . . .N) . It has 

already been shown (Barfield and Reed 1969) that the 

excited singlets can be generated by exciting two groups 

to triplets and coupling the angular momenta of the 

resulting generalized products to give a singlet. The 

expression obtained for an excited singlet is given by 

§RS = ~T=- . S ~$R S +*R S * (3-5) 

V3 r+i s_i ro s0 r-l S+1 

Other excited singlets could be generated either by 

exciting three groups to triplets and coupling three 



angular momenta, or exciting two groups to quintets, or one 

to a triplet and one to a quintet and coupling those 

angular momenta. Obviously, this procedure could go on 

indefinitely but the resulting singlets would become 

higher and higher in energy and would mix only a negligible 

amount with the ground state configuration. The many-

configuration wavefunction to the approximation indicated 

is given by 

- c0 l#0 + CRS 1}RS <3-6' 
K,b 

and has an energy that can be determined after solving the 

secular determinant necessary to obtain the coefficients 

C . The prime on the summation in (3-6) means that one r s 

must omit terms where R = S. The matrix element expres

sions needed to solve this problem have been given by 

Barfield (1968b). Again the problem can be solved 

variationally or from perturbation expressions for the 

coefficients. It should be noted, though, that the size of 

the variation problem quickly gets out of hand as the 

number of groups increases. 

The excited triplets generated by exciting one 

group of the generalized product to a triplet can also 

undergo configurational mixing among themselves. This 

gives a many-determinant triplet wavefunction which can be 

expressed as 
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3Y = s c 3§t + S c 3$ (3-7) 
X • , T . t . A i ti t vr* \ T • r . H x  t .  x i  t .  R C ^ D  x x  r .  

x x x 

where i specifies a component of the triplet and can take 

the values +1, 0, or -1. The procedure for obtaining the 

3 energy of this state, , is also given by Barfield 
T 

(1968b). 

Transition Spin Densities 

General Equations 

Transition spin densities are obtained by using 

(3-6) and (3-7) in (2-13) (Barfield and Reed 1969K 

Q (0T |l;l«) = S [C C t - -2= E C C ] 
10 40 R^T) 0 0 0 0 

X Q (oto i l ; ! * )  + 2 [c c -s C  c ] 
1 0 R(/T) 0 0 0 -\p) tQ 0 0 0 0 

X Q1(0r0|l;l•) (3-8) 

In order to use this equation in (2-30), one has to 

evaluate it at the nuclear sites N and N'. To do this, 

we will specialize the equation to the case where the 

electron densities responsible for the coupling arise from 

two groups called A and C. The coupling constant expres

sion between N and N' then follows from substitution of the 

specialized version of (3-8) into (2-30). 
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R 

X Q1(Oa0|lA;lA) Ql(0c0 |lc;lc) 
(3-9) 

where the sum over R means one sums over all of the groups 

and all of the triplet states within each group. The semi-

empirical study conducted in this work will treat the case 

of three groups, designated A, B, and C. 

Two-Electron Groups 

bonds containing the coupled nuclei and these will be 

described by Heitler-London two-electron wavefunctions. 

The singlet and triplet state wavefunctions are given by 

the expressions 

Groups A and C will be identified with those C-H 

2 ~1/2 = [ 2(1+S ) ] {a1(1)^2(2)+£2(l)~l(2)32~1/2 
0 

X {<x(l)0(2)-0(i)cc(2)) (3-10) 

and 

C«1(l)a2(2)-i2(l)^1(2)32"1/2 

a 
0 

X {cx(i)p(2)+p(i)a(2)3 (3-11) 
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where S is the overlap integral between the atomic ox'bitals 

and _a0. The other components of the triplet a can be 

obtained by considering the appropriate symmetric spin 

function to attach to the antisymmetric spatial function. 

For the two-electron group function, this is the only 

triplet state one can generate. Using (3-10) and (3—11) in 

the definition of the transition spin density for a single 

group, one obtains the following equation (Barfield and 

Reed 1969) 

Q1(0a0|l}l») = a^QJa'd') - a.2 (1) ajj| (1 • ) (3-12) 

In deriving (3-12) the fourth power of the overlap 

integral, S, has been neglected since it is small compared 

to one. The group C function is given by the same equa

tions and the analogous expression is obtained for the C 

group transition density. Barfield (1968a) has given a 

more general expression for the transition spin density 

when one uses valence bond wavefunctions, based on the 

Rumer-Pauling bond diagram method (Rumer 1932, Pauling 

1933) to generate singlet and triplet structures. For the 

specific case considered here of a two electron function, 

his expression gives the equation (3-12). Thus, although 

it is not apparent from the derivation, the VB method for 

coupling constants may contain an implicit assumption 

about the magnitude of the overlap integrals between the 

atomic orbitals. 
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Pi Electron System 

The wavefunction for the group B electrons needs 

some discussion before an explicit equation can be given. 

This group will be identified with the remaining electrons 

and a brief discussion behind the main approximations will 

be given. 

In unsaturated hydrocarbons the electrons fall into 

two classes: those which are primarily localized between 

pairs of atoms, called sigma electrons, and those which are 

delocalized over a region containing several atoms, called 

pi electrons. As the many-el.ectron problem can only be 

solved in very specialized cases, some approximations must 

be made and the treatment of sigma and pi electrons 

separately seems like a logical starting point. This is 

called the pi electron approximation and is a special case 

of the generalized product approximation which was previ

ously discussed. 

The simplest application of the pi electron 

approximation is the Hixckel method in which most of the 

standard notation is introduced. The Hamiltonian for the 

system is taken to be a sum of one electron Hamiltonians so 

that variables can be separated. The further assumption is 

made that the molecular wavefunction can be expressed in 

terms of atomic orbitals located on the various atoms. 

This is called the LCAO (linear combination of atomic 

orbitals) approximation, and was first suggested by 
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Lennard-Jones (1929) and later investigated by Coulson and 

Longuet-Higgins (19^7)• 

In order to determine the expansion coefficients, 

one uses the variation principle which leads to a secular 

determinant to be solved. The diagonal matrix elements are 

denoted as a, the nonzero off-diagonal matrix elements are 

called 3, and values for these quantities are determined 

semi-empirically. 

The difficulty with this procedure is that the 

optimum values for the parameters a and |3 vary with the 

property one is trying to predict. Even more important, 

the Hiickel theory fails to predict the splittings between 

excited singlet and triplet states of the same electron 

configuration. 

A better approach for obtaining a good wavefunction 

is to use the self-consistent field (SCF) equations 

developed by Roothaan (1951)• He considered an anti-

symmetrized product made up of a given set of molecular 

orbitals in the LCAO approximation and included the 

electron repulsions in the Hamiltonian explicitly. 

Using density matrix formalism, the energy can be 

expressed as 

E = trlh IPX + \ tr^ |p2 (3-13) 
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where the density matrices |p1 and p_ are referred to the 
X M 

atomic orbital basis set and |h and are the correspond

ing one and two electron operators given in matrix form 

with respfect to the atomic orbital basis set. In matrix 

notation, the transformation from the atomic orbital basis 

set to the molecular orbital basis set is given as 

x = * c (3-14) 

and and jp^ can be expressed in terms of the molecular 

orbital basis set by the equations 

= (CiPjC* 

_p2 = C ( 2 )  P 2 C ( 2 ) +  ( 3 - 1 5 )  

(2) — 
where (£ = (C ®C •> the direct product, and |P and 

are the density matrices with respect to the new basis set. 

P^ and pg can be expressed in terms of a single matrix 

defined by 

R = CC + (3-16) 

and the density matrices are given by 

P, = 2R 
1 rs rs 

P0 = 2[2R .R - R R .] (3-17) 2 L rt su ru stJ J ' rs , tu 

for the case of doubly occupied molecular orbitals. Using 

these equations in (3-13), the energy can be expressed as 
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E = 2tr |h IK + trGR (3-18) 

where G is the electron interaction matrix of Roothaan and 

is defined by 

Gtr = £ Rgu[2(tu |g|rs) - (tu|g|sr)] (3-19) 
su 

To determine the condition for an energy minimum, 

one considers a variation in E determined by a first order 

variation in IR . This is expressed by the equation 

6E = 2tr lh*6R + trG'&lR + tr 6(G *IR (3-20) 

The energy minimum occurs when 6E = 0 giving the condition 

2tr lh6IR. + 2trC) *6 IR = 0 (3-21) 

since tr 6 G «IR = trG *6|R as can easily be verified by 

substitution of equation (3-19) • We can define a new 

operator IF such that 

2tr IF '  IR =0 (3-22) 

where IF = ||-| + G is the Hartree Fock-Hamiltonian. Since 

IF depends on through its dependence on G , the problem 

must be solved iteratively. The occupied orbitals are 

determined as eigenfunctions of this one electron operator 

which leads to the familiar self-consistent field method. 

In order to satisfy (3-21) subject to the condition that |R 

be idempotent, one can use the method of Lagrange multi

pliers. These are denoted by and one then solves the 

following problem 
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IF C = <s C (3-23) 

where e is the svmineti~ic matrix containing the Lagrange 

multipliers. The energy is invariant to a change in basis 

set; hence one can transform to a basis in which <g is 

diagonal by using 

c = €  U (3-24) 

where t|J satisfies ce = HJ G U +  =  diagonal matrix. Then 

(3-22) becomes a series of equations each of which can be 

expressed as 

IF = e i*i  ( 3"2 5 )  

Each molecular orbital corresponds to a row in the 

matrix C. . The procedure for solving (3-25) is repeated 

until the coefficients have converged on a set of values 

for each occupied molecular orbital. The convergence 

criterion is usually specified in terms of the energy, 

i.e., when this changes less than a "predetermined amount 

on successive calculations, the wavefunction is said to 

have converged to the given form. 

For the present discussion it is necessary to know 

that the single determinant ground state wavefunction for 

group B is given by 

X0B = I (-l) P (?Cx 1 (Dx1(2) . . . x b  <NB-l>Xb (Nb)] (3-26) 
0 (p i i 



where each molecular spin orbital is singly occupied. The 

X's are determined from SCF conditions and each spatial 

orbital occurs twice, once with each electronic spin 

function. Since the wavefunction is written as a product 

of one-electron functions, it is easily seen that this 

approximation is based on the independent particle model. 

A triplet configuration is formally obtained by 

removing an electron from an occupied spin orbital and 

placing it in a previously unoccupied spin orbital. This 

is given by 

\ , = I (-L)PF[x1(L)x1(2).-.xb C^B-UXb <NB>] 
b0( i»\j) v x j 
0 (3-27) 

Using (3-26) and (3-27) it follows from (2-llb) that the 

B-group transition density is given by 

Q [Ob (i*-j) |l;l«] = -V2 Xb (DX£ (!') (3-28) 
1 j 

It is also useful to consider configurational 

mixing among the B-group triplets expressed as 

\ = Z db« b(is-i) \ (3-29) 
V b(i^j) b Bb(i^j) 

where the sum is over some set of triplets generated by 

promoting electrons-one at a time to unoccupied spin 

orbitals. Usually an energy criterion is used here to 

decide which configurations to include in this scheme. The 
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coefficients d^ , anc* corresponding energy for the 

new configuration are obtained by solving the appropriate 

secular determinant. From equation (3-29) and inspection 

of equation (3-28) it easily follows that the B-group 

transition densities for this wavefunction are given by 

Q1(ObA|l,l>) = , V2 S db- b(».j>*b.(1)*b.a'> 
b  ( j )  '  °  i  j  

(3-30) 

This completes the discussion of the general theory 

involved in the present study. Next, the semi-empirical 

calculations will be described along with a detailed dis

cussion of the P-P-P method for obtaining molecular wave-

functions and the variable-(3 modification used in this 

study. 



CHAPTER k 

SEMI-EMPIRICAL CALCULATIONS 

A very successful procedure using the Hartree-Fock 

operator did not evaluate integrals theoretically. Rather, 

optimum values for a few specific parameters were deter

mined semi-empirically. The method was proposed by Pariser 

and Parr (1953a, 1953t>) and almost simultaneously in a 

somewhat different form by Pople (1953), and resulted in a 

theory that was remarkably simple and easy to apply. The 

semi-empirical calculations carried out as part of this 

study employed wavefunctions generated by use of the 

Pariser-Parr-Pople method (P-P-P). 

Pariser-Parr-Pople Method 

Although it emerged as two separate theories, 

there are a number of basic assumptions which are con

tained in both, and these will be discussed in detail now. 

The most striking similarity is that of treating only pi 

electrons explicitly and admitting the effect of the sigma 

system in a semi-empirical way in Hcore» The overlap 

integrals are treated as in the Hiickel method and both 

theories assumed that the atomic orbitals included in the 

pi system were eigenfunctions of the operator T + U^, i.e., 

kh 



(T + U )y = W v (4-1) 
P *P P*P 

For systems not containing any heteroatoms, (3 is given 

one value for a neighboring pair and set to zero for all 

other pairs. This is called the zero differential overlap 

assumption (Parr 1952) and is used primarily to reduce the 

number of two-electron integrals. If the two-electron 

integrals are defined by 

(pqjrs) = /Xp(l)xr(2) Xq( 1) Xs ( 2) ̂^2 (4-2) 
12 

then the zero differential overlap assumption states 

XpdJXqd)^! « 0 (4-3) 

for p ^ q. This significantly decreases the number of two 

electron integrals to be evaluated, as hybrid, (pp|pq), 

exchange, (pq|pq), and many center, (pq|rs), integrals are 

all set equal to zero. All that remains of the two 

electron integrals to be calculated are the Coulomb 

(pplqq) integrals and these are treated differently in the 

two methods. Also, the interaction energy of the electrons 

with the nuclei are obtained by different schemes. Each 

of these will be discussed in turn. 

Coulomb integrals are calculated using the Pople 

method (Pople 1953) by considering the repulsion energy of 

two point charges located at the nuclear sites. Thus, it 

follows that 
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(ppjqq) = i/Rpq (pAl) (4-4) 

where R is the distance between atoms p- and q in the 
pq 

molecule. Similarly, the two center interaction integrals 

between electrons and nuclei are given by the energy of 

the corresponding point charges , 

/ XP(1) "a XPU) dTl = * -H2- (4"5) 
CP 

where Z was an effective core charge and U the potential 
CT 0 

due to atom a» For carbon atoms, Z^ is usually set equal 

to one. With these assumptions, the diagonal core matrix 

elements are given by 

a = W - E w2- (4-6) 
P P R 

a ap 

and the Hartree-Fock matrix elements by 

i P -Z 
F = W + \ P (pplpp) + S -4s (4-7a) 
PP P 2 pp I , , v R 

* CT(^P) CTP 

F = p - - -ŝ L (4-7b) 
pq Pq 2 Rpq 

the quantity P is defined as J pq 

P = 2 Z C. C. (4-8) 
pq i ip iq 

and interpreted as a bond order between atoms p and q if 

p ^ q and the charge density on atom p if p = q. 
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The Pariser-Pai-r method (Pariser and Parr 1953a, 

1953b) approximates the Coulomb integrals by using the 

uniformly charged sphere approximation (Parr 1952) for 

o 
R > 2.80 A. With this approach, the p orbitals on each 
pq - ' 

of the atoms p and q are replaced by a pair of uniformly 

charged spheres, with each sphere carrying one-half of an 

electronic charge. Then, from classical electrostatics, 

the following equation is obtained for (pp|qq) in e.V. as 

the potential energy due to the four spherical charge 

distributions: 

7.1957 ( PP | qq) = -JY 
pq 

21 -1/2 . 2 -1/2 /d -d \ I /d +d V iw) 
(4-9) 

Here d^ is the diameter of one of the spheres on atom p and 

it is assumed that p / q in deriving (4-9). The value 

Pariser and Parr used for d^ is computed for a Slater 2p 

orbital from the orbital exponent according to Slater's 

O 
rules. For distances less than 2.80 A, Coulomb integrals 

are calculated, assuming a quadratic dependence on R, from 

the equation 

aR + bR2 = ^-[(ppjpp) + (qq|qq)] - (ppjqq) (4-10) 

O O 
The constants a and b are fitted for R = 2.80 A and 5»7 A 

by the uniformly charged sphere model. 
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The Pople method differs in one respect from the 

Pariser and Pari" method by treating the neutral atom 

potentials explicitly. As these are not included in 

in the Pople method, they occur as an additional term, 

H (li) = T + U + E U+EU* (4-11) 
core r p t j \ a p a(/p) p F 

where U* designates a neutral atom potential and is the 

potential due to an atom deprived of its pi electron. The 

Pariser-Parr method assumes that these are related by 

Vn = Vn ~ A«(2) IT" X_ (l)dT2» (4-12) 
G O %/ O 12 

where the integral represents an average electronic 

potential for an electron in atomic orbital 

With these assumptions, the matrix element expres

sions become 

a = W E [(aalpp) + (aspp)] - E (p:pp) (4-13) 
p  p  a ( / P )  

for the diagonal core matrix elements and 

F = W + i P (pplpp) + E (P -1)(aal pp) 
PP P 2 pp Iff(^p) pp 

E (a:pp) + E (p:pp) (4-l4a) 
a(/p) p 

F  = 3  -  ? r  P  ( p p l q q )  ( 4 - i 4 b )  pq pq 2 pqVK*^iH^ 



for the Hartree-Fock matrix elements. In (4-13) and 

(4-l4), (q:pp) is called a penetration integral and is 

defined by 

These are also not calculated directly but are estimated 

assuming a quadratic dependence on the distance separating 

a and p (Pariser and Parr 1953b). The formulas obtained 

are only good for calculating differences of penetration 

integrals, but that is all that was required to compute 

excitation energies. 

Comparing equations (4-6) and (4-7) with (4-13) 

and (4-l4), one can see that the two methods are quite 

similar. The essential difference is in applying these 

equations. Pariser and Parr considered configurational 

mixing to determine the ground state, whereas Pople used 

an SCF procedure to minimize the energy. Since the same 

parameters appear in both theories, and at present all 

calculations include an SCF procedure regardless of how 

the parameters are estimated, there is no longer a dis

tinction made between the two theories. 

yet to be discussed. These are evaluated empirically in 

both methods as the difference between the experimental 

ionization potential and electron affinities, 

(4-15) 

The one-center repulsion integrals, (pp|pp), have 
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(pp|pp) = lp - Wp (4-i6) 

The extrapolation of the (pp|qq) repulsion integrals in the 

Pariser-Parr method to R = O was done so as to approach 
pq 

this value smoothly. However, the Pople method does not 

even converge when p = q, so for this case a special 

formula was used. A clever method of evaluating the 

repulsion integrals was suggested by Nishimoto and Mataga 

(1957)• They assumed an expression for (pp|qq) of the 

form 

(pp|qq) = J-g— (4-17) 
pq pq 

This expression has the correct behavior at large inter-

n u c l e a r  d i s t a n c e s  a n d  a v o i d s  a n  i n f i n i t e  v a l u e  a t  R  = 0 .  pq 

Values for a for each nucleus were determined fi-om 
PP 

(pplpp) = —-— = I - W = y (4-l8) 
app p p pp 

and a was given by 
pq J 

Th-l<ih*Tr-> (4-19) 

pq PP qq 

Another approach for evaluating these Coulomb integrals was 

proposed by Ohno (1964) who used the expression, 

( PP I qq) = S — (4-20) 
(a2 + R2 )1/2 

pq pq 

Roberts and Warren (1969) have recently determined (pp|qq) 

for the carbon atom using Saturno's (1968) operator, 
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(i- + r0)-1, in place of r~^ in the evaluation of the 1 M 1 « 

Coulombic integrals. They found excellent agreement 

between the values calculated from their expression and 

those obtained from (4-17). However, agreement with values 

calculated from (4-20) was not as good. The wavefunction 

generated for this study used the Nishimoto-Mataga formula 

in calculating the repulsion integrals. 

The remaining modification to the (P-P-P) method 

which was used hei~e was concerned with the determination of 

the off-diagonal core matrix elements Ppq» Non-zero values 

were first determined empirically by fitting the lowest 

excited states in different molecules. However, values 

determined for ethylene and benzene did not have the proper 

variation with distance. Studies (Hummel and Ruedenberg 

1962, Dewar and Gleicher 1965) have shown that the varia

tion of (3 with internuclear distance is a critical 

parameter and it is important to have good values for the 

actual bond lengths and angles. Since precise molecular 

geometry is not always known, the variable -p modification 

due to Nishimoto and Forster (1965, 1966) is most useful. 

They expanded (3 as a power series in P, the pi bond order, 

and retained only the first two terms giving the expression 

P = AJP + AQ (4-21) 

Values of and A^ were chosen semi-empirically from 

expressions derived for these constants and subject to the 



criterion of physical reasonableness. Sets of values were 

determined for alternant hydrocarbons (Forster 1966) and 

aromatic systems involving one, two, or three rings 

(Nishiinoto' and Forster 1966). Calculations based on the 

variable -0 method assumed and were constant for a 

given type of molecule. An initial set of values for P 

were calculated using (^-8) with a set of coefficients 

generated from Hiickel theory and this was used to calculate 

P and wavefunctions based on the (P-P-P) assumptions. The 

resulting coefficients giving the molecular orbital were 

then used to calculate a new set of bond orders and the (3's 

were adjusted accordingly. In this way, wavefunctions were 

obtained as a result of an iterative process. This linear 

relationship between |3 and P was also found to be valid for 

heteroatomic systems and parameter values are given in 

Tables 2 and 3« These were determined by Nishimoto and 

Forster and were used without modification in this work. 

When configurational mixing was included, matrix 

elements were calculated using the expressions given by 

Pariser and Parr (1953b). These were evaluated using the 

modifications previously discussed for single determinant 

wavefunctions where appropriate. 

Coupling Constant Calculations 

The role of pi electrons in nuclear spin inter

actions has been of interest for some time, and pi electron 
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Table 2. Semi-empirical one-electron integral 
— (Nishimoto and Forster 1966). 

parameters 

Atom P 1 Y 
P 'PP 

a 
PP 

C+ 

N+ 

11.16 11.13 

14.12 12.34 

1.294 

1 .167 

Table 3« Variable-(3 constants. 

^IJ " A0 + A1PIJ ~ *A0'A1* 

(I, J) Polyenes3 Benzenes*3 Naphthalenes13 Anthracenes'3 

(c,c) 

(C,N) 

(2.10,-.51) (-2.04,-.51) (-1.90,-.51) 

(-2.44,-.53) (-2.27,-.53) 

(-1.84,-.51) 

(-2.20,-.56) 

^Forster 1966. 

Nishimoto and Forster 1966. 



contributions to proton coupling constants have been 

investigated often. Early work used electron spin 

resonance hyperfine splittings (McConnell 1957, Karplus 

1960b) as 'a semi-empirical criterion for the interaction 

between sigma and pi electrons. These calculations were 

reasonably successful for long range coupling constants and 

were later modified (Acrivos 1962, Cunliffe and Harris 

1967) to include the effects of delocalization in 

conjugated and aromatic systems. Recently, it has been 

demonstrated (Barfield 1968c, Ditchfield and Murrell 1968) 

that early descriptions (Karplus 1960a, Acrivos 1962, 

Cunliffe and Harris 1967) neglected certain important terms 

in the expression for the contact nuclear spin-spin coupling 

constant. Ditchfield and Murrell (1968) have suggested 

that this resulted in an overestimation of the pi electron 

contribution. This suggestion is not consistent with a 

large amount of experimental evidence (Sternhell 1964) or 

theoretical calculation (Barfield and Chakrabarti 1969b). 

It was the purpose of this study to investigate pi electron 

coupling by means of a semi-empirical SCF-MO description. 

Of particular interest is the importance of including 

configuration interaction (CI) in the triplet manifold. 

Coupling constants were calculated using semi-empirical 

wavefunctions generated with Pariser-Parr-Pople theory. A 

computer program was written to perform these calculations 

using both equation (3-28) and equation (3-30) and a 



listing, together with a description of input and sample 

data, is given in Appendix A. The description of the input 

includes the input necessary to generate the vavefunction 

using (P-P-P) theory in addition to that which is needed 

for the coupling constant programs. However, listings are 

given only for the coupling constant programs as the other 

programs are slightly modified versions of standard (P-P-P) 

programs. These modified programs were obtained from Dr. 

L. S. Forster (1967)* Coupling constants were computed 

in unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbons and both types 

will be discussed in detail now. 

Butadiene 

Calculations of coupling constants in the butadiene 

molecule were based on an eight-electron model. The pi 

system, group B, contained four electrons and each C-H 

bond associated with a coupled nucleus contained two 

electrons. Triplet state energies along with the indi

vidual contributions to the calculated coupling constants 

are given in Table k for both SCF-MO and SCF-MO-CI calcula

tions, and all single excitation triplets were considered 

in generating SCF-MO-CI wavefunctions. For comparison, 

valence bond (Barfield 1968c) (VB) results are =»l.so given. 

The symmetry assignments, listed in the first column, are 

based on the C,,^ point group of trans-butadiene. The total 

calculated pi-electron contribution to the coupling 



Table 4. Butadiene 1, 4 pi electron coupling constant. 

"I Yd 
xc—c h4 

W 
H3 \ 

SCF-MO SCF-MO-CIa'b V-Bl 

- 'E 
K 0 

(e.V.) (Hz) 

JEK-'EO 

(e.V.) 

5JI".H.(K) 

(Hz) 

EK-'EO 

(e.V.) 

5jS.H'(k> 

(Hz) 

1 

(3Bu) 

( 3Ag) 

( 3Ag ) 

4 

( 3Bu) 

5 

( 3Ag) 

6 

( 3Bu) 

2 .06 

4.88 

4.89 

7.84s 

7.84s 

7.02 

1.87 

-1 .80 

0.00® 

263.07s 

-265.13s 

2.91 

1.42 

3.00 

6.76 

7.84s 

7.84s 

7.65 

• 3.06 

-1.51 

0.00e 

261.39s 

-265.69s 

4.38 

3.54 

5-'15 

f 

7.85s 

7.86s 

8.94 

3.92 

-4.05 

264.23s 

-263.16s 

0.16 

ui 
C\ 



Table k.—Continued 

0 .92 h  1 .63 h  i . i o h  

aVariable-3 modification of the Pariser-Parr-Pople method (Barfield and 
Reed 1969) • 

^Includes mixing between all singly excited triplet configurations. 

CBarfield 1968c. 

^Symmetry assignments are for £2h syn)me'*-ry trans-butadiene. 

0 
Contributions from these triplets vanish identically. 

f 
This triplet does not occur in the VB method which includes only non-

polar triplets . 

These are sigma electron triplets. 

^Experimental results are in the range 0.60-1.30 Hz (Hobgood and Goldstein 
1964). 

VI 



constant is given at the bottom of the table for each 

calculation and was computed as the sum of each of the 

individual contributions. 

The exchange integrals used to describe the sigma-

pi configuration interaction are given in Table 5» These 

values were used in all the semi-empirical calculations 

and, in all molecules considered only exchange integrals 

between atoms bonded to the pi system were assumed to be 

nonzero. 

The calculated triplet state energies show a large 

variation depending on the method used. The experimental 

value for the lowest triplet was determined by a measure

ment on trans-butadiene to be 3*2 e.V. (Evans i960). Thus, 

the Pariser-Parr-Pople method does not seem to do as well 

as the simple VB method in predicting triplet energies in 

butadiene. 

In comparing the contributions to the coupling 

constant obtained by VB and SCF-MO methods, an interesting 

similarity appears. Although the two lowest triplets in. 

each case contribute individually quite different values, 

the combined contribution from triplets one and two are 

0.07 Hz and -0.13 Hz in SCF-MO and VB calculations respec

tively. This is a negligible amount compared to the total 

calculated value. In the SCF-MO-CI method, on the other 

hand, there is a net contribution from these two lowest 

states of 1.55 Hz. The third triplet in the SCF-MO and 
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Table 5» Sigma-pi exchange integral parameters 

.Sp' 
•spi 

SpJ 
•  sp i  • sp' 

sp 

'sp; 

J 
\JL7 

Kj^h| 

r s K(r,s) 

h 
2 

sp -3.9l6a 

h P 0.792a 

P sp2 1.26a 

P sp3 -0.827 cos20b 

Karplus and Fraenkel 1961. 

0 is the angel between the p orbital of the pi 
system and the C-H bond. The expression is derived from 
data supplied by McLachlan (1958). 



SCF-MO-CI method gives identically zero contribution to 

5 Tl J„„ and does not even occur in the VD method. In all 
nri 

three calculations, triplets four and five, the sigraa 

electron triplets arising primarily from the C-H bond 

electrons, give the largest contribution to the coupling 

constant. However, in each case, triplet four gives a 

large positive contribution which is essentially cancelled 

by a large negative contribution from triplet five. This 

type of behavior was found in all proton-proton coupling 

constants investigated in this study and it was also 

observed that all contributions arising from triplets of a 

given symmetry class had the same sign. The SCF-MO and 

SCF-MO-CI calculations have a net negative contribution 

from the sigma electron triplets which is overbalanced by 

the contribution from the highest triplet. The VB results 

exhibit a net positive contribution from the pair of sigma 

electron triplets and a small contribution from the higher 

triplet. Thus, on close inspection of the table, it appears 

that in the SCF-MO calculation, the computed result arises 

mainly from the highest level triplet, which is probably 

the most poorly represented of all the states obtained. In 

the VB method, the major factor contributing to the total 

is the set of C-H sigma electron triplets, and here the 

result is a difference of two large numbers and itself is 

two orders of magnitude smaller than either of these 

numbers. The calculated value obtained on the basis of 



the SCF-MO-CI method, on the other hand, seems mainly to 

arise from the lowest triplets. As these are a better 

approximation to the states they are supposed to represent 

than triplet six and the result is not the difference of 

such large numbers, this seems to be the most significant 

calculated result. 

The experimental value for the five-bond couplings 

in butadiene lies between 0.6 Hz and 1.30 Hz (Hobgood and 

Goldstein 196^). Bothner-By and Harris (1965) from experi

mental considerations have estimated the pi electron 

contribution to be 0.7 Hz. Thus, it appears that all of 

the computed results are too large and the SCF-MO-CI 

method gives a coupling constant even larger than the total 

coupling observed experimentally. The source of this 

problem is probably due to the neglect of double excita

tions in constructing states for configurational mixing. 

If one uses energy as a criterion for deciding which states 

to mix, the lowest energy double excitation states should 

have comparable energy to the high energy single excitation 

states which were considered. Since we have an SCF ground 

state function, no single excitation state will mix with 

it, but double excitations would interact and lower the 

ground state energy. This means mathematically that 

3 - *EQ in the denominator of the coupling constant 

expression would increase, thus decreasing the magnitude of 

each contribution and the total calculated result. 
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The major contribution to the coupling constant 

comes from triplets one and two in the SCF-MO-CI calcula

tion. The real importance of this observation is that 

these states are primarily pi electron states. Thus, this 

calculation shows that long range couplings in unsaturated 

systems are transmitted by way of the pi system. The 

absence of a significant contribution in the SCF-MO calcu

lations from this pair indicates a lack of correlation 

among electrons of unlike spin within the given triplets. 

For 1,3 coupling in butadiene, the same general 

effects are seen in Table 6. -About 70% of the coupling 

constant calculated using SCF-MO-CI wavefunction can be 

accounted for by considering the coupling through the pi 

system involving the lowest level triplets. Since this is 

a shorter range coupling constant in butadiene, it is not 

unreasonable to expect a more important contribution from 

the localized sigma electrons. Again it is obvious that 

no such truncation would work in the SCF-MO calculations as 

the sum of the first two terms here l,eads to a calculated 

coupling constant which is an order of magnitude too large. 

The calculated results of Ditchfield and Murrell 

(1968) for butadiene were obtained using an equation based 

on double perturbation theory (Hirschfelder, Byers Brown, 

and Epstein 1964) with the hyperfine splitting constants 

given by Karplus (1960b), coefficients determined from 

Huckel type molecular orbitals, and triplet state energies 
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Table 6. Butadiene 1,3 pi electron coupling constant. 

H1 H2 
V  J  

K 

H 

lC = C 

/ \ "k 
c = c 

/ \ 
H3 H4 

SCF-MO 

^EK-,EO 

(e.V.) 

"JSH(K) 

(Hz) 

SCF-MO-CI 

V,Eo WSh 

(e.V.) (Hz) 

1 

(3BU) 

( 3Ag ) 

( 4 )  

4  

( 3Bu) 

(3Ag) 

6 

(3Bu) 

I "jSh.<k) 
K 

2.06 

4.88 

4.89 

7.84 

7.84 

7.02 

-5.73 

1.80  

0 .00  

-72.40 

76.90 

-0.93 

-0.34 

1.42 

3.00 

6.76 

7.84 

7.84 

7.65 

-2.18 

1.51 

0.00 

-75.88 

90.55 

-14.95 

-0.95 
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obtained by Simmons (1964) with the (P-P-P) method. A 

major error in their work was to use wavefunctions and 

energies which were obtained using different assumptions. 

They calculated four and five bond coupling constants in 

butadiene which were much too small in magnitude. It is 

not surprising that their calculated values are in complete 

disagreement with that of other workers including the 

values obtained in this study. The experimental results 

(Hobgood and Goldstein 1964, Bothner-By and Harris 1965) 

are consistent with the larger pi electron contributions 

noted in this investigation. 

A feature of the method used in this study is that 

coupling constants calculated from pi electron wavefunc

tions fail to distinguish between cis and trans arrange

ments of the coupled nuclei. Both coupling constants 

would have the same calculated value although experi

mentally this is not observed to be the case. This is not 

too surprising if one considers that the interaction is 

between the C-H bonds and a delocalized pi system which is 

symmetrical. The reason for the discrepancy is the 

coupling through the sigma system. This is known to be 

very orientation-dependent and calculations of coupling 

through the sigma system do distinguish between the two 

positions. 
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Octatetraene 

Calculations of pi electron coupling constants in 

all trans-octatetraene in Table 7 are interesting. Values 

are reported for the SCF-MO-CI method, and VB calculated 

results (Barfield 1968b) are given for comparison. This 

molecule was treated as a twelve-electron system with 

eight electrons in the pi system and two electrons in each 

C-H bond. The first set of calculations was performed 

considering all single excitation triplets within 20 e.V. 

of the ground state and adjusting the energies so obtained 

in order to give the lowest excited singlet state energy 

in agreement with the experiment. Inspection of the table 

shows that in almost all cases, the magnitude of the 

calculated result is larger with the SCF-MO-CI method than 

with the VB method. This indicates the role of configura

tion interaction in transmitting long range coupling 

information. However, both methods do show the alternation 

of sign dependent on the parity of the number of inter

vening bonds. 

A similar analysis to that considered in the 

butadiene case leads to the same conclusions for the long 

range couplings. In the partial sum calculation, only 

those triplets within 4.0 e.V. of the ground state were 

used to calculate the coupling constants. This energy was 

chosen since the next triplet was more than 3 e.V. higher. 

It is evident from the table that the 5 through 9 bond 



Table 7« Trans-octatetraene pi electron coupling constants. 

SCF-MO-CI 

(H,H') 
SCF-MO-CIa 

(Hz) 

SCF-MO-CI 
Partial Sum 

(Hz) 

SCF-MO-CI 
(limited CI) 

(Hz) 

(limited CI) 
(partial sum) 

(Hz) 
VD° 

(Hz) 
Expt '1 
(Hz) 

(1,2) 

0
 

C\1 • 

CN 1 -4.46 1 H
 

• 03
 

to
 

-2.88 1 to
 

• to
 

to
 

to
 

• I—
' to
 c.
 

(1,3) 2.35 3-36 0.6l 0.93 1.71 10.24d 

(1,4) -1.21 -0.92 -0.65 -0.64 -0.96 -0.85d 

(1,5) 1.47 1.43 0.94 1.23 1.075 
0.8ld 

0.7-1.3* 
0.7 

(1,6) -0.62 -0.67 -0.40 -0.47 -0.511 ~ |. 6 
g 

(1,7) 0.93 0.97 0.44 0.10 0.547 

CT\ 



Table 7-—Continued 

(1,8) -0.28 -0.28 -0.46 -0.81 -0.430 

(1,9) 0.58 0.57 0.3'i 0.31 0.317 

aIncludes all configurations and adjusts energies so lowest singlet 
agrees with experiment. 

^Includes only those configurations within 4.0 e.V. of the ground state. 

CBarfield 1968b. 
j 
Albriktsen, Cunliffe, and Harris 1970. 

eHobgood and Goldstein 1964. 

f Dothner-By and Harris 1965* 

%oster and Danti 1965* 

I 

C\ 
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coupling constants can almost entirely be accounted for by 

considering only the pi electron triplets. The 2 through 4 

bond coupling constants, on the other hand, probably have a 

more significant contribution from the sigma system than 

the longer range couplings. 

Also included in the table are the results of a 

calculation on octatetraene which considers only those 

triplet states within 4.0 e.V. of the ground state in 

generating SCF-MO-CI wavefunctions. As can be seen, 

neither complete sums nor partial sums are very successful. 

The alternation of sign of the coupling constant occurs, 

but the monotonic decrease in magnitude among the even bond 

couplings or odd bond couplings with distance does not. 

This calculation shows that one must do configuration 

interaction on more than the minimum number of triplets in 

order to obtain a proper description of the states. 

Where comparison with experiment is possible 

(Hobgood and Goldstein 1964, Koster and Danti 1965, 

Albriktsen et al. 1970), only the six-bond coupling 

constant comes close to the measured value. As the four 

and five bond couplings are expected to be the same as the 

butadiene case, the slightly smaller values obtained in 

this case are probably attributable to the adjustment based 

on the experimental assignment of the lowest singlet 

energy. 
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Benzene 

In aromatic systems, there was no obvious place 

to cut off the sums in calculating the coupling constants. 

Thus, these values are reported as sums over all of the 

single excitation triplets and no attempt has been made to 

sort out the effects of coupling exclusively through the 

low level triplets states of the pi system. 

Benzene coupling constants are given in Table 8. 

These values were obtained by a variety of methods and 

experimental results are included for comparison. In this 

system, as in butadiene, the values obtained in the SCF-MO 

method exhibited a large net difference for the contribu

tion from the C-H sigma triplet. This value was approxi

mately cancelled by a similar large contribution of 

opposite sign from an excited triplet in the pi system. 

Upon inclusion of configuration interaction no such 

dramatic cancellation was observed except in the contribu

tions from the sigma electron triplets, and these almost 

cancelled each other. Thus, considering this difference 

as a contribution, the calculated results for the aromatic 

systems are obtained by summing a series of small numbers. 

The SCF-MO-CI results are seen to compare quite 

well with the VB calculations of Barfield and Chakrabarti 

(1969a). However, in their calculations, they found it 

necessary to vary the value of the exchange integral 

o 
between the p orbital of the pi system and the sp hybrid 



Table 8. Benzene pi electron coupling constants. 

5 & -

(h,h») 
SCF-MO 
(Hz) 

SCF-M0-CIa 

(Hz) 
VBb 

(Hz) 
VBC 

(Hz) 
CND0d 

(Hz) 
IND0d 

(Hz) 
MO® 
(Hz) 

Expt »lf 

(Hz) 

(1,2) 0.34 0.72 0.76 0.47 7-55 8.15 0.17 8.15 

(1,3) -0.07 

IA r\ •
 

O
 1 -0.6l -0.21 1.90 2.13 0 1-37 

(1,4) 0.42 0.59 0.65 0.23 0.44 1.15 0.01 O.69 

aThis calculation includes a limited amount of CI. 

^Barfield and Chakrabarti 1969a* 

cMcConnell 1959-

dPople, Mclver, and Ostland 1968. 

eMcConnell 1956. 

f 
Read, Mayo, and Goldstein 1967. 



on the same carbon. No such adjustment Kas necessai'y using 

Pariser-Parr-Pople wavefunctions. Comparison of the 

SCF-MO-CI results with the VB results of McConnell (1959) 

shows that the results obtained here are consistently 

larger in magnitude. The MO calculations of McConnell 

(1956) used the average energy approximation in the 

perturbation sum and did not include configuration inter

action in generating the wavefunctions. Thus, one would 

expect these results to be no better than SCF-MO calcula

tions which did not invoke the "average energy approxima

tion" and this indeed appears to be the case. 

The CNDO and INDO labeled columns contain results 

obtained by means of self-consistent perturbation theory 

(Pople et al. 1968) with CNDO (complete neglect of differ

ential overlap) (Pople, Santry, and Segal 1965) and INDO 

(intermediate neglect of differential overlap) (Pople, 

Beveridge, and Dobosh 1967) wavefunctions. These calcula

tions include contributions from the localized sigma 

system which are dominant in short range couplings. Thus, 

the ortho and meta coupling constants calculated with these 

wavefunctions are much larger than the calculated value 

obtained with any of the pi electron theories. The differ

ence between the CNDO and INDO methods is the inclusion of 

one center exchange integrals in the INDO method which is 

responsible for the sigma-pi configuration interaction 

mechanism. Obviously this mechanism increases the 



magnitude of the calculated results as can be seen by 

comparing the two columns. As the calculated results have 

in many other calculations been too small, the importance 

of this mechanism is evident. The SCF-MO-CI calculations 

included sigma-pi configuration interaction between the C-H 

bond and the pi system semi-empirically which is probably 

a large part of the reason for the success of this method. 

Pyridine 

Pyridine coupling constants were calculated in 

order to see the effect of including a heteroatom in the 

pi system. The results are given in Table 9 for calcula

tions considering limited CI and complete CI. Experimental 

values (Castellano, Sun, and Kostelnik 1967) are given for 

comparison. The calculations reported in the first 

columns include configuration interaction of those triplets 

within 10 e.V. of the ground state. These calculated 

results tend to be slightly smaller in magnitude than those 

obtained by including all single excitation configurations. 

The calculated ortho coupling constant between the protons 

3 TC 
two and four bonds removed from the nitrogen, Jg are 

seen to be slightly smaller' than the ortho coupling 

constant in benzene. The same is true for the magnitude 

H 5 71 
of J2 /j and Jg ^ compared to the benzene results. Since 

the nitrogen atom is more electronegative than the carbon 

atom, this slight decrease could be due to the increased 
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Table 9« Pyridine pi electron coupling constants. 

(H ,H •) 

5 

SCF-MO-CI3 

(Hz) 

H4 

oY"3 

SCF-M0-CIb 

(Hz) 
Expt ' 1° 
(Hz) 

(2,3) O
 

•
 

S-
O H
 

0.68 4.882 

(2,4) -0.10 -0.29 1.842 

(2,5) 0.49 0.57 0.915 

(2,6) 1 0
 

•
 
H
 

OS
 

-0.29 -0.132 

(3,4) 0.28 0.66 7.666 

(3,5) -0.09 -0.34 1.336 

aIncludes all configurations within 10 e.V. of the 
ground state. 

Includes all single excitation configurations. 

Castellano et al. 1967. 
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electron withdrawing ability of the heteroatom. Comparing 

Tl l± T[ 
J„ with J„ _ we see the same tendency within the 
2,6 3,5 

pyridine molecule itself. The coupling that involves 

nitrogen along the coupling path is smaller in magnitude 

than, that which does not have a heteroatom between the 

coupled atoms. Comparison with the experimental values 

shows that not only is- the magnitude drastically decreased 

Tt 71 
for r over J_ _ but also the sign changes indicating 

2,b 3,5 

that the localized sigma coupling mechanism must be even 

more strongly affected by this change in electronegativity. 

This polarization of the sigma core is also apparent from 

13 1 
the chemical shifts of C and H in pyridines (Schaefer, 

Danyluk, and Bell 1969)* 

Acridine 

In Table 10 some calculated and experimental 

(Jackman and Sternhell 1968, p .  330) coupling constants are 

given for acridine. It is easily seen that the influence 

of the heteroatom on a neighboring ring is negligible, 

4 7t 5 7t 
since J „ and J . are almost identical with the values 

1» * 11 ̂ 
ft 71 

obtained for benzene. J is another example of a four 
1 

bond coupling through the aromatic system and does not 

4 71 
differ much from J „. However, a very unusual result 

-L , j  
5 71 ' 

appears in the ^ coupling constant. This is a five 

5 TT 
bond coupling (as is and the coupling path has the 

favorable "zig-zag" conformation, but the calculated 
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Table 10. Acridine pi electron coupling constants. 

( H , H 1 )  

Hg H9 H, 

HJ H4 

SCF-M0-CIa 

(Hz) 
Expt1lb 

(Hz) 

(1,3) 1 o
 

•
 

Ul
 

1 I' M  

(1,9) -0.30 I 0.4 | 

(1,4) 0.56 1 0.6 | 

(4,-9) • 0.22 I 0 .91  

Includes all single excitation triplets. 

Jackman and Sternhell 1968, p. 330. 
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5 ft 
coupling constant is (smaller in magnitude than ^ by 

• almost a factor of three. Thus, the heteroatom must have 

some influence on the amount of coupling "information" 

transmitted. 

Toluene 

Benzylic couplings are defined to be those 

involving the protons of a methyl group bonded to an 

aromatic ring and the aromatic protons. Available experi

mental evidence indicates that ortho coupling is generally 

greater than or equal to para coupling and both are dis

tinctly larger than coupling to the meta position. The 

toluene coupling constants reported in Table 11 generally 

seem to exhibit these features, and experimental values 

(Williamson, Kostelnik, and Castellano 1968, Kotowycz and 

Schaefer 1966) are given for comparison. The SCF-MO 

results neither strictly follow the trends, nor are the 

magnitudes of the calculated results satisfactory, but 

this is not surprising. The VB results (Barfield and 

Chakrabarti 1969a) were obtained after fitting the sigma-pi 

O 
exchange integral K(p,sp ) to give good agreement for the 

para coupling constant. Then the calculated meta coupling 

constant using these parameters is too large by almost a 

factor of two. This is presumably because of too much 

electron correlation between electrons in the same subset 

of an alternate system. 
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Table 11. Toluene pi electron coupling constants. 

(H,H 1 ) 
SCF-MO 
(Hz) 

HI HKI^h' 

H4 

SCF-M0-CIa 

(Hz) 
VBB 

(Hz) 
Expt11 
(Hz) 

(1,2) -0.31 -O.67 -0.73 -0.63° 'D 

(1,3) 0.06 0.33 0.59 o.kod  

(1,4) -O.38 -0.54 -0.62® -° '58d 
-0.53d 

aIncludes all single excitation triplets. 

^Barfield and Chakrabarti 1969a. 

CWilliamson et al. 1968. 

^Kotowycz and Schaefer 1966. 

0 3 
Exchange integral, K(p,sp^), was fitted to this 

value. 



The SCF-MO-CI calculations, on the other hand, made 

no adjustments of any parameters from the values reported 

earlier. The (P-P-P) wavefunctions were the same as for 

benzene since the methyl carbon was not included in the pi 

system. The methyl group was assumed to be freely rotating 

and thus the appropriate exchange integral was averaged 

2 1 
over all angles, i.e., (cos )ave 

= "o « was used. In view of 

the excellent agreement with experiment, it appears that pi 

electron coupling can almost entirely explain the observed 

results. This contradicts the ideas of Macdonald and 

Reynolds (1970) who felt that.the pi contribution to the 

coupling constant was dominant only at the para position. 

They base their conclusions on a comparison between experi

mental results and a calculation based on the McConnell 

(1957) formula extended (Blears, Danyluk, and Schaefer 

1968) for use with benzylic protons. In the derivation of 

the McConnell formula, the "average energy approximation" 

was made in evaluating the perturbation sum. Other work 

using this approximation (McConnell 1956) has been shown 

to yield results which are much too small in magnitude. 

Thus, it seems likely that in this case too the calculated 

pi contribution is much smaller than the experimentally 

observed coupling. However, improving the pi calculation 

by using SCF-MO-CI wavefunctions and explicitly summing 

over the lowest excited states seems to' resolve the 
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discrepancy without the necessity of including contribution 

from the sigma system. 

Xylenes 

The intennethyl proton spin-spin coupling constants 

of xylene provide another example of coupling through an 

aromatic system where the coupled protons are not in the 

plane of the aromatic ring. This is also another case 

involving protons not directly bonded to a carbon atom of 

the pi system. In Table 12, the results of calculations 

on this molecule are given along with VB results (Barfield 

and Chakrabarti 1969a) and values calculated on the basis 

of the extended McConnell formula (Blears et al. 1968). In 

this case, as with the toluene molecule, the pi electron 

contribution based on SCF-MO-CI wavefunctions agrees quite 

well with experiment without invoking a sigma contribution 

to explain any major differences. In the xylene calcula

tions, both methyl groups were assumed to be freely 

rotating and thus, on the average, neither of the coupled 

protons of the methyl groups are in the plane of the ring. 

Because of this, it is highly unlikely that there would be 

any significant contribution to these long range coupling 

constants from the sigma system. 

Acenaphthene 

A last example of benzylic coupling is given by the 

acenaphthene calculations, and the pi system used in this 
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Table 12. Xylene pi electron coupling constants. 

V> 
H1J X

H1 
C H, 

Hi 
HK^H1 

r«2 
H, 

H» 

<I^H2 

H2 

Ortho Met a Para 

>10 a 

(H,H») (Hz) 
SCF-MO-CI 
(Hz) 

VBb 

(Hz) 
Expt «l a  

(Hz) 

Ortho O.76 0.56 0.74 o.4o 

Meta -0.43 -0.27 -0.60 -0.19 

Para O.65 0.46 O.63 0.62 

aMacdonald and Reynolds 1970. 

^Barfield and Chakrabarti 1969a• 



calculation was naphthalene. Included in Table 13 are 

calculations with both SCF-MO and SCF-MO-CI wavefunctions 

and results based on the extended McConnell formula 

(Blears et al. 1968). The SCF-MO-CI calculations included 

the mixing of 25 configurations and the coupling constants 

were obtained by summing over all the states generated. 

It is interesting to note the raonotonic approach toward 

the experimental values (Dewar and Fahey 1963) as one 

proceeds from left to right along any row of the table. 

The >10 results are quite definitely the least satisfactory 

but the SCF-MO-CI results could be better. In doing the 

calculations of this study, we assumed that the benzylic 

carbon atom was tetrahedral and the values used for the 

sigma-pi exchange integral were based on that assumption. 

As it is obvious from the geometry of the molecule, there 

is a fairly strained condition imposed on the benzylic 

carbon, the error in the calculated, angle which the C-H 

bond makes with the axis perpendicular to the aromatic 

rings may be sizable. Thus, we feel that in this case too, 

the pi coupling mechanism is dominant. 

This completes the discussion of semi-empirical 

calculations of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants. The 

attenuation with distance of coupling constants in poly-

acenes has been demonstrated and a coupling mechanism 

operative exclusively through the pi-electron system has 

been discussed. The coupling constants of aromatic protons 
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Table 13 • Acenaphtliene pi electron coupling constants. 

M0a SCF-MO SCF-MO-CIb Expt'l° 
(H,H1) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 

(1,2) -.9 -.5^ -»k2 | 0.5 | 

(1.3) — 0.12 0.2k I 0.0 | 

(1.4) -.3 -.58 -0.99 11-5 I 

aBlears et al. 1968. 

b 
Configurational mixing includes 25 configurations. 

°Dewar and Fahey 1963* 
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seem to have an appr-eciable contribution from the sigma 

• system in benzene and planar heteroatomic systems, but not 

in the benzylic coupling constants of toluene or xylene. 

Thus, it lias been shown that pi electron theory can account 

for long range coupling constants over delocalized elec

trons in many but not all cases that have previously been 

assumed to be dominated by sigma electron contributions. 



CHAPTER 5 

NON-EMPIRICAL CALCULATIONS 

The non-empirical wavefunctions used in the 

following calculations were composed of Gaussian functions. 

These orbitals were obtained by Huzinaga (1965) as an 

approximation to Slater orbitals for use in molecular 

calculations. An excellent introduction to the properties 

of Gaussians is given by Shavitt (1963) and the ensuing 

discussion presented here is based on the work of Huzinaga 

(1965) followed by that of Huzinaga and Sakai (1969)* 

Gaussian Expansions 

The usefulness of Slater type basis functions in 

atomic calculation is well known. However, frequently in 

molecular calculations many-center integrals arise which 

are difficult to evaluate when Slater orbitals are used. 

When one uses Gaussian functions instead, the resulting 

integrals are much simpler and calculations can be done 

without the severe approximation for many-center integrals 

which are sometimes characteristic of Slater &cLs. Also, 

integrals over Gaussians can be evaluated much more 

rapidly. However, the Gaussian functions are a much 

poorer approximation to atomic orbitals than the Slater 

84 
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basis functions and thus many more Gaussians are needed to 

achieve the same degree of accuracy in a given calculation. 

On the other hand, the development of high speed computers 

makes feasible computation with large basis sets and 

Gaussian functions are rivaling Slater functions for use in 

molecular calculations. When one uses Gaussian basis sets 

in self-consistent-field calculations, there are an 

extremely large number of coefficients to be determined. 

To reduce this to a number comparable to what arises with 

Slater basis sets, Huzinaga (1965) obtained a representa

tion of Slater orbitals in terms of Gaussian type orbitals 

(GTO). Two approaches for obtaining this representation 

were considered, McWeeny's variational method (McWeeny 

1953) and the method of least squares. Expansion coeffi

cients are given for various Gaussian basis sets but both 

approaches suffer from problems of multiple minima and 

hence values obtained for the exponents may not represent 

the truly optimum values. 

Next, it would be desirable to introduce some 

flexibility into the wavefunction and vary some of these 

coefficients in an SCF calculation. In order to discuss 

this, some definitions and notation for the various 

orbitals must be given. The Slater type orbital to be 

approximated is given by 

= B N  ( r >  W 9 ' 8 "  <5-1) 
s 
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where 

Vl/2 N -1 

Rn (r) = [(2Ns)!]-l/2 (§2) r S exp[-(|-)r] 
S s s 

and Y y(0,(J) is the normalized spherical harmonic. The 

Gaussian expansion approximated the radial portion of the 

Slater orbital and the spherical harmonic was left un

changed, as integrals over the angular portion impose no 

problems. The normalized Gaussian orbital is given by 

N -1 p 

(r) = N±r S expf-^r ] (5-2) 

S 

where 

•2N+3/2 fvi 

N. = r 2 s I-1/2 

1 (2N -1) ! ! TI1/2 1 

S 

The original work of Huzinaga (19^5) began with one 

Gaussian function to represent a Slater function and 

minimized the energy to determine the exponent. Then he 

increased the number of Gaussians in the expansion 

determining the "optimum" set of Gaussian exponents from an 

equation developed for that purpose and minimized the 

energy to determine the coefficients. The results were 

given for a Slater Is orbital, N = 1 in equation (5-1), 

represented by basis sets containing two through ten Is 

type Gaussian functions, N = 1 in equation (5-2). In 
S 
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order to preserve the main l-eason for using Gaussian 

expansions, only s-type Gaussians with odd principal 

quantum number and p-type Gaussians with even principal 

quantum number are used in expansions. The 2s Slater 

orbital, N = 2, was found to be better represented by an 

expansion in terms of Is Gaussians, N =1, than 3s 
S 

Gaussians, N =3, and coefficients for both cases were 
' g ' 

given. The 2p Slater orbitals, Ng = 2, were represented in 

terms of a 2p type Gaussian set, N = 2, and several basis 

sets were explored in these expansions. The expansions 

in terms of larger numbers of Gaussian functions give good 

agreement with the energy obtained from Slater atomic 

orbitals, but if one wants to vary the Gaussian coeffi

cients in a molecular calculation, it is easily seen that 

the problem gets quickly out of hand. If these coeffi

cients are not varied, more "atomic orbitals" must be 

included to give the molecular wave.function the necessary 

flexibility. 

Thus, the further work of Huzinaga and Sakai (19&9) 

is particularly useful. They proposed the use of a GTO 

itself as a unit of basis function for molecular calcula

tions. They took sets of four Gaussians and combined these 

into a group function. These group functions were then 

used to give a representation of the Slater atomic orbital. 

By varying only the group coefficients during an SCF 

calculation, the number of parameters to be determined is 
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not as great as it would be if all Gaussian coefficients 

were to be varied and yet a fair amount of flexibility is 

introduced. Use of the group functions instead of the 

individual Gaussian functions as a basis unit significantly 

reduces the number of basis units necessary to obtain 

reasonable results. 

POLYATOM Modifications 

The work that was carried out in this study started 

with the POLYATOM system (Harrison n.d.), which was written 

in FORTRAN II and converted for use on the Control Data 

Corporation 6^00 digital computer. These changes are dis

cussed briefly in Appendix B. This program was intended 

for use with Gaussian basis sets and all integral evalua

tion routines were included. The modification that was 

made as a part of the study consisted of converting that 

system of programs to use the combined Gaussian functions 

of Huzinaga and Sakai (1969)* 

The one-electron integrals, overlap, G, kinetic 

energy, T, and potential energy, V, were all treated in 

exactly the same way. Thus, the discussion of the neces

sary changes to the equation will only be given once. The 

changes for the two-electron integrals, M-integrals, are 

the same in principle and can easily be obtained by 

analogy. 
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Ecich normalized group function was given by the 

expression 

0' = S eg (5-3) 
j 

where c . is a normalized Gaussian function and fc.lare the 
J J 

coefficients given by Huzinaga and Sakai (19^9) in Tables X 

through XV. Next, a set of up to four group functions were 

combined to give a Slater atomic orbital, 

Y1 = S aI±0' (5-^) 
i 

The {aj^} are the atomic orbital coefficients given by 

Huzinaga and Sakai (1969) in Tables XVI through XXI. The 

original POLYATOM system calculated overlap integrals 

between two Gaussian basis functions, possibly on different 

centers, as 

2 2 
z -a. r. -a ,rD . 
(e 1 |G|e J B ) (5-5) 

where A and B labeled the centers and G was the identity 

operator. To use combined Gaussian type orbitals (CGTO) 

as basis functions, equations (5-3) and (5-^) were used to 

express the new overlap integrals in terms of {c .} and 
J 

{aii) and overlaps of the individual Gaussians given in 

(5-5)• The final expression incorporated into the program 

for the atomic orbital overlap was 
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I I ^ I vJ 
c'u = <* m* > 

Z a!k
ajk I°ici 'Nii<ai'Kn ' <ai • ' 

i,lc 
i • ,k ' 

£ & / -oc.r. -a. .r^v 
( e  l A | Q | e  1  B >  (5-6)  

The quantities N'(a.) and N'(a..) were the normalization 
^ n i n1 i ' 

constants calculated according to (5-2) and including terms 

arising from the spherical harmonics. The equations for 

the other one-electron integrals can be obtained by 

replacing G by T or V and its. corresponding operator. 

. .. The detailed programming aspects of this conversion 

are given in Appendix B as is the corresponding equation to 

(5-6) for the two-electron integrals using CGTO's. This 

will not be discussed further here. The output from the 

SCF portion of POLYATOM consisted of molecular wavefunc-

tions which were linear combinations of groups of Gaussians 

and these wavefunctions were used in the calculation of NMR 

spin-spin coupling constants. 

Coupling Constant Calculations 

Non-empirical calculations were performed by 

considering the entire molecule as a single group and using 

SCF-LCAO-MO theory based on contracted Gaussian-type 

orbitals. Triplet-state wavefunctions, ¥ were generated 
H 

from the closed shell single determinant SCF ground state 
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wavefunction by promoting an electron from an occupied 

molecular orbital i to an unoccupied molecular orbital j. 

The corresponding energy was calculated from 

3 E  -  1 E  = e .  - e .  - J . .  ( 5 - 7 )  
K 0 j i xj 

where e. and s. are the orbital energies and J. . is the 
x j x j 

repulsion integral (Parr 1963) • The transition spin 

densities were calculated according to equation (3-28) and 

then equation (2-30) was used to compute the coupling 

constant. 

Configurational mixing among the triplets was not 

considered. Although developing such a computer program 

for this purpose is not difficult in principle, it would be 

another matter to develop one that is fast and able to 

handle efficiently the large amounts of data necessary. 

So, transition spin densities were evaluated using only 

(3-29), and the singlet and triplet states used were of a 

single determinant form. A listing of the coupling constant 

program used to do these calculations is given in Appendix 

C along with a discussion of the program and a description 

of the input. Here again, the input description also 

includes the necessary input to the program generating the 

wavefunction. 
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Hydrogen 

The hydrogen molecule was studied in detail. 

Calculations were done with a number of basis sets and 

calculated results are given in Table l4 and displayed 

graphically in Figure 1. Although the calculated values 

for the ground state and triplet state energies change 

with the basis set size, the difference remains relatively 

constant. Thus, the large variation in calculated coupling 

constants must be due to changes in calculated electron 

spin densities at the hydrogen nuclei. The value of the 

molecular orbital at the position of a proton is highly 

dependent upon the value of the Is atomic orbital located 

at that nucleus and this is a quantity that varies 

tremendously with basis set size. As the size of the 

basis set increases, the approximate atomic orbital 

approaches the value of the hydrogenic Is orbital evaluated 

at its center, namely . 

From the graph, it can be seen that the calculated 

coupling constant seems to be converging on a value between 

300 Hz and 350 Hz. Hence, a calculation was done with a 

two Gaussian basis set on each proton, but the calculated 

atomic orbital value at the nucleus was replaced by 

—1/2 
(7l) . This procedure gave a calculated coupling 

constant of 3^2.81 Hz. As this was not an unreasonable 

estimate of the limiting value that the graph was 

approaching, the technique of using small basis sets on 
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Table l4. Hydrogen calculations. 

Basis 
size 

MO evaluated at Energies (e.V.) 
Coupling 

Constant (Hz) 
Basis 
size H1 H2 

Singlet Triplet 
Coupling 

Constant (Hz) 

4 h 
0.2965 
0.4003 

0.2965 
-0.4003 

-48.31 -35.91 93.62 

6 h 
0.3343 
0.4896 

0.3343 
-0.4896 

-48.96 -36.46 176.65 

8 Yi 
*2 

0.3516 
0.5401 

0.3516 
-0.5401 

-49.08 -36.52 236.79 

10 Y1 
*2 

0.3605 
0.5649 

0.3605 
-0.5649 

-49.10 -36.54 271.92 

12 *1 
•*2 

0.3652 
0.5706 

O.3652 
-0.5706 

-49.11 -36.54 290.79 

16 Y1 
*2 

0.3705 
0.5910 

0.3705 
-0.5910 

-49.11 -36.54 314.42 

20 Y1 < 0.3727 
0.5970 

0.3727 
-0.5970 

-49.11 -36.54 324.75 
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hydrogen and adjusting the atomic orbital value was used in 

later calculations. 

The experimental H-H coupling constant was infen-ed 

fi'om measurements on HD to be 280 Hz (Wiinett 1953)* Thus, 

we can see that the calculated results are too large when 

the "best" basis sets are used. However, due to the lack 

of configuration interaction in either the ground or 

triplet states, a discrepancy between theoretical and 

experimental results is not surprising. Unfortunately, 

previous experience indicates that inclusion of configura

tion interaction would influence the magnitude of the 

calculated result so as to increase the discrepancy in this 

particular case. Extending the basis sets to include 

higher atomic orbicals would probably improve the calcu

lated results as this would allow more flexibility in the 

wavefunctions. 

Armour (1968) has done extensive calculation on the 

HD molecule by a perturbation variation procedure and 

obtained a value which can be converted for comparison with 

Hg. For a comparable calculation to the one done in this 

study, he obtained a value of 224.0 Hz and upon analyzing 

his calculation, he found that inclusion of configuration 

interaction in the ground and triplet states nearly doubled 

the calculated coupling constant. Thus, he obtained a 

calculated coupling constant of over kOO Hz upon inclusion 

of configuration interaction. Armour also investigated the 
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effects of extending the basis set size and found that only 

the two orbital basis set differed markedly from the "best" 

twelve function basis set used. Thus, it appears that a 

moderate extension in the size of the basis set would 

considerably improve results. 

An INDO calculation by Pople et al. (1968) on the 

hydrogen molecule using self-consistent perturbation theory 

and seini-empirical wavefunctions yielded a value of 

4o8.60 Hz. In this method, the coupling constant is 

calcu ated as a derivative. If a molecule is considered 

to be composed of two nuclear moments |j,^ and jig, then the 

Hamiltonian for the system becomes 

+ HKa * (5-8) 

The expression for the reduced coupling constant is 

given by 

kAB = (5-9) 

I^B 

and this is related to the usual coupling constant by 

JAB = *27?* YAYBKAB (5-10) 

The derivative in equation (5-9) is evaluated by the method 

of finite differences which requires the calculation of 

Y(X) for two values of X. Optimum values for the increment 

in the expansion and an estimate of the total error 
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involved ar*e easily obtained so that the accuracy of the 

calculated results is readily available. 

The wavefunctions used in equation (5-9) were 

obtained semi-empirically with the neglect of many-center 

two-electron integrals using the unrestricted formalism. 

Comparison with values obtained in this study indicates 

that the calculated values would decrease if all two-

electron integrals are included. However, this comparison 

ought not to be carried too far as these are two different 

types of calculations and other factors may be operative. 

In any case, the trend seems to be an overestimation of the 

calculated coupling by all of the current theories which 

use minimal basis sets. 

This work was nearing completion when results of 

non-empirical calculations using the finite perturbation 

method (Pople et al. 1968) and unrestricted single 

determinant wavefunctions (Pople and Nesbet 195^) were 

reported. The reported value for the calculated hydrogen 

coupling constant was 992 Hz (Ostland et al. 1969). All of 

the calculated values were in substantial disagreement with 

experimental results and the method also had difficulties 

with convergence in some molecules. Certain trends seemed 

to be reproduced but in general single determinant minimal 

basis set calculations seem to be unsatisfactory. 

An attempt was made in this study to calculate the 

hydrogen coupling constant with an uncombined Gaussian set 



consisting of three functions on each center. In this 

calculation, there were five single excitation triplet 

states generated and the coupling constant was calculated 

as a sum over the individual contributions. It was noted 

that the contributions from these excited triplets 

increased in magnitude as the triplet energies increased 

and varied in sign depending on their symmetry. Thus, the 

final calculated coupling constant of 157*63 Hz was not 

considered reliable since it was obtained from the cancel

lation of terms in what appeared to be a divergent series. 

Hence, coupling constant calculations based on uncombined 

Gaussian sets were pursued no further. 

It appeared that the combined Gaussian group 

functions were a reasonable choice of basis functions 

although more information was needed to investigate 

contributions from the excited triplets. The hydrogen 

molecule was treated as a problem with one group orbital 

per atom, and, in the molecular orbital method, this gives 

rise to only one triplet state. Thus, the water molecule 

was chosen for calculation. This molecule has a relatively 

small number of atoms and can be described adequately by a 

fairly limited basis set involving only s and p orbitals. 

Also, it provides an example of coupling between non-

directly bonded protons. 
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Water 

The water molecule was considered as a seven 

orbital problem with five atomic orbitals on the oxygen and 

one on each proton. Each s orbital on oxygen was composed 

of nine Gaussian functions and each p orbital was composed 

of five Gaussians. This is designated as an 0(9,9,5) basis 

set for oxygen. Each hydrogen atomic orbital was approxi

mated by a ten Gaussian expansion, H(l0), and the coordi

nates used for this molecule are given in Table 15• The 

y-z plane was chosen as the plane of the molecule with the 

z-axis along the symmetry axis. The symmetry assign

ments for the triplet states were based on this choice of 

coordinate system and the group table given by Cotton 

(1963). 

Table 15• Coordinates for water calculation. 

Atom x 

0 0 .00 

HI 0.00 

H2 0.00 

y z 

0.00 0.00 

1.428 1.096 

-1.428 1.096 
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The ground state and orbital energies are given in 

Table 16 along with the results of Klessinger (19&9) using 

minimal basis sets. All x-esults reported in this table are 

in atomic'units. The results obtained in this study used a 

larger number of Gaussians on each atom than the Klessinger 

study and hence values calculated for the ground state and 

orbital energies are slightly lower. However, it should be 

noted that the time for a calculation on the water molecule 

increased rapidly with the size of the basis set. Whereas 

the Klessinger calculation with a total of 23 Gaussians 

took 13 minutes on an IBM 70^0, the calculation done here 

with 53 Gaussians took 56 minutes on the CDC 6^00 computer 

including an almost negligible amount of time to do the 

coupling constant calculation. Thus, it was decided to 

keep the size of the Gaussian basis sets to an absolute 

minimum when doing calculations on larger molecules. 

The contributions to the proton-proton coupling 

constants are given in Table 17 along with the calculated 

single determinant triplet state energies. As observed in 

the semi-empirical calculations without configuration 

interaction, there is a large cancellation of contribu

tions. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of the 

calculated contributions increases at first and then 

decreases thus allowing one to justify truncating the sum. 

This eventual decrease was not observed in the calculations 

on the hydrogen molecule with uncombined Gaussian sets. 
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Table l6. Comparison of SCF results on water foi~ two basis 
s ets . 

Molecular 
orbital 

Orbital energies 

Molecular 
orbital 

0(9,9,5) H(10) 
(Hartrees) 

0(5,3,3) H(3)a 

(Hartrees) 

lal 
-20.5172 -20.5109 

2al 
-1.3603 -1.3082 

lba -0.6997 -0.6426 

3ai -0.569^ -0.4789 

lbl -0.5303 -0.4284 

4al +0.3592 +0.3989 

2b2 +O.538O +0.5630 

Total Energy 

-75.905 -75 «571a 

aKlessinger 1969* 
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Table 17* H-H coupling constant in water. 

K AEk (e.V.) JHH«(K) (Hz) 

1 (B^ 9-78 0 

2 (A x )  11.68 -20.66 

3 (A2) 12.93 0 

4 (B2) l4.27 24.09 

5 (B2) 15.11 58.53 

6 (A1) 18.15 -69.37 

7 (A1) 31.42 -7.26 

8 (B2) 35.08 9.27 

9  (A x )  547.36 0 

10 (B2) 548.42 0 

I jHH.(k) = -5 • 4o 
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However, the magnitude of the calculated coupling constants 

is still of questioiuible validity because of the large 

contributions which cancel. The 0-H coupling constant 

provides an even more striking example of cancellation. 

The calculated value of -4.30 Hz arises from the contribu

tion of just two terms: triplet 2 contributes -68.84 Hz 

and triplet 7 contributes +64.54 Hz. As these two triplets 

are quite widely separated in energy with intervening 

triplets contributing nothing, it is easily seen that one 

must be careful in truncating the sum. 

One trend which is worthy of note is the lack of 

contribution from states generated by promoting an electron 

from the Is orbital on oxygen-. This is to some extent 

expected since this orbital is fairly localized on the 

oxygen atom and its electron would not be expected to 

transmit much coupling information to the other atoms. 

Mathematically the explanation involves the fact that this 

orbital only has a significant density at the oxygen atom 

and in calculating the transition spin density we must 

evaluate the molecular orbitals at the position of both 

coupled nuclei. Also note that these triplets are the 

highest in energy of those generated with this scheme. 

Thus, in calculating a contribution from these states, we 

obtain a small numerator and a large denominator which 

combine to give a negligible contribution. 
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Coupling constants have been calculated fox" this 

molecule by Pople et al. (1968) using self-consistent 

perturbation theory and semi-empirical wavefunctions. They 

obtained a value of -8.07 Hz for the H-H coupling constant 

and -12.84 Hz for the 0-H coupling constant. They deter

mined atomic s orbital densities empirically for a sequence 

of first row atoms and assumed that these densities 

depended on the nature of the atom and could be carried 

over unchanged to molecules. 

The experimental value for the H-H coupling constant 

in water is 7*2 Hz (Holmes, Kivelson, and Drinkard 1962) , 

and for the 0-H coupling constant is +_ 73 »5 Hz (Reuben, 

Tzalmona, and Samuel 1962). Thus, it appears that the 

combined Gaussian method underestimates the proton-proton 

coupling constant by about twice as much as the self-

consistent perturbation theory overestimates it. However, 

both methods do predict the same sign of the coupling 

constant even though the 0-H coupling constant appears to 

be unsatisfactory in both calculations. It is interesting 

to note that the contribution from triplet 3 is quite close 

to the experimental value and if the sum had been truncated 

too soon, a fortuitous result would have been obtained. It 

cannot be overemphasized that caution must be observed 

whenever coupling constants are calculated from LCAO-SCF 

wavefunctions without configuration interaction and with 

minimal basis sets. 



Prop cine 

The final molecule to be considered in this study 

was propane. It was of particular* interest to investigate 

long range couplings over four bonds in saturated hydro

carbons. These coupling constants are strongly 

conformation-dependent and there are unresolved questions 

concerning the importance of direct versus indirect 

mechanisms (Barfield and Karplus 1969)* Couplings 

transmitted through sigma bonds usually decrease by at 

least an order of magnitude with each intervening bond. 

However, in some rigid structures such as 2,2,1-cyclo-

hexanes and bicyclo[l.1.l]pentane remarkably large four-

bond coupling constants have been reported (Wiberg et al. 

1965)• These large coupling constants could be due to a 

multiple number of coupling paths (indirect mechanism) or 

to a favorable geometry which allows considerable inter

action of the "rear lobes" (direct mechanism) to transmit 

the coupling; it was of interest to investigate this 

question. A preliminary calculation of the "direct 

coupling" was attempted using only the two C-H bonds 

located at the relative positions they could have in the 

propane molecule. The unsatisfactory results obtained 

indicated the need to consider the rest of the molecule, 

so the question was not resolved. 

The complete calculations on the propane molecule 

treated it as a 23 atomic orbital problem with a basis set 
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on each carbon given as C(5,5,2) and on each hydrogen H(2). 

The coordinates and Gaussian expansions for the atomic 

orbitals were talc en fx*om Hoyland (1968) and calculations 

were done only for the completely staggered conformation. 

The y-z plane was chosen as the plane containing the three 

carbon atoms and the z-axis was the Csymmetry axis. The 

numbering system used to identify the coupling constants is 

given in Figure 2. 

The calculated ground state and molecular orbital 

energies along with their symmetry designations are given 

in Table 18. As there are 26, electrons in the propane 

molecule, the lowest energy 13 molecular orbitals were 

considered occupied in the ground state and excited 

triplets were generated by promoting electrons to higher 

energy unoccupied molecular orbitals. No configurational 

mixing was done so all states were of single determinant 

form. 

The coupling constants calculated from the 

corresponding wavefunctions are given in Table 19• The 

results reported in column 3 were obtained by calculating 

the value of the hydrogen basis function at its center. 

Column k contains results based on adjusting the hydrogen 

—1/2 basis function at its center to (re) ' . In these calcula

tions this adjustment does not make as significant a dif

ference as in the hydrogen molecule. This is to be 

expected since the other atomic orbitals in this molecule 
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Figure 2. Numbering system for coupling constant 
identification in the propane molecule. 
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Table l8. SCF results for propane. 

Molecular orbital Calculated energy (Hartrees) 

1 al 
-11.3197 

1 bl 
-11.3022 

2 al 
-11.3022 

3 al 
-1.0620 

2 bl -0.931^ 

4 al 
-0.803^ 

1 
*2 

-0.6079 

5 al 
-0.5820 

3 bl -0.53^9 

1 a2 -0.5123 

6 al -0.^551 

4 bl 
-0.4538 

2 b2 -0.4430 

7 al 
+0.5883 

5 "1 
+0.6156 

3 +0.6l65 

8 al 
+0.6638 

2 a2 +0.7083 

9 al +0.7163 

6 
"1 +0.7454 

10 al +0.7869 

7 "1 +0.7871 

4 b2 +0.8377 

Ground state energy -117«58l2 Hartrees 
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Table 19• Propane coupling constants. 

Na N1a J^N,(calc.) (Hz) JNN 
,(adj.) (Ilz) 

Proton -proton coupling constants 

Four-bond 1 6 -.89 -.80 
1 7 -.15 -.26 
2 7 -1.53 -1. 38 
2 8 -0.91 -0.82 

Three-bond 1 k +0.51 +0. '*7 
2 4 +0.76 +O.69 
2 5 + 4.57 + 4.17 

Two-bond 1 2 -0.^9 -0.46 
k 5 -0.04 -0.07 

Carbon-proton coupling c on s t ant s 

Three-bond 6 C1 2.96 
7 C1 0.29 

Two-bond k C1 0.81 
2 c2 0.70 
1 c2 1.02 

One-bond 1 C1 31.5 
k C2 32.5 

Carbon-carbon coupling cons tants 

Two-bond C1 C J  

O
 

•
 

O
 

One-bond C1 C2 6.13 

Numbering system given in Figure 2. 
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are responsible for some of the electron density at the 

locations of the protons and thus any deficiency in one 

particular atomic orbital is not as important. This also 

shows that the calculations using minimal numbers of 

Gaussians do not yield significantly different values at 

the protons from sets with many more Gaussian functions to 

give a better approximation at their origin. 

The proton-proton four bond couplings are given 

first. The coupling constant is for protons in the 

"W" configuration but, unfortunately, this method predicts 

a larger magnitude for the coupling constant. 

Experimentally it is found that coupling constants for 

protons in positions corresponding to proton 2 and proton 7 

are in the range of -0.3 Hz to -0.9 Hz (Barfield and 

Chakrabarti 1969b) whereas protons in the relative posi

tions of proton 1 and proton 6 are found to have positive 

coupling constants of magnitude 1-2 Hz. Thus, not only is 

the calculated value of the wrong sign, but the rela

tive magnitudes of and are also incorrect. 

A detailed analysis of the contributions to the 

various calculated coupling constants possibly gives the 

answer to this discrepancy. As noted in the previous two 

molecules considered with Gaussian basis sets, there are 

large cancellations giving rise to the calculated values. 

As this problem seems to reappear when no configurational 

mixing is considered, we feel that this indicates clearly 



the need to modify the procedure so that the wavefunctions 

obtained from SCF calculations are suitable for use in 

coupling constant calculations. One should consider 

extending the basis sets as this should improve the higher 

virtual states as well as the possibility of using optimized 

nuclear charges (Helire and Pople 1970) instead of atomic 

charges. The adjustment of hydrogen atomic orbital values 

at the nuclear sites indicates no significant improvement 

toward solving the cancellation problem can be expected 

from increasing the number of Gaussians in an atomic 

orbital expansion. 

INDO self-consistent wavefunctions were used by 

Barfield (in press) to calculate four bond couplings in 

propanes and substituted propanes. He obtained values 

which agree very well with experiment using semi-empirical 

wavefunctions. This illustrates once again the fact that 

non-empirical calculations need much more refinement before 

they give the accuracy already obtainable with semi-

empirical schemes. 

The three bond coupling constants which are given 

in the next part of the table look somewhat better. The 

2,4 vicinal coupling constant is larger than the 2,5 

coupling constant in agreement with qualitative predictions 

using the Karplus (1959) equation and semi-empirical VB 

calculations (Barfield and Grant 1965, pp• 186 ff.). 

Experimental evidence (Bothner-By 19&5, PP« 195 ff.) 
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indicates that this coupling constant is almost invax'iably 

positive as calculated. 

The calculated two bond proton-proton coupling 

constants are much too small in magnitude. This coupling 

constant has been the subject of a number of studies 

(Bothner-By 19&5» PP• ^95 ff • 5 Pople and Bothner-By 19&5; 

Maciel et al. 1970c) and has been a difficult problem 

theoretically. Early studies using either the VB or MO 

method predicted a positive sign for the corresponding 

coupling constant in methane. Later studies (Barfield and 

Grant 19&5, PP• 186 ff.; Pople and Santry 1963) remedied 

the sign difficulty but the magnitudes were not in good 

agreement with the experimental values of -12.5 Hz. There 

is no reason to believe that the geminal coupling constant 

in propane should be this small and the calculated 

methylene coupling constants are even smaller in magnitude 

thus pointing out once again that the wavefunctions used in 

these calculations are not adequate. 

Carbon-hydrogen coupling constants were also 

calculated. This was done in order to see if the wave-

functions gave any better results for this case. As the 

adjusting of the hydrogen Is densities at the nucleus did 

not produce significantly different results and there was 

some question about the value to use for a carbon 2s 

adjustment, this technique was pursued no further. The 

calculated results are given in the next three sections of 
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the table and in general are no more successful than the 

13 proton-proton results. One bond C-H coupling constants 

have been calculated by Maciel et al. (1970a) for the 

methylene carbon atom of propane to be 119•37 Hz using 

finite perturbation theory and semi-empirical INDO wave-

functions . No experimental value is available for this 

coupling constant, but the values for methane and ethane 

1 Q 
C-H coupling constants are in the range of 125 Hz (Muller 

and Pritchard 1959, Graham and Holloway 1963)* The two 

13 bond C-H coupling constant in ethane was determined 

experimentally to be -4.8 Hz (Graham and Holloway 1963) • 

In this case, not only is the experimental value much 

larger, but it is also of opposite sign. 

The final class of coupling constants given in the 

13 13 
table are for C- C. The value for the directly bonded 

atoms can be compared with the value obtained by Maciel 

et al. (1970b) of 42.1 Hz. Once again, the value obtained 

by our method is much too small. Experimental results for 

13 13 ethane indicate that directly bonded C- C coupling 

constants are in the range of 3^.6 Hz which is in much 

better agreement with self-consistent perturbation calcula

tions than ours. There is no reason to expect the 

13 13 remaining C- C coupling constant will be in very good 

agreement with experiment when these values become known, 

so the discussion will be carried no further. 
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For calculations on the eleven atom propane 

molecule, computer time became a significant concern. The 

calculation was run in parts with intermediate results 

stored on'magnetic tape. This was done in order to check 

the calculations at certain places and also to avoid tying 

up the computer for 3-1/2 hours at a time. The biggest 

bottleneck in the program was the integral evaluation 

section as it must compute 30,000 integrals over atomic 

orbitals each of which is a sum of up to 625 Gaussian 

integrals. If this program is to be used for larger 

molecules, some time could profitably be spent making these 

routines more efficient. Another time consuming part of 

the program occurs during the assembling of Coulomb 

integrals over molecular orbitals for use in the coupling 

constant calculation. The procedure is not complicated in 

principle, but it requires the multiplication of several 

entries from subscripted arrays. As the multiplications 

are performed over 1,000,000 times in this particular 

calculation and it is a slow computation on the computer, 

some efficient machine language programming of this portion 

of the program should help to alleviate the problem. 

This concludes the discussion of the non-empirical 

calculation of coupling constants. The results obtained 

indicate a need for much more work if LCA0-SCF wave-

functions are to be used with this formalism. The problem 

of configurational mixing among the triplet states should 
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be explored with the goal of eliminating the large cancel

lations which are present in all of the calculations 

carried out here. 

The extension of basis sets to include higher 

orbitals may improve results but will also increase the 

computation time. This may be an available option for 

calculation on small molecules, but the need for good 

minimal basis sets is evident if non-empirical calculations 

are to be considered for large molecules. The use of 

optimized orbital exponents as determined by Hehre and 

Pople (1970) may provide better representation with a 

minimail number of Gaussians in an expansion and should be 

explored further. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The most important result of this study is the 

demonstration of the need to include configuration inter

action when minimal basis sets are used. It was con

clusively shown that LCAO-SCF wavefunctions generated from 

minimal basis sets without configuration interaction are 

just not adequate for use in this sum over states method 

of calculation. When configurational mixing is not 

considered, there arise in the calculation large contribu

tions of opposite sign and nearly equal magnitude which 

essentially cancel. Thus, a small error in any of these 

contributions could lead to dramatically different results 

and one must treat with caution any particularly small 

calculated coupling constants. The problem of deciding 

when to truncate the sum is also pertinent as high energy 

terms may or may not contribute to the coupling constant 

and one can not tell in advance of doing the calculation 

what to expect. 

In general, results from the semi-empirical cal

culations were in better agreement with experiment than 

results from non-empirical calculations. Long range 

coupling constants in polyacenes were studied and the 
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attenuation with distance along with alternation of sign 

of the calculated results was observed. It was also noted 

that the coupling did not fall off to zero, though, for 

coupling over as in any as eight bonds. The investigation 

of aromatic coupling constants in benzene and pyridine 

indicated, as expected, that there is a significant 

contribution to the coupling constant from the sigma 

system as calculated pi electron coupling constants were 

much smaller than those observed experimentally. On the 

other hand, the coupling of benzylic protons either with 

other benzylic protons or with aromatic protons was also 

accounted for quite nicely on the basis of a pi electron 

mechanism. Many calculations in this work were carried 

out both with and without configurational mixing among 

the excited states and the large cancellation observed 

when configurational mixing was omitted did not arise 

when it was included. The various contributions had 

different signs depending on the symmetry, however the 

almost equal magnitude cancellation was not observed and 

results seemed to arise mainly from contributions of the 

low energy triplets. 

The non-empirical calculations were not very 

successful for any of the cases considered. Calculations 

were done on the hydrogen molecule with a variety of 

contracted Gaussian basis sets and the calculated coupling 

constant showed a large variation dependent upon the 
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number of Gaussian functions in an expansion. Calculated 

values for the large basis sets were somewhat, larger than 

the experimental coupling constant. Hydrogen molecule 

calculations with uncombined Gaussian basis functions 

were totally unsuccessful, indicating the inadequacy of 

this type of basis set for coupling constant calculation. 

Computation on the water molecule produced coupling 

constants which were too small in magnitude and the propane 

results were even worse. Since inclusion of configuration 

interaction improved the semi-empirical calculations, it 

seems that the same is needed here. Consideration should 

also be given to use of optimized orbital exponent and 

extended basis sets. However, a consideration of the time 

necessary to do a calculation becomes important when basis 

sets increase. Configurational mixing is known to be a 

time-consuming process since there are frequently many 

excited configurations for which matrix elements must be 

calculated. As the non-empirical calculations are already 

very time-consuming, much care must be taken to perform 

the calculations as efficiently as possible in order to 

minimize this expenditure. Thus, future work with this 

method should be directed toward including configurational 

mixing and streamlining the existing programs so they 

perform the calculations in an optimum amount of time. 

This would then allow one to investigate the possibility of 

using more than minimal basis sets. Including higher 
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atomic orbitals should improve the molecular wavefunctions 

and thus give better calculated coupling constants. 



APPENDIX A 

COUPLING CONSTANT PROGRAMS: P-P-P WAVEFUNCTIONS 

NMR spin-spin coupling constants were calculated 

using semi-einpirical wavefunctions generated by the 

Pariser-Parr-Pople (P-P-P) method. Computations were done 

with both single determinant and many determinant wave-

functions using the variable-(B modification of the P-P-P 

method. The program to evaluate these wavefunctions was 

available prior to this study and will not be discussed 

here. 

For the purpose of performing coupling constant 

calculations, the molecule was considered as composed of 

three groups. Groups A and C contained the C-H bonds with 

the coupled protons while the group B wavefunction 

described the pi system. The first program that will be 

discussed is that which assumes a single determinant wave-

function for group B. 

The ground state energy for the B group was 

calculated using the expression (Parr 1963, pp« 21-30) 

, 10 10 
En = Z e. + Z (2J..-K..) (A-l) 
8 1.1 1 i,j=i 13 1J 

and stored in the location SEB. 10 is the number of 

doubly occupied orbitals and the remaining quantities in 
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(A-l) are obtained from the P-P-P program. Next triplet 

state energies were calculated relative to the ground state 

energy using (Parr 1963, pp. 21-30) 

3E - 1En = e . - e . - J. . (A-2) 
* B j x ij 

where triplet k is formed by promoting an electron from 

molecular orbital x^ the ground state to Xj in order to 

form an excited state. These quantities are stored in the 

array A. They are then tested to see if the magnitude of 

each A(I,J) exceeds a certain predetermined value, DEV. 

DEV is a number specified on the card input which deter

mines a cut-off energy above which triplets are not going 

to be included in the configurational mixing. Those 

triplets which have an energy below this cut-off value are 

moved to the V-array and in the corresponding location of 

the KT-array is stored a packed number containing the 

integers i and j associated with triplet k (see A-2). 

Values for the ground state and triplet state 

energies for groups A and C are read in from cards. This 

is followed by a specification of the carbon atoms in the 

pi system to which groups A and C are bonded. Next, inter-

group exchange integrals are read into the array AK. This 

is a two-dimensional array in which the first index labels 

a carbon atom in the pi system and the second index can 

take on the values one or two. If the second index is one, 

this means the entry in the AK array refers to the exchange 
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2 
integral between the carbon atom p-7t orbital and the sp 

hybrid on the same atom but associated with the sigma 

system. If the second index is two, the entry in AK is the 

exchange integral between the carbon p-7l orbital and the 

2 
proton Is orbital bonded to the sp hybrid. In this case, 

2 
the carbon sp hybrid and hydrogen Is orbitals make up the 

A(or C) group. 

At this point, having completed the necessary input 

for the coupling constant calculation, the program calcu

lates matrix elements necessary for intergroup configura

tion interaction. The first thing that is considered is 

the mixing among the singlets, and for this, one needs the 

following matrix elements 

H00 = 1ea + 1eb * \ - i E [AK(a b )+AK(c b )] 
1=1,2 ° ° 

J-1'"8 (A-3a> 

HWA0BX = ̂  + \ + 1EC i.1,2 
j =1,NB 

[AK(a. ,b .)+AK(c . ,b . )] (A-3b) 
i J i j 

H0 ,A B. - - V? • f™ EAK(« b )-AK(«2,bi)] ASUM 
' O X  V  x = l , N B  ( A _ 3 c )  

AK(a^,bj) is the exchange integral discussed above, the E's 

are the energies calculated or read in, and ASUM is given 

by the expression 



ASUM = C(L,NC1) * C(M,NC1) (A-4) 

for a single detex'ininant starting wavefunction of gx-oup B. 

The contents of array C ax-e the SCF coefficients generated 

in the P-P-P program. NCI refers to the carbon atom 

bonded to group A and L and M are associated with the 

excitation involved in forming triplet b^ . There is no 

direct interaction considered between the A and C groups as 

they are not directly bonded. 

The secular determinant is then set up and 

diagonalized giving the coefficients of the excited 

singlets generated by promoting groups A and B to triplet 

states. These coefficients are stored in the array CAB. 

The same problem is then solved for the excited singlets 

involving groups B and C in triplet states and these 

coefficients are stored in the array CBC. This is all 

that is needed to determine the new ground state wave-

function. 

Next, configurational mixing among the triplets is 

considered. The matrix elements necessary to solve this 

problem are given by 

HA A = X + lfiB + l£C ~ i E [AK(a b ) Ao'Ao A  a  0 2  i = 1 2  1  J  

j =1,NB 

+AK(ci,bj)] 

H. p = £ [AK(a. ,b ,)-AK(a_,b .)] ASUM (A-5) 
0* 0 y2 j = l,NB 1 J J 



The analogous expressions were used for the interaction of 

the B and C gi-oup triplets and again no direct interaction 

between the A and C groups was considered. The coeffi

cients resulting fx'om di agonalizing this matrix are stored 

in the array C. 

contribution to the coupling constant due to the group A 

electrons. In order to do this one needs to compute the 

transition spin densities at the sites of the coupled 

protons. These are given by 

In (A-6) NB2 refers to the carbon atom bonded through the 

sigma system to group C, and CO, the coefficient of the 

original single determinant ground state. The contribution 

to the coupling constant was then calculated according to 

The next thing that the program calculates is the 

Q, = [C0[C(NB1 .NBl )+C(NBl NB2) ] 
1 yi 

S CAB(L)*C(NB1,L) } 

Qp = { C0[ C (NB1 ,NB1) -C (NB1 ,NB2 ) ] 
*y2 

(A-6) 

the expression 

'H^H'VH* 3 1 
EA" E0 

Q Q 
12 

(A-7) 
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Here ( 21i) (l67l(BTi/3) h«s the value 64.65, "'"Eg and 

3 E. are the appropriate energies , in e.V., obtained front 

the secular determinant and and are the transition 

spin densities evaluated above. 

Similar expressions were used to calculate the 

contributions of the group C triplet to the transition 

spin densities and coupling constant. These are given in 

(A-8) and (A-9)• 

Q = —— {C0[C(NB2,NB1)+C(NB2,NB2)] 
1 V~2 

-vi Z CAB(L)* C (NB2,L)} L 

l2 = —{C0[C(NB2,NB1)-C(NB2,NB2)] 
V a  

-Vf £ CBC(L)*C(NB2,L)} (A-8) 

« - - k <A-») 

c" Eo 

The calculation of the coupling due to the B group 

electrons requires a different expression for the transi

tion spin density. For this group there is more than one 

triplet state and a transition spin density was calculated 

for each. For the Itb triplet, these are evaluated at the 

sites of the coupled protons and given by 
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Q. = -i- C0[C(I,NB1)+C(I,NB2)] — Z CAB(L)*C(I,L) 
' -ypi V3 L 

Q_ = C0[C(I,NBl)-C(I,NB2)] E CBC(L)*C(I,L) 
2 VT 

(A-10) 

The calculated coupling due to the presence of the group B 

electrons is then given by the same expression as was 

previously used for groups A and C. One need only replace 

3 3 3 
E^ (or E^,) by Eg . The program prints out the contribu

tion from each triplet as it calculates it, sums the terms, 

and gives a total calculated coupling due to the pi 

electrons of the system. 

To include configuration interaction among the B 

group triplets in the coupling constant calculation, one 

need only modify the calculation of the matrix elements 

HAB and HBC to include a sum over the determinants making 

up the B group wavefunction. This change is given by 

ASUM = E D(J,I) C(L,NC1) C(M,NCl) 

I ' J  

BSUM = E D(J,I) C(L,NC2) C(M,NC2) (A-ll) 
I,J 

where D(J,I) is the mixing coefficient giving the amount of 

single determinant triplet state I in the many determinant 

triplet state J. These coefficients are generated by the 

(P-P-P) program when requested and (A-ll) when used in 

(A — 3) and (A-5) gives the necessary matrix elements for the 



determination of the intex-group mixing coefficients. The 

x-est of the equations were carried over unchanged from the 

px-eceding program. 

The following pages list the. card input description 

in more -detail than was discussed earliex- and sample input 

for each program. This is followed by the listings of the 

two coupling constant programs. The first program does 

calculations on single determinant wavefunctions for 

group B and the second includes configuration interaction 

among the B group wavefunctions. Both of these programs 

use the variation method to calculate the intergroup 

mixing, although versions are available which use perturba

tion expressions. 
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CARD DESCRIPTION FORMAT 

TITLE CARD 80H 

IA, ISTOP 
2 

IA = 1 

0 -

singlet 
singlet 
one) 
no C.I. 

and triplet CI 
or triplet CI (just 

211 

ISTOP 
1 - last px-oblein 
O - more problems follow 

N, NRTC, NO, NSELG, NSELH, NGAM 
N = number of atoms in 71 system 

(-1 - radical 
00 - triplet 
.01 - closed shell 

NO = highest doubly filled orbital 
12 odd gammas 

M-alternate 
NM-
READ IN 3*s and calculate C.. 
READ IN coefficients 

|1 - read in gammas 
10 -

312,311 

NSELG =<1 
(O 

NSELH 

NGAM 
CALC gammas 

I, IB(D, X(I), Y( I) , Z(I), 1ST 

I = atom number 
IB = starred atom label 
X(l), Y(I), Z(I) = atom coordinates 

atom 
itherwise 

212, 3F10.0, 
II 

ist at 

(0 otherwi 

VOC F10.0 
VOC = a-^v in method 

= 1.294 for C+ 

I, V(I), 1ST + 

V(I) = aTtv for atoms different from C ; 
at least one card must be read 
in here. 

IST =i'0 - more cards follovr 
(1 - last card 

12, F12.0, II 

IF NGAM = 0 ,  NO GAMMAS ARE READ IN HERE. 
IF NGAM / O, READ 

I, J, GAMMA(I, J), IST 212, F10.0, II 
(Can read in some or all of the gammas.) 



CARD DESCRIPTION (CONT'D) 
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FORMAT 

IF NSELH / 0, READ 
I,J, A(I,J), 1ST 

((3's to calculate coefficients) 
212, 
11 

F10.0, 

IF NSELH = 0, READ 
I, J, C(I,J), 1ST 

(coefficients are read in) 
212, 
11 

F10.0, 

TITLE CARD (SCF) 50H 

NI, NFV, NCM, COUP, VARI 

NI = number of iterations 
<01 - variable core 

NFV =|00 - fixed core 

212, 
2F10 O

 H
 

H
 

(l-calculate transition moments NCM =/ , . . . 
(0-no transition moments 

COUP = variable core parameter 
VARI = coupling operator parameter 

If NFV = 1 
J, GE(J) , 1ST 

(only read in those which are different 
from 1.) 

12, F12.0, 11 

J, C0(J), 1ST 
(core charges) 

CM H
 F12.0, 11 

CIP 
(valence state ionization potential for 
carbon.) 

FIO. 0 

J, H(J ,J), 1ST 
(noncarbon ionization potentials) 

12, F12.0, 11 

I, J, H(I,J), U(I,J), 1ST 
H(I,J) = An . R . ^ . 
U(I,J) = -§AX 

in P " A0 A1P 

212, 2F10.0, 11 

If NCM = 1 
I, J, K, J, 1ST 

(MO repulsion integral labels) 

/ . T O  

1 11 

I, J, 1ST 212, II 
(transition moments to be calculated) 



CARD DESCRIPTION (CONT 'D) 
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FORMAT 

NOTE: The following cards must be repeated 
for each call to CONF I (CONFIGURATION INTE
GRATION ROUTINE). 

TITLE CARD (CONFIGURATION INTERACTION) 50H 

N. NST. NEXC. DI 
N = number of atoms in 7t electron 

core 

NST •{ 01 - triplet 00 - singlet 

NEXC = number of population matrices 
to be printed 

DI = limit of states to be mixed 

312, F10.0 

If coupling constant program is to be 
used following this, end of record marker 
(7-8-9 card) must separate the two sets of 
data cards. 



CARD DESCRIPTION 
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FORMAT 

TITLE CARD FOR MOLECULE 801I 

N, 10, DEV 212, F11.0 
N = number of atoms 

10 = number of doubly occupied 
orbitals 

DEV = limit of states to be mixed 

NOTE: REMAINING SEQUENCE IS REPEAT FOR 
EACH COUPLING CONSTANT TO BE CALCULATED. 

TITLE CARD FOR COUPLING CONSTANT 80H 

TEA, TEC, SEA, SEC 6F10.3 
TEA = Group A triplet state energy 
TEC = Group C triplet state energy 
SEA = Group A ground state energy 
SEC = Group C ground state energy 

NCI, NC2 
(Numbers of atoms in pi system to which 212 
coupled protons are bonded) 

M, N, AK(M,N), ICNTL 212, F10.5, H 
AK(M,N) = exchange integral between 

carbon orbital M and an 
orbital not included in 
the 71 system. If N=l, the 
orbital is on the same 
center as the 71 orbital. 
If N=2, orbital is on 
another center, usually 
on the proton. 

ICNTL = index to determine when all 
nonzero exchange integrals 
have been read in. 

= 1 - on last card 
= 0 - otherwise 



1 HUTAOIEmF sample data not including ci 
01  
04i>10?010 
01  o .oon  o .oo  o .oo  
i?f>l 1.2124 0.7 0,00 
•13 2.4248 0.00 0.00 
04013.<S372 0.7 0.00 1 
1 .?94 
011.294 1 
o?oi-l.n 
P3»2-1.0 
0403-1. 0 1 
1 hijtaoifni- scf calculation 
1ftoOlOO 
Ml. 00 1 
-11.1ft 
Dl-U.16 1 
020 1-2.10 1.0? 
0 302-2.1p 1.02 
<>4 13-?. 10 1 .02 1 
COrMFNT TNSE9T END OF RECO«l) MARKER HERE 
1 hutaoiemf coupling constants 
04o?io«or 
1 HUTADIPMP 1.4 COUPLING CONSTANT 
3.916 3.416 -3.916 -3.9l*> 
01 04 
01010.792 
01021.26 
04n10.79? 
04.^21.26 1 
1 hutaoiemf 1*3 coupling constant 
3.916 3.916 -3.916 -3,916 
r-10301 
01010.792 
*1021.26 
03010.792 
('3021.26 1 



i  hi j tad i fme sample  oa ta  inc lud ing c i  

11 
CAM 020in 
01 0,000 0.00 0,00 
0?011,?124 0,7 0,00 
03 2,4248 0,00 0,00 

13,637? 0,7 0,00 
1,294 
Ml 1 , ?94 1 
o ?i> 1 -1 ,0 
0 3t>2-l, 0 
^"S-l , 0 1 -

1 HUTAOIPNF. SCF i CALCULATION 
1 o <"» n f> o o 
nn ,00 1 
-11,16 
0 1-11,1* i 
rt2oi-2,li) 1 ,0? 
0302-2. 1.0 1 .0? 
04f 3-2,10 1 .02 1 
1 HUTAOIFNF TRIPLET CI  

0^010010.00 
CON MENT r^^EPT E^D OF RECOFO MARKER 
1 wUTflDlEMF COUPLING CONSTANTS 
«  '  0  2 1  0  •  0  n  

1 miTAOIEMF 1 .4  COUPLING CONST ANT 
3•^16 3,916 -3,916 -3.916 
n i H  
01010,79? 
01021.?6 
04 010,792 
04<i?l.?«, l 
1 BUTADIENE 1 ,3  COUPLING CONSTANT 
3.<>16 1.916 -3.916 -3.916 
010301 

HERE 

H" 
W 
U3 



01 *> 1 0 • 70^ 
DU?l.?fi 
03('l 1.79? 
03-n?l »?fi 1 

PROGRAM CCVML (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPES,TAPE6»TAPElsTNPUT) 
H J MENS I ON IINT(3) «Jir<>T(3) fKlNT(3) *LINT(3) «HIMT(3> 
DIMFMSION A <51 ,51) ,S (51,51) »V (51) ,K.T(51 > »P(51 ,51) ,C(51 ,51) 
nJ MEMS ION E(S1),AK(5lfZ)tTEH(bl),HAB(?,5l),HRC(?,5l),CAH(51) 
0IMEMS10N CRC(51) fT(51»51> 
COMMON ft,S,V,KT,P.C»ElG»N*KS,KZ»IO,NINT»IINT,JINr,KIMT,LlNT,MTNT 
FQUP/FLLFNCE (NR, JI) 

C 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
c 

19 FORMAT (?-*HONO, OF CONFIGURATIONS,I3«25H EXCEEDS ALLOTTEO STORAGE 
1?4H PROCFEO To f;JFXT PROBLEM) 

?? FOUMATMnMlTE MATRIX) 
23 FORMAT (/A.F17.8) 
41 F0RM«T(/fSF17.R) 
42 fopmat(//) 
44 formatc?!H MO repulsion integrals/) 
*4 FORMAT(1X,I?»3H = »I2,2H» ,I2»I?.3H = *I2»2H, ,1?) 
4« FORMAT (///?0H LOWEST TE ELEMENT =fFi7.fl) 
fi] FORMAT (?QH1C0NFIGIJRaTI0N IDENTIFICATION/) 
73 FORMAT(3(4 15 ,F15.H)) 

hnl fowmat(» eigenvalues ») 
*10 FORMAT (* PI ELECTRON ENERGY a «»F10.5) 
1011 fopmht(?i2,fu.o) 
2*01 FORMAT (10H1CI MATRIX/) 
1 '>00 FORMAT (fix, 5HA s « F10.5, 6X» 4H* s * F10.5, 6X, 4HC « • 

lF?^.5/fiX,6M JHH= ,F20.5) 



H'10 FORMATCftFl0.3) 
ir?o FORMATCftT?) 
]f>30 FORMAT ("MO.*) 
1 '.40 FORMAT(?I2»Fl0.5i»Il) 
K5n FOPMAT C5X» SH/,A = * F10.5) 
KS1 FORMATCSx, 5HCA s t F20.5) 
105? FORMAT(R4X»Fln.5) 
10<S0 FORMAT (SX, 11 H HAR MATRIX ) 
106? FORMAT (f»F?0.«) 
1 07') FORMAT CSX » UH HRC MATRIX ) 
1072 FORMAT(///) 
1073 FORMAT C/?F2O.S,3SX*F20.5//) 
1076 FORMATC/) 
1077 FORMAT<« INTEHGROUP CONFIGURATION INTERACTION MATRIX*) 
l'i78 FORMrTClRH COEFFICIENT MATRIX ) 
1OH0 FORMAT CSX, l^H EXCHANGE INTEfiRALS ) 
IPqO FOPMATOSCF COEFFICIENTS FOR WAVEFUNCTION OF GROUP R«) 
lt)9? FORMATCHF10.5) 
1101 FORMAT(« TRANSITION SPIN DENSITIES FOR GROUP A* 30X» 

1»CONTPIH(»TION TO COUPLING CONSTANT*) 
1102 FORMAT(« TRANSITION SPIN DENSITIES FOR GROUP B» 30X» 

1«C0NTRT«UTI0M TO COUPLING CONSTANT*) 
1103 FORMATC» TRANSITION SPIN DENSITIES FOR GROUP C* 30Xf 

1*C0NTRIHIJTI0N TO COUPLING CONSTANT#) 
1104 FORMAT CH,')H 

1 ) 
1105 FORMATc* TRIPLET STATE ENERGIES FOR GROUP B») 
1*92 FORMAT(?F53»5) 
3000 FORMAT<F?0.5» 4110) 

REWTMH f> 
PEW IMp 5 
NDTMrSl 

C N EQUAL* THE NUMRFR OF ATCMS 
c io EQUAIS THE HIGHEST DOUBLY OCCUPIED ORBITAL 



c oev is the limit of states to be mixed 
1 PE«0 1114 
IF(EMOPlLE 1)^060*9070 

9060 CALL FX IT 
90 70 CONTINUE 

PPINT lJf*4 
PEAn 1011»N»IO»OEV 
MOT = N| 

r>oiof»?i=i * si 
DOl00?Js1«51 
V (I )=r.. 
kt(t)=0 
rt"H(T)=n. 
Sdt J)sO. 
P(T».l)sO. 
C(I*.j)sn. 

If 02 a (T».I) =0.0 
no y 1=1*N 
00 9 Jsl.N 

9 read tapf5*Il»I?»p(I1»I2' 
00 ?riK=l»N 
rfao tapfs»v(k) 

20 READ TAPES* (C(J»K)»J=1»N) 
SErt»*. 

C COMPUTE GpOtlND STATE ENERGY FOR B GROUP 
DOftO^.tsl *10 
SFR = SFH*2.0«V(J) 
P070nKsl,10 
NIMT=n 

C MO COHLOMH INTEGRAL* J(L*^)» IS RING<L»L»M»M) 
C MO EXCHANGE INTEGRAL* K(L*M), IS RING<L»M»M,L) 

SEMS<;ER4.?.O««IMG( J» J»K*K) 
SF.^sSFR-RING (J«KVK* J) 

700 comttmiif 
*00 continue 



PRINTM p ,SEB 
PPTNT 1*7? 
PRINT 44 l-
NIMTar-

c GENF.RaTf FXCITEI) triplet states and compute energies 
TEL=0Q90<m9. 
I01=TO*l 
no 4ft j=i,io 
t)046*' = I0l ,N 
a< j,k) =\j (k) - v (j)-RINr, (j, j,k»k) 

9? if(tpl-a(J»k>>46,46,47 
47 tfl = A(j , K )  
46 CONTINUE 

IF(NTNT)7'i,71 ,70 
70 CONTINUE 

PPT.Nt7T» (IINT(II) »JINT(II) TKINTCII) tLINT(II) ,RINT (11) , IM,NTNT) 
71 PRTNT ?? 

00 2\ J=1,N 
?A PRTMT ?3, (FL(J,K) ,K = 1»N) 

PRINT 4K.TEL 
JI = 1 
1)0 41 jsl,IO 
n049K=I0l«N 
IF(A(j,K)-TEL-0EV)5lf5l»49 

51 V(JI)SA(J«K) 
KT(JT>sJ»100*K 
JT=JT*1 
IF(JI-NniM)49,49,l8 

13 PRINT 19.JI 
GO TO 1003 

1 ''03 STOP 
49 COMTTNUF 

JI - J T • 1 
PRTNT 61 
00 fyO Jsl,JI 



j1=kt(j)/100 
J ? = K T < J > - U 1 * i O O >  
T(Jl,J?)sJ 
print 64*j*jl*j? 

62 comttmuf 
Mr JI 

D035fsi•JI 
35 a(j,t)=v(i) 

004 0Ts1,JI 
40 print41•(au.j)*j=l»jl> 

Mm =un*i 
NU2sMH*? 
noi9««;i = i »nb 

1^95 tfr(t)=a(i»i)*seb 
print1t7? 
print!090 

. pr i nt 1 :»7* 
C SA^E SCF COFFFICIENTS FOR CTHER CALCULATIONS ON SAME MOLECULE 

no? h=l ,N0T 
writf tapeft* <c(i!»k1)»k1 = 1,not) 

2 print) (c(i1»kl) *kl=1*n0t) 
primt107? 

3 pea011p4 
IF(E M D F I L E  1 )  1 » P  

C head in fner6ies FOR GROUPS a ano C 
8 re AO 1010*TEA•TEC*SEA*SEC 

REAOY020 »NCI»NC2,ICT 
PEW^in 6 
•)05i = 1 *nh 
E (I)=o. 
n05j=l»nh 

5 Ad,.|)=0. 
d04cook=1»nr 
l)n4(inOL = t*2 

AO00 AK (K.I. ) =r». 
C  RE A D  I N  I N T F R G R O U P  E X C H A N G E  I N T E G R A L S  



6 reao 1040»mfn,ak(m»n),icntl 
IFdrNTL) 1094,6*1094 

1,-94 PRINT \*7? 
PRINT iron 
PRINT 1076 
noioqiKsi»NR 
PRTNT10Q?,(AK(K»L)•L=l»2) 

lofll CONTTMUF 
PRINT 1n 
SllMK = r>.00 
NRl. ; N!| H 
NR2=MR*? 
OOlPOflJOsl«NR^ 
P019O7lPslt2 
HAR(TR»JR) S 0.00 

1997 HPC(TR»J'*> « 0.00 
CA«{ |R>=<>.00 

1 99r crc( |r)=0.00 
c calc'JLaTf HAR aNO hrc matrices for mixing of singlets 

U012" M S IfNOT 
r>01?"'Nsl .2 
SllMK = Sl.jMK *AK(M,N) 

120 CONTTNtJF 
SF.O*SFA + SEfl*SEC-0«5«SUNK 
D0?4fAsl.NOT 
reao tapf 6»(c(ia «ja)»ja=1»not) 
00 IS. |=1 f MR 
ASIJM = 0.00 
HSUM = n.oo 
tj=j 
0020n?L=l 
002002M=1»NB 
IF(T.|-T(L«H) )2002»1099»2002 

2002 CONTTNUF 
1099 asi]m=c(l,nc1)»c(m,nc1) 



4SUM=C(LtNC?)«C(M»NC2> 
SQRT (1 .5)tt(AK(NCl»l)-AK(NCl,2> )*ASIJM 

HPC(9.J)=-SQRT <1.5)*<AK <NC2f i) -AK (NC?.2> ) ftgSUM 
HAH(1«J) a TEA • SEC • TE'MJ) - 0.5»SUMK 
HOC (i»J) = SEA • TEC • TEH(J) . 0.5*SUMK 

15 CONTTNOE 
C CALCULATE Crt'J ANf) CHC COEFFICIENTS FROM VARIATION METHOD 

00? jTJ=I.NH 
•\ (J»MRl) =HAri 

210 A (J » DsHAHU »J) 
A(N9ftMH1)=SEO 
C«LL Hf.1T AG ( AtrjRl tO*C»0) 
00??AK = 1 ,Ni* 

??0 CAB(K)=C(NH1iK) 
0023ij=l »NB 
A < J » voi)=HHC(?»J) 

230 A (J« |) sH^C (1 « J) 
A(Ntfl.NH1)=SF0 
CALL .HOT AG (A t'MBl * 0 »C » 0) 
nOJ?4r>K = l •IMH 

240 CHC(K)aC(NHl«K) 
P«TMT 1«,76 

P?!NT ll««> 
PRINT (TEFMI) » 1 = 1 »N*3> 
PRINT ]D«>0 
n o  i > m  I  =  1  »  2  
PRTNT i (HAB (I »J) * J = 1 » NHl) 

1GM CONTTNUF 
PRINT 1*72 
PPINT lf»70 
no i«7i i = i , ? 
PRINT 1062»(HBC(11J)• J = 1 f N81) 

1 •'! 71 CONTINUE 
PRINT lf>7? 

C NORMAL 17F NEW GROUND STATE SINGLET 
SUfRsft. 



SUMCsn. 
DO?n^L=l»NH 
SU^lsSUM**C AB(L)»»2 

200 5'" ;CsSUMC*C*^C (L) <**2 
C0=5*RT <1 • n-S'.JMB-SUMC) 

C COMPUTE OFF~nIAGONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS 
UOTpc, 1 = 1, Np? 
HAHC9tna.H4H(?,I)/S0RT (3.0) 
HMr <?,l)s-HaC(Z«I)/S<3RT(3.0) 

c  COMPUTE OFF-OlAfiONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR TRIPLET CONFIGURATlONftL 
C MIX IMG 

J s l , f-JB? 
ftlM) s O.ftO 

125 CONTINUE 
00i3-LA=i 
A f r;t^1 * LA) = (HAB(2»LA) • HtiC(2 » LA > )/SORT (2. f») 
A(LA.NHI) a A(NBl.LA) 
A(NB^tLA) = (HAH(2 »LA>-HtfC(2 »LA) ) /SORT (2,0) 

130 A(LA,MH?)sA(NR2*I.A) 
C COMPUTE HTAGONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR TRIPLET CI 

POl3<;I = i .^6 
135 a fI•T)sspA*TER(I)+SEC-0•5»SUMK 

A {MB* 1 ,M*ul )=TEA*SER»SEC-0.5»SlJMK 
A(MR*?,NH*2)=SEA*SEB*TEC-().5»SUMK 
PPTMT 1077 
PRINT \r76 
00 W4 I = 1 • MB2 
PR TNT 1rt62» (A(T•J) » J = 1 t NB2) 
PRINT 1*^7* 

1°74 CONTINUE 
PRINT In 72 
CALL HOI AG IA t NP2, 0* C» (!) 
PRINT 10 7fl 
PRINT 1^76 
00 lK = j « NR2 



PRINT 10*? » ( C(K»L) » L s 1 » NR2) 
PRINT K76 

K84 CONTfNUF 
PPIMT 6^1 
PRINT?3»CA CI•I)»T = 1»NB2> 
ORINT 107? 

C COMP'JTp CONTRIBUTION HUE TO GROUP A ELECTRONS 

SUMCsfl. 
00l4"Lsl,NB? 
SUMMsSilMrt^CAt) (L) *C (NR1»L) 

140 SU"C=SUMC*C*C(L)#C<NH1»L> 
Q]rCft»(C(NHl«HRl) •C<NBI»NB2) ) -SORT (2, 0/3.0)»SUMB 
Q?=CO«(C(NH1«IJM1)-C(NB1»NH2))-SORT(2.0/3.0)»5UMC 
PRINT 11^4 
PPINT110] 
PRINT 107? 
AA=Ql#Q?/(2.P<MA(NR1*NS1)-SEO)) 
A A s.((f)4.65)*«2)*AA 
PRINT 1073» 01 • Q2»AA 

C COMPUTE CONTRIBUTION PU£ TO GROUP C ELECTHONS 
SUM?* = n. 
SHMCsO. 
noftni = i ,MR£ 
SUHrtsS'JMB*CA^(L)*C*N82»L) 

60 SUHC=SUMC*CaC CL)»C<N02»U 
PRINT 1n72 
PRINT 1103 
01=C0»(C(NH2»NB1)•C(N82»NB2))-SORT(2.0/3.0)»SUMR 
Q?=CO«(C(NH?«MR1)-C(NH2»NB2>)-SORT(2.0/3.0)»SUMC 
PRINT 1072 
CA=<n«0?/(2.0«(A (NB2»WB2) -SEO) ) 
CA s-((64.65)»*2)*CA 
PRINT 1073* 01 • 02,CA 
PRINT107? 
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PRINT ?. C11M T (II) •JINT(II) .KliJT(II) »LINT<H) .RINT(II) ,11 = 1,3) 
3 RETURN 

END 
SUBROUTINE; HOI/IG (H,N, IEOEN, U, NA> 

c MIHOT^* FORTAM II DIA6CNALIZATI0N OF A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX RY 
C THE .lACOm METHOD. 
C CALL TNG SEQUENCE FOR 01 AGON ALIZAT ION 
C CALL HOtAGt H, N, IEGEN* U» NR, NA) 
C. wHF.RF H TS THF ARRAY TC BE 01 AGONAL I ZEI.»* 
C N IS THF ORDER OF THE NATRIX, H. 
C IEGEU MUST *E SF.T UNEQLAL TO /E«0 IF ONLY EIGENVALUES ARE TO BE 
C COMPUTED. 
c IFGEM MUST SET EQUAL TO ZEHO IF EIGENVALUES ANO EIGENVECTORS 
C ARE TO »»F COMPUTED. 
C u IS THF UNITARY MATRIX USEU FOR FORMAUom OF THE EIGENVECTORS. 
C NA MUST HE SET EQUAL TC ONE IF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
C . aRE TO RE SORTED, ZERC OTHERWISE 
C A 01MENSTON STATEMENT M»ST bE INSERTED IN THE SUBROUTINE. 
C DIMENSION H (N.N), U(N*M, X(N), I«(N) 
C VART ftPLFS MUST HAVE SANE DIMENSION AS IN MAIN PROGRAM 
c if They appear there 
c COMPUTER MUST OPERATE IN FLOATING TRAP MOOF 
C THE SUUROUTIME OPERATES ONLY ON THE ELEMENTS OF H THAT ARE TO TH 
C RIGHT OF THE MAIN DIAGONAL. THUS, ONLY A TRIANGULAR 
C SECTTON NEED HE STORED IN THE ARRAY H. 

DIMENSION H(tjitSl) » U^l*1?!)* X(5l)« 10(51) 
DIMENSION IPLACE(51) 
(•>064^1 = 1 ,N 

64n iplapf(I)=1 
IF (TFGEN) 15*1C«15 

19 no 14 I»1,N 
00 1A J=1,N 
IF(I-J)1?,11*12 

11 U(!.|)=1.P 
GO To 14 H 

12 tJ (I . j)=n. £ 



14 CCH.TTNUE 
15 MR s ft 

IF 1000*1000*17 
SCAN FOR LARGEST OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENT IN EACH ROW 
*U> CONTAINS LARGEST ELEMENT IN ITH ROW 
i o < n  holds second subscript defining position of element • 

17 NMIlsN-1 
no 3n t=1*NMIi 
X CI) = O. 
tpli=t*i 
no 3n JrTPLltN 
IF(X(I)-AflSF( H(I,J)) ) 20»20»30 

?0 X(T)s«mSP(H(Tf J) ) 
IW (I) S J 

30 COr-iTTNUF 
SET TMOICATOR FOR SHUT-OFF•RAP=2**-27»NRSNO»0F ROTATIONS 
R s 7.4 S') 5 * 0 596F.-9 
HPTE«;Tsl . 0F3R 
FTMO MAXIMUM OF X(I) S FOR PIVoT ELEMENT AND 
TFST FOR END OF PROBLEM 

40 00 7r< I = 1*NMT1 
IF (T-l) 60,60,45 

45 IF ( XMAX-X (I) ) 60,70,70 
60 XMAXrX(I) 

IPIVsT 
jpiv=to(t) 

70 COMTtNUF 
IS MAX. X(I) EQUAL TO ZERO, IF LESS THAN HOTEST,REVISE HOTEST 
IF <XM4X> 1000*1000,80 

00 IF C HOTEST) 90,90,«5 
*5 IF (XMAX - HOTEST) 90,50,148 
90 HDIMJN s ABSF ( H (1,1) ) 

00 1*0 T=?,N 
IF (MDIMIN - ARSF ( H (1,1))) 110,110,100 

100 Hf)TMTN=A><SF CH (I , T ) ) 
110 CONTTMUE i 



HOTfST = HOIMIN»RAP 
RETUPN TF MAX.h(T«J)LESS THAN(2*»-27)AiiSF(h(K,K)-mlm) 
IF (HDTEST-XMAX) 148,1000*1000 

148 NRs MR•1 
compute T*NGF.NT» SINE AND COSINE*H(1*1) »H(J*J) 

150 TANf,sSIGNF<?.0» (H(IPIV»IPIV)-H(JPIV* JPIV) ) ) »H (IPIV. JPIV) / (ARSF (H 
1PIv',TPIV)-H( JPIV, JPIV) J +SOHTF ( (H (IPIV, IPIV)-H {JPIV, JPIV) )<n*2*4.Q 
?(IPTWfJPTV)»»?)) 
COSlMfsl .0/SQPTF(l .0*TANG»#2) 
SIMFrT«MG«COSlNE 
H11 s w (IPIV • IPIV) 
HCTPjV* IPIV)SCOSINE**2«(HII*TANG»(?«»H<IPIV,JPIV)*TANG«H(JPIV,JP 

1 ) ) ) 
H (JPTV.JPIV)=COSTNE«o2«(H(JPlV,JPIV)-TANGO(2,»H(IPIV,JPI v)-TANG« 
III)) 
H (IPTV*JPIV)so. 
PSEUno RANK THE EIGENVALUES 
ADJUST SINE AMD COS FOR COMPUTATION OF H(IK) AND U<IK) 
TF ( H(IPIV,IPIV) - H (JPIV,JPIV)) 152,153,153 

15? HTEMP = H<IPIv,IPIV) 
H(IPTV,TPIV) s H(JPIV.JPIV) 
H(JPTV,JPIV) =HTEMP 
RECOMPUTE STNE AND COS 
HTFMO = SIGNF (1.n, -SINE) • COSINE 
COSINE =«HSF (SINE) 
STNP sHTFMP 

RESET IOLACF INOEX IF EIGENVALUES WERF. SWITCHED 
DOftftrL=l,N 
IF(TDLACE(IPIV)-L)<:>60,670,660 

*60 CONTINUE 
670 DOAR/"M=i,M 

IF(IPLACE(JPIV)-M)680,700,680 
6fl0 CONTINUE 
700 IPI.ACF(TPIV)sfl 

IPLArE(JPIV) 
153 CONTTNUF 



c inspfct the las retweek i + l ANf) n-t to determine 
c WHFTHFR A new maxium VALUE SHOULD BE COMPUTE SINCE 
C THE PRESENT MAXIMUM IS IN THE I OR J ROW, 

00 3^0 !=]»NMI1 
IF(I-TPIV)210»350»200 

?00 IF (T-JPTV) ?10»350,?10 
210 IF(lOd)-IPIV) 230»240»230 
?30 IF(IOCI)-JPIV) 350»240»350 
240 K=!0(T) 
?50 htempsh(t »k) 

h(i.k)so. 
IPL 1=1*1 
xm sn, 

C SEARCH IN DEPLETED ROW FOR NEW MAXIMUM 
DO 3">1 J=IPL1,N 
IF ( x(i) -ABSF( H(I * J)) ) 300»300»320 

300 x(i) = a«SF(H(i,J)) 
TOU)=J 

320 continue 
M(IfK)sHTEMP 

350 conttnuf 
xdpyv) -o,  
x(jpfv) 

C CHANGE THE ORDER ELEMENTS OF H 
00 Is] »n 
IF (I-IPIV) 370»530»420 

370 HTEMP = H(ItlPlV) 
H(I,TPIV)s COSINE»HTEMP • SINE»H(I,JPIV) 
IF ( X < T > - AR$F{ H (I » IPIV)) )380*390*390 

3M0 X (I) = AMSF (H(I»IPIV)) 
10(1) = TPIV 

390 H(I•JPIV) s - SIME^HTENP • C0SINE#H(I«JPIV) 
IF ( X CI) - AHSF ( H(I»JPIV>) ) 400»530*530 

400 X(I) = Af«SF(H(I,JPIV) ) 
TO CI> = JPIV 
GO Tn 53n 



420 TF(I.JPIV) 430*530*480 
430 HTfiMP s H(IPIV.I) 

H(IPTV»I) e COSINE«HTE^P • SINE#H<I *JPIV) 
IF ( X(IPIV) - /sBSF (H (IPIV* I) ) ) 440*450*450 

440 X(TPTV) S  A^SF(H(IPIV*I)) 
IQ(loTV) = T 

45? M(I•JPI V) s - SINE*MTEFP • COSlNE»H(ItJPIV) 

IF <*<I> - A9SF< H (I * JPIV)) ) 400*530*530 
480 HTEMP s H(IPIVtl) 

HfIPjV,I) = COSINE»HTE=fP • SIHE*H(JPIV«I) 
IF ( X 11PIV) - ABSF< H(IPIVvI)) ) 490*500*500 

490 X(IPTV) = fl.HSF(H(lPI«/»I) ) 
IQUPTV1 = I 

500 H(JPTV»I) a - SINF»HTEf'P • COSlNf »H (JPI V, I) 
IF ( XCJPIV) - ABSF< H(JPIV * I) ) )5l0*530*530 

510 X(JPTV) = AF*SF(M(JPIV«I)) 
io(jpiv) = I 

530 CONTTNUF 
C TEST FOR COMPUTATION OK EIGENVECTORS 

IF(IFGF.N) 40 * 540 * 40 
54 0 oo 5^0 i a1»n 

HTEMP = ij(I,IPIV) 
U (I » TP! V) SCOSINF«HTEMP*SINE*U (I *JPIV) 

550 U(T«.iPIV)s -SimE»HTEMP*COSINE<HJ(I»JPIV) 
GO TP 4 0 

100 IFfN*)1002*1004*1002 
C «FPLACF FIGFNVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS TO INITIAL POSITIONS 
11; 04 0071^1=1«N 

H07?nj=l»N 
IF(ioLACF(J)-I)720*610.720 

720 CONTINUE 
610 IF (I* J) 730*710*731) 
730 MTEMPsH(T * I) 

H(I,T)sM(J*J) 
H(J,.|)=HTFMP 
0062rKal,N 



UTEMPsU(K »I) 
U(K,T)=U(K»J) 

620 U(K.,|) sMTFMP 
IPLATF(J)siPLACE(I) 
IPLACF(I)=I 

710 comttnue 
1002 00 Irioi I s i , n 

DO inn3 J = I • M 
VEC = U(I.J) 
U(T» I) = U(J»I) 

1003 l.i (Jf T ) = VEC 
1001 retupn 

end 

l-J 
.fi
ve 



PROGRAM CCVM3(INPUT,OUTPUT»TAPE5,TAPE6*TAPE IsINPUT) 
DIMENSION UNTO) , JINT<3> »KINT (3) ,LINT<3) »RINT<3) 
DIMENSION A(5l»Sl)»S(51»51)*V(51) »KT(51),P(51,51> »C<51,51) 
DIMENSION E(5l),AK(14,2),TEB(51),hab(?,5l),HPC(2»51),CAB(51) 
DIMENSION CrJC(5l) »T<51»51)»D(5l»51) 
COMMON A,S, V,kT«P,C»EIC*N»KS,KZ» I0»NINT» IINT, JiNT,KINT,UlNT,t?INT 
EQUIVALENCE(NR,JI) 

format statements 

19 FORMAT(?3H0N0. OF CONFIGURATIONS,I3,25H EXCEEDS ALLOTTED STORAGE 
124m PROOFED To NEXT PRCBLEM* 

?? FORMAT(1rHlTE MATRIX) 
23 F0RM/\T(/AF17.8> 
41 format(/*fl7»r) 
42 format(//) 
64 FnRMAT(lX,I?.3H = »i?»2h, ,I2*I2»3H = *I2»?h» ,1?) 
4* FORMAT C///20H LOWEST TE ELEMENT =,F17.S) 
ftl FORMAT(» CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION*) 
73 format(^ (415 »f15,b)) 

610 FORMAT(» GROUND STATE ENERGY * «F10.5) 
1011 FORMAT('I?,FH.O) 
l'.OO FORMAT (ft*» SHA = t F10»5» oX» 4HH = » Fl<).5» 4HC = » 

if2p.5/6x,6h jhh= ,f20.5) 
11:10 format (6f 10.3) 
in?;! FORMAT (6T?) 
1^30 formm (bf10.m) 
14i) FORMM(?T2.Flf}.5,Il) 
lrso format (sx, shaa = » f10.5) 
1051 fopmat(sx, 5hca s » f20.5) 
1052 FORMAT (7C;X»»T0TAL « *»F20.5) 
1060 FORMAT(sx, 11H HAB MATRIX ) 
1062 format(6f20.h) 
1070 F0RMAT(SX, 11H HBC MATRIX ) 
107? f0rmat(///) 
1c73 format (/?f20.5»35x»f20.5//) 



1076 format(/) 
] 077 form^tdhi .••intfrgroup configuration interaction matrix*) 
1078 format(19h coefficient matrix ) 
lcflo format(1h1,* exchange integrals*) 
1090 format(* scf coefficients for wavefunctions of group b»> 
1c92 fopmflt(»f10.5) 
1101 fo«m<\t<* transition spin densities for group a* 30*, 

1»contrih'ition to coupling constant*) 
1102 f o rma t {»  t rans i t i on  sp in  dens i t i es  f o r  g roup  b *  30x ,  

1 *con t r i 9u t i on  to  coup l i ng  cons tan t# )  
1103 format(* transition spin densities for group c* 30*• 

^contribution to coupling constant*) 
1104 format («0h 

1 ) 
1105 FORMAT<* TRIPLET STATE ENERGIES FOR GROUP g») 
1106 FORMaT(* CONFIGURATION INTERACTION MlxING COEFFICIENTS*) 
1107 format(?f?o.5«35x»f2o.5/65x»»infinite or indefinite number*//) 
199? format(pf50.5) 
3000 FORMAT<F?0.5. 4ll0> 

pew i Ml) S 
REWIwn 6 
NDIMsSl 

c  n equals thf number OF aT-CMS 
c 10 eouai.s The highest doubly occupied orbital 
C dev is the limit OF states TO be mixed 

1 read 1104 
if (enpftle 1)9060,9070 

9060 call exit 
9)70 conttnuf 

print llf)4 
read 1011*n«i0*dev 
not=n 
KZ = N 
0010o?i=!,51 
*/( I)=0. 



KT<n=o 
TER(t>=0, 
nO!Of»?J=l ,51 
Tdt.ilsn, 
nci»j)rn. 
SCI,J)so. 
P(I»J)SC. 
C c T , |) =0. 

10 02 A ( T , .1) =0 . 0 
00 9 T=1 »t\l 
00 9 J=1«N 

9 REAO TAPF 5tlM2»P(Il»I2> 
0P34T=1,M 
PF AO T APF5 » A {I,I) 

34 REAO TAPF5»(C(I,J)»Jsl,N) 
RE AO TAPF5,IOS 
O036T=l• IOS 
REAO TAPF5*J1,J2,K 

36 TU1,J2>=K 
31 0032T=1»T0S 
32 REAP TAPF5»V(I),(D(I»J)»J=l»IOS) 

SEHao. 
NIMTsri 
TEL=Q9999999. 
101= TO*1 
JT=1nS 
001.90^ 1 = 1»NB 

1995 TEH(T)=\/(I)*Se:B 
Pn T NT1"72 
PRTNT1 09') 
ppint1076 
REWiiun * 

c  save scf coefficients for cther calculations on same molecule 
0021'i' = l tnot 
wRITf TAPE6»(c(TltKl)*k1=1,N0T) 

2 print10*?,(c <11»kl),kl=1,n0t) 



PRINT!07? 
PRINT61 
nom.i=i »IOS 
OOWl_s1»NOT 
005M-1f not 
IF(T(L 

4 prtnt<s4.ij.l«m 
e conttnue 
PPINT107? 
PRINT11 
PPTNTi »>7r, 
007J <s|»I0S 

7 PRINT73.<n(IK,JK>»JK*1»!0S) 
PPINT107? 
NU1=MR*1 

3 READ 1 1 *>4 
IF (EnofILE Dl»12 

C HEAD IN FNERGIES FOR GROUPS A AND C 
12 REAOfoln.TEA«TEC»SEA»SEC 

REAr>in20.NC!tf\iC2»ICT 
REWIND * 
r>05IsifN* 
EI!)=N 
00?j=1,nr 

5 A(T«.|)sn. 
00400PKS1fNOT 
0040001=1*2 

4O00 AK(K,L)=0. 
C READ IN TNTFRGROUP FXCHANCE INTEGRALS 

f> READ 1<H0«M«N»AK(MVN) vICNTL 
IF (ICNTL)1094 »6»1094 

1094 PRINT 1072 
PRINT 1P«0 
PRTNT 1076 
noia<^K=i »NOT 



ppint1092»(ak(k»l)»l=1»2) 
1081 CONTINUE 

PRINT 107? 
stjmk s 0.00 
n019oBJ^=l»N8? 
DO 1.9971 As J »2 
har(ir.jh) = 0.00 

1997 HHC<s 0.00 
CAM(.|R)=0.00 

1998 CRC(.|R)so.OO 
c calculate hah and hbc matrices for mixing of singlets 

d012^ m a 1»n()T 
d0120n=1.2 
sumk = silmk *ak(m»n) 

120 CONTINUE 
5eossea»seb*sec-0.5»suw< 
0021ta = 1»not 

21 read tape6*<c(ia,ja),ja=1,n0t> 
001Sj»ltNB 
ASUM s O.00 
BSIJM s n.Ort 
D020n3lsl»NB 
t j= i 
0020ft?L=ltNB 
D02oi?Msi,NB 
IF (T.l-T (L• M) ) 2002* 1099*2002 

2002 CONTINUE 
1099 asum=«sum*d(j,i)»c(l»ncl)«c(m,ncl) 
p003 8sum=msiim*0(j»i)«c(l»nc2)«c(m»nc2) 

HA8{?»J)=-SQRT(3.0)»(AK(NC1»1)-AK(NC1»2))«ASUM/SQRT(2.0) 
HRC(?,J)s-S(3RT(3,0)«(AK (NC2»1)-AK(NC2,2) )#BSUM/SQRT(2,0> 
HAH(i.J) = TEA • SEC • TEA(J) - 0.5*SUMK 
HRC(l.J) = SEA • TEC • TEB(J> - 0.5«SUMK 

15 CONTINUE 
c calculate cab and cbc coefficients from variation method 

10 0021cJ=1*NB 



A(JfMBl)=HAB(2fJ) 
210 A(J*J)sHAB(1»J) 

A(NRi.NR])= SEO 
CALL HO 7 G(A•NB1•0 » C » 0) 

D022^K=1,MH 
220 CAB<K)=C<NB1»K) 

D023*J=1.NB 
A(J « MR t)aHBC(2 » J) 

230 A (J *1) =HRC (1 * J) 
A(MB1,NH1)sSE0 
CALL HD!AG'(A«NB1«0*C*0) 
0024fiKsi VNH 

240 CHC<K)SC(NB]«K) 
PRIMT 1 0 76 
PRINT 1105 
PRINT loft?. (TEB(I) * 1=1»NB) 
PRINT 1060 
D O  I n M  1  =  1 , 2  
PRINT 1062«(HAB(I.J)» J s 1 » NBl) 

1061 CONTfMUF 
PRINT 10 72 
PRINT 1070 
00 1h71 I = 1 • 2 
PRIMT 1062*(HBC(I»J)» J = 1 • NBl) 

1071 CONTINUE 
PRINT 1072 

C N0RMALI7F NEW GROUND STATE SINGLET 
SMMBso* 
SUMCsO. 
0020PL=1«NB 
SUM8sSUM«*CAB(L) 

200 SUMCsSUMC*CBC(L>*«2 
COaSoRT(l.o-SuMR-SUMC) 

C COMPUTE OFF-DIAGONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR TRIPLET CONFIGURATIONAL 
C MIXING 

0012s; I = 1 » N82 



HAB(?* I) s-HAB (2» I) /SORT (3,0) 
HBC(t»,I)=-HBC(2»I)/5QRT(3.0) 
0012S J = 1 » MB2 
A (I « vl) s 0.00 

125 CONTINUE 
DOJ3«LA=l»NB2 
A (MBF *  LA)  = (HAB(2,LA) • H»C(2 »LA))/SQRT(2.0) 
A(LAfNHl) = a(NR1,la) 
A(MB?.Lft)=(HAe(? »LA)-MBC(2 »LA))/SORT(2.0) 

130 A(l.AfNH?)aA(NB2»LA) 
C COMPUTE nI AGONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR TRIPLET CI 

001T = 1»NB 
135 A(11 T)"SEA*TER(I)*SEC-0.5»SUMK 

A (NB• 1 .MH>1)=TEA*SEB*SEC-.0,5#SUMK 
AUJB^NR*;?) =SEA*SEB*TEC-0.5»SUMK 
PRINT 1.^77 
PRINT 1«76 
00 W4 I = 1 • NR2 
PRINT 1 r.A2« (A (I * J) » J = 1 » NB2) 
PRINT K76 

lf>74 CONTfNWE 
PRINT 1^72 
CALL HMIAG(At NB2, 0» C» 0) 
PRINT 1078 
PRINT 1076 
DO 1 *f?4 K = 1 , NB2 
PRINT 1062 . ( C(K»L) » L a 1 » NB2) 
PRINT 1076 

lr-84 CONT TNUE 
601 FORMAT(• EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX*) 

PRINT 601 
PRINT23,(A(I.I),I=1,NB2) 
PRINT 1072 

c  COMPUTE CONTRIBUTION DUE TO GROUP A  ELECTRONS 
SUMBaO• 
SUMC=0. 
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D4sO?«Q?/(A(I,I)-SEO) 
OA s-< (f.4.65>#»?)*DA 
R s B • DA 
PRINT 1073, 01 , 02,OA 

100 CON'TTNUfc" 
PRTMT 1052 , R 

AJ s AA • H • CA 
PRINT 1 (>00, AA, B« CA, AJ 
IF<ICT)3,3*1 
END 
FUNCTION RING {I ,,),K,L) 

PIMEMSION A(5l»?1 ) ,5(51,51) »V<51) • K T (51 ) • P (51 *51) * C (51 , 51) 
DJHF.NSION IINT(3) ,JirJT(3) ,KINT(3) ,L1MT(3) ,RIMT(3) 
COMMON A.S»V,M,P,C,EIG,N,KS,KZ,IO,NINT,IINT»JINT,KINT,LIMT,RINT 
MlfJTsMINT*] 
RINGssO." 
pom si ,M 
1)01 I ?=1 , N 

1 RING=RINr,+ (C(K»Il)»C(L»U)»C(I,l2)«C( J, IE)«P(I1,I?)) 
IIMT(NINT)sI 
JIN'T(NIMT)=J 
KTNT(NIMT)=K 
Llf'T (MINT) =L 
RIK'T (NINT)=RIMG 

2 F0«MAT(3(4IS,F15.8)) 
IF(NTNT-?)3,4,3 

4 NINTsO 
PRINT ?, (I INT (II) , JINT (II) »KIMT(II) »LINT(II) tRINTdl) ,IIsl,3) 

3 RETURN 
EMO 
SUBROUTINE HOIAG (H,N, IEGEN, U, NA) { 
MIH0T3, FORTAN H DIAGCNALIZATION OF A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX RY 
THE .iflCO^I METHOD. ! 
CALLING SEQUENCE FOR UIAGONALIZATION 
CALL HOT AG( H, n, IEGE*» u» nr, NA) 
WHERE H TS THE ARRAY TC HE 01 AGONALIZEO. 



c  m IS  thf orofr of thf matrix, h* 
c iegftm must he sft unequal to if only eigenvalues are to be 
c computed. 
c iegen must be sft equal to ze«0 if eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
c are to rf computed. 
c u is the unitary matrix used for formation of the eigenvectors# 
c na must *e set equal tc one if eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
c ape to «e sorted. zerc otherwise 
c a dimension statement in'ust be inserted in thf subroutine. 
c dimension rt (m • n) » u(n»m» x(n>» iq(n) 
C VARIftHl.ES MUST HAVE SAVE DIMENSION AS IN MAIN PROGRAM 
c  if they appear thfre 
c  computer MUSI OPERATE IN FLOATING THaP MODE 
c thf subroutine operates only on the elements of h that are to th 
c right of the main diagonal. thus, only a triangular 
c section need pe storfo in the array h. 

dimension HC3i»51)«U(51*51)»a(51)«iu(51>»iplace<5l> 
0064*1*1 «N 

640 iplare(t)=1 
if (tfgen) 15*10*15 
00 14 1 = 1 .N 
00 14 Jsl»N 
if(i-j)l?.ll»1? 

11 U(I.I)=1.0 
GO Tn 14 

12 U(T. 
14 COMTtnUF 
\5 MR = «: 

if (m-l) 1000.1coc»17 
c scan for largest off diagonal element in each row 
c x ci> contains largest element in ith how 
c  io ( i )  holds second subscript defining position of element 

17 MMTI-N-1 
00 Isl.NMIl 
X  (  I )  S O ,  -
ipl1 = t *1 \fl 

\D 



no 3^ J=IPL1»N 
IF<X (I)-AHSF( H (I,J))) 20*20*30 

20 X(I)sAHSF(H(ItJ)) 
iq(i)=j 

30 COMTTNUF 
C SET tMOTCATOH FOP SHUT-OFF.RAP=2«»-27*NR=N0.OF POTATIONS 

R/IP=7.45'>5HO596F-9 
HOTF«?T = l ,nE3B 

c Finn MAXIMUM OF X <I) S FOR PIVOT ELEMENT AND 
c TfST FOR F.rin OF PROKLEN 

40 no 7o t=1»nmi1 
IF ( T - l )  60*60*45 

45 IF(XMAX-X(I)) 60*70*70 
60 XMAXsX(I) 

TPIV-T 
JPIVrTQ(T) 

70 COr. 'TTMUE 
c is MAX. x(i) equal To zero, if less than h|.)tfst,revise hotest 

if (X m a X) 1000*1000*80 
ro if c hdtest) 90*90*05 
85 if (xMAx - hotest) 90,90,148 
90 hoimtm = flhsf ( h (1*1) ) 

1)0 11" i=2»n 
IF (HntMIN - AHSF ( H (1,1))) 110,110,100 

100 HDIMTNSARSF (H(I,I)) 
110 CONTTMUF 

HHIE^T = Hf)IMIN*RAP 
c rftuon if MAX.h(i,j)less than<2»«-27)ahsf(h(k,k)-min> 

if (MHTEST-XMAX) 148,1000,100a 
143 mr= mr*| 

c  co'iputf tangent, sine and cosine,h<i,i) *hu,j) 
• 150 TANGSS TGNF(?.0* (H (IPIV * IP IV) -H (vJP IV * JPIV) ) )«H(IPIV*JPIV)/(A8SF(H 

1PIV,TPIV)-H(JPIV,JPIV) )*SfJM7F( (H(IPIV,IPIV)-H(JPIV,JPIV) )»«2*4.0 
? (ipiv, JP'T v) **?) ) 
C0SIMF=1.0/SORTF(1.0*TANG»»?) 
SlMFrTAMG#COSlNE 



HlIsH(TPIV.IPTV) 
H<IPTV»TPIV)=C0SINE»«2«(HII*TANG*(?«*H(1PIV«JPIV)•T&MQ»H(JPIV*JP 
1) ) ) 
H(JPTVt JPlV)=COSTNE<n»2* (H (JPIV, JPIV)-TANG# (?.#H(IPIV* JPIV)-TAWG# 
III) ) 
H.fTPTV* JPIV) =0. 

C PSEijno RANK THE EIGENVALUES 
C ADJUST SINE AiMD COS 'FOR COMPUTATION OF H<IK> AND fJ(IK) 

IF ( H(TPIV•IPIV) - H(JPIV* JPI V)) 152*153*153 
15? HTFMD S H (IPIV » I p T. V ) 

H(IPTV»TPIV) = H(JPIV *JPIV) 
H(JPTV.JPIV) SHTEMP 

' c RECOMPOTF SINE AND COS 
HTemp = SIGNF (].o* -SINE) * COSINE 
COS IMP =AHSF (SINE) 
SINF SHTFMP 

c  reset iplacf index if eigenvalues were switched 
d066'>l = \ «n 
IF (IPLACE(IPIV)-L)660*670*660 

^en comttmue 
67" r>06P^M = l.N 

IF (T"LACE (JPIV)-M)680*700,680 
68 0 CONTINUE 
700 IPLACF(IPIV)=M 

lPL«rF(JPIV)=l. 
153 conTtnuf. 

C INSPFCT THE I OS BETwEEk 1*1 A><0 N.) TO DETERMINE 
c  WHETHER A NEW MAXIUM VALUE SHOULD BE COMPUTE SINCE 
c the ppfspnt maximum is in the i or j row. 

00 mo ! = 1«NMI1 
IF('I-IPIV)210*350»200 

200 IF (T-JPIV) 210*350*210 
210 IF<I0(I)-IPIV) 230*240*230 
230 TF(IOU)-JPIV) 350*240*350 
240 K = IQ(T) 
2*0 HTEMPsH(T*K) 
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IF < X(IPIV) - ABSF( H d P X V t I M  )  4 9 0 * ^ 0 0 * 5 0 0  
490 X(IPTV) = AH5F(H(IPIV,I)) 

IQ(TDIV) s I 
*00 H(JPTV.I) s - SIME^HTE^P * CO'iINE»H(JPlV*I> 

IF ( X(JPIV) - ABSF( H(JPlVfl)) )51<J«530,530 
MO X(JPfV) a ABSF (H(jPIVtl) ) 

IQfjDTV) s I 

530 COMTTNUF. 
c  TFST FOR COMPUTATION OF EIGENVECTORS 

IFUr^FN) 40*54f}»40 
54 0 DO 5^0 1=1 »N 

HTFMPsU(I»IP I V) 
U(I*TPIV)sCOSlNE»HTEr 1P*SlNE«U ( I f  JPIV) 

550 iJ(Tt.|PIV)= -SINE*HTE*P*CGSINE*U(I*JPIV)  
<?O To 4'> 

1 00 TF (N".) 1 002*1 004,1002 
C REPLACE Fir,EfM\/,\LUES AND EIGENVECTORS TO INITIAL POSITIONS 
] t;04 0071 n 1=1,M 

0 0 7 ? ? J s l , N  
IF(I PL«CF<J)-1)720*610*720 

7?0 COT'TTMiJF 
MO IFII-J)730*710,730 
730 HTEMO=H(T,I) 

H(I,T)SH(J»J) 
H (J, I) sHTF.MP 
nn6??K=!*N 
UTFMD=U(K,I) 
U (K • T > =1»(K , J) 



620 U (K » , i )  s lJTFMP 
IPLATP(J)=IPLACE(I) 
I p LArr(I )=1  

710  CONTINUE 
IT 02  DO 1**03  I  =  i  .  M 

00  1^3  J s  I  *  N 
V E C  =  U ( T . J )  
I K I , J )  =  l l ( J f l )  

1003 U(J.i) s VEC 
1 !01 RPTllPM 

EMH 

G\ 



APPENDIX B 

1 MODIFICATIONS OF THE POLYATOM SYSTEM 

Conversion to CDC 6400 

The general conversion necessary to use this system 

of programs on the CDC 6400 consisted of replacing any sub

routines written in FAP with corresponding routines written 

in COMPASS. 

The structure of the system was changed to an 

overlay type with routines used in more than one overlay 

located in the zero level overlay. The remaining POLYATOM 

System was divided into four overlays. The first overlay, 

LSTINT, calculates the integral label lists, the second, 

EVINT, evaluates the integrals, the third, CLOSCF, consists 

of the self-consistent field programs, and the last over

lay, DIPMOM, calculates the dipole moment. 

In order to facilitate the handling of large 

amounts of data within the structure of the program, the 

integrals are stored on the disc after computation. This 

saves time in the SCF section as these integrals are more 

quickly available than they were on tape becauc: of the 

random access features of the disc. Unfortunately, 

information stored on the disc cannot be saved for subse

quent runs, so this information is also written on tape. 

165 
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At a later time the tape can be copied onto the disc and 

computation .resumed. 

There was no change with regard to input except as 

described in the next section. Overlays 1, 3, and k have 

the same input specifications as the original POLYATOM 

System. 

Combined Gaussian Type Orbitals 

The modification of the POLYATOM system to allow 

calculations using contracted Gaussian basis sets occurs 

solely in the second overlay, called EVINT, and affects 

each of the subroutines as described. This discussion is 

intended as a supplement to the description of the POLYATOM 

system available with that program, and the listing given 

following this discussion includes only those subroutines 

which have been changed. 

The calling program, EVINT, was modified with 

regard to input to this overlay. An identifying name, ID, 

is read in for a specific calculation and is later punched 

on the output cards from the integral evaluation routines. 

Also added was the specification of a pair of parameters, 

NC and NT, for each type of integral calculation. This 

consists of a pair of integers the first of which indicates 

whether or not any of the integrals are to be read from 

cards and the second of which tells the program if it will 

have to calculate integrals specified in the label list. 
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These four pairs of integers are contained on one card and 

each is located in a field of five columns. They refer to 

G, T, V, and M type integrals respectively. A value of 

zero for any parameter indicates that the corresponding 

method of obtaining integrals will not be used. For the 

one-electron integrals, a value of one for NC indicates 

that the input will consist of cards with each card con

taining an integral label and value. For the two-electron 

integrals, there exists the option to read these integrals 

from cards or from magnetic tape. In order to indicate 

that two-electron integrals will be read from cards, one 

must specify a value of one for NC . If they are to be read 

from tape, NC must be set equal to an integer greater than 

one. In order to indicate that the integrals will be 

calculated as specified in the label list, one must specify 

a nonzero value for the second parameter in the set. Of 

course, nonzero values can be specified for both parameters 

in a set in which case the indicated number of integrals 

will be read from cards or tape and the remaining integrals 

will be calculated according to the label list. 

The tape containing values of the two-electron 

integrals is constructed during a run in which the integrals 

are calculated. If one has already created this tape, it 

can be used in the SCF calculation by specifying a value 

greater than one for the parameter NC. Thus, for a 

specific molecule with a given basis set, one need 
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calculate two-electron integrals only once. As this is the 

most time-consuming part of the calculation, the result is 

a large saving in time by not having to recalculate these 

integrals'on every run. If the tape has been only partially 

created, one can read these values into the program (NC=2), 

calculate the rest (NT^O), and complete construction of the 

tape. The number of integral values to be read in either 

from cards or tape must be given as input. If one is 

reading from tape, the program will check after* reading the 

specified number of integrals to see if any have to be 

calculated. The only restriction on the number of integrals 

that can be read from tape is that it be a multiple of 500. 

This is due to the fact that the integrals are written on 

the tape in groups of 500 per record and an entire record 

must be read each time a READ statement is issued. 

The card input specifications and sample input are 

given following this description of the program modifica

tions. Although input to the first and third overlays are 

the same as given in the manual available with the POLYATOM 

system, they are given here for completeness. Also 

included is the input to the coupling constant programs, 

overlay 5« This program will be discussed in detail in the 

next appendix. 
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SUBROUTINE RDETAS 

Most of this subroutine was left in its original 

form. The READ statement which was input fox" the data 

CNTR, TYP, EXPNNT was changed to CNTR, TYP, NQN, where NQN 

is the principal quantum number of the atomic orbital whose 

specifications are being read in. The position ETA (I, 4) 

in the ETA array was set to zero and ETA (l, 5) contains 

NQN. These previously contained EXPNNT, and 1.0 respec

tively . 

The large segment added to this subroutine contains 

the input for the contracted Gaussians. It is necessary to 

specify the number of groups, NGRP, that will be formed 

from the total number, N, of Gaussians. The number of 

Gaussians in each group is given by the NG array, where 

NG(I) is the number of Gaussians in group I. The Gaussian 

exponent and corresponding coefficient are read into one 

dimensional arrays labeled ALFA and COEFF. The next input 

to the program is the parameter NGG(I) equal to the number 

of groups in the atomic orbital I and the coefficients to 

form the atomic orbital, ACOEFF. ACOEFF is a two dimen

sional array whose first subscript labels the atomic 

orbital and whose second subscript labels the group. 

SUBROUTINE XQRMLS 

This subroutine was completely rewritten. The 

normalization factor for a given Gaussian is calculated 
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from the formula 

ANORM = 2n+1[ (2n-l) ! !]"1/2[27X]"1/4 (B-l) 

where n is the Gaussian quantum number and has the 

following values: 

n = 1 for s orbitals and 

n = 2 for p orbitals . 

This quantity is then multiplied by the appropriate 

normalization factor for the angular part of the wavefunc

tion. This is l/~\f kn for s orbitals and "}/ 3/kll for p 

orbitals. The result is stored in ETA(I, k). 

SUBROUTINE GINTS 

The expression used to calculate an overlap 

integral between atomic orbitals I and J is 

GT1 = E aT1 aT1 tc.c. ,N'(ot.)N« ,(a. .) 
IJ , . Ik Jk" i x' n x n • x ' 

k, l 
k 1 , i ' 

2 2 
. -a.r. t # -a. ,rn \ 

X <e 1 A|G|e 1 B) (B-2) 

where N'(a.) = N (a.) x normalization constants for angular 
n i n l 

function, and G = I. 

The changes made in SUBROUTINE GINTS were to put in 

this expression for calculation and modify the function 

GSGINT to calculate the integrals over Gaussians in terms 

of the exponents in the array ALFA. This program will also 
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punch a card for each integral it calculates and, when so 

directed, read those cards on succeeding runs. 

FUNCTION GSGINT 

The routine needed only one change. This was due 

to the fact that the normalization factor stored in 

ETA(I, k) did not contain the dependence on the exponent 

of the Gaussian. The quantity stored in the position 

ETA(l, 5) is the quantity needed to complete the calcula

tion of N^(a) since 

2n+l 

N'(a.) = ANORM a. (B—3) 
n x i J 

The SUBROUTINE TINTS and the corresponding function 

GSTINT were modified in exactly the same way. The above 

expression for the integral can be used with G replaced by 

T = - \ v2'. Similarly, the equation for SUBROUTINE VINTS 

and its associated function GSVINT can be obtained by 
NOC 

replacing G by V = -Z /r and V = £ V , where NOC is the 
m mm , m' m»l 

number of centers. 

The changes to SUBROUTINE MINTS and its function 

GSMINT are the same in principle. The expression for the 

two electron integrals is given by 
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M = 
IJKL 

E 
k , i,k ' , i 

1 > j i -L 1 » J 

aIlcaJk ' aKlaLl «CiCi 'C j° j • 

X 
|H|e-<ai-r?+ad'r5)) (B-k) 

where M = 1/r^• 

The two-electron integrals were written on magnetic 

tape. One can, on succeeding calculations read from the 

tape and then calculate any remaining integrals. The newly 

calculated integrals would then be written on the tape 

following the ones that were read. Of course, care must be 

taken to make sure to read far enough on the tape, as any 

unread information will be erased when the next set of 

integrals is calculated and written on the tape. 
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FORMAT 

One card giving the overlay to be 
executed first. (l) 15 

One card to specify printed output which 
is controlled by sense lights 1,2,3,4. 
These, if switched on, give optional off
line output, on-line output, and tape 
handling monitoring resp. Nonzero entries 
in each of the fields specified in the 
format switch on sense lights 1,2,3,4 
resp. and switch all others off. 415 

One card giving the number 
tape on which the integral 
to be written. 

of the logical 
label list is 

15 

One card giving the number 
orbitals (N<50). 

, N, of atomic 
13 

One card giving the number 
transformations (0<M1<_50) . 

, Ml, of 
13 

One card giving the number 
transformations belonging 
group (M2<Ml). 

, M2, of 
to the point 

13 

N cards giving the transformation matrix 
(of dimension NxMl) with each row giving 
the results of the transformations to a 
specific atomic orbital. The first M2 
transformations should belong to the 
point group. A positive entry means the 
result of the transformation is the 
function with that number, a negative 
entry means the result is the negative 
of the function, and a zero entry means 
the resulting function is not included 
in the basis set. 2413 

One card 
execut ed 

specifying the overlay 
next. (2) 

to be 
15 

One card 
for this 
tion). 

to specify sense light 
overlay (see above for 

settings 
descrip-

415 

One card giving the tape numbers 
label list and integral values. 

; of the 
215 
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CARD DESCRIPTION (CONT'D) FORMAT 

One card giving the number of nuclei, NOC 
(N0C<20). 215 

NOC cards each giving the symbolic name of 
a center, its coordinates, and its charge 
(coordinates in Bohrs). A6,6x ,4F12.0 

One card giving the number of function 
types, NOT (N0T<20). 13 

NOT cards each of which contains a symbolic 
name of a function type and the values of 
the coefficients Cg, Cx, Cy, Cz. A6,6X ,4F12.0 

One card giving the number of atomic 
orbitals N<50. 13 

N cards each of which contains an atomic 
orbital specified by symbolic reference to 
its center, type and principal quantum 
number. A6,6X ,A6,6X,I1 

One or two cards (as necessary) to specify 
the number of groups, NGRP (NGRP^99), and 
the number of Gaussians in each group, 
NG(I) (1=1 , NGPR). 4012 

2*NGRP cards each card containing the 
coefficients of the Gaussians in a 
specified group followed by a card giving 
the corresponding exponents. 8F10. 0 

N cards each containing the number of 
groups, NGROUPS(I) (0<NGR0UPS(I)<4), in 
atomic orbital I followed by the coeffi
cients of each group. On the Ntt card 
column 46 must contain a 1. 12,13 ,4FIO.8,II 

One card containing an identifying label 
for the calculation. A3 
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CARD DESCRIPTION (CONT'D) FORMAT 

A card indicating whether integral values 
are to read in on cards or are to be calcu
lated from the label list on tape. This 
must be specified for" each type of integral 
calculated. Thus this card contains NCI, 
NTl, NC2, NT2, NC3, NT3, NC4, NT4 where 
NCl=l if overlap integrals are to be read 

from c ards. 
=0 otherwise. 

NTl=l if overlap integrals are to be 
calculated according to the label 
list on tape. 

=0 otherwise. 
Same for NC2, NT2, NC3, NT3• 
NC4=2 if two electron integrals are to be 

read from tape. 
=1 if two electron integrals are to be 

read from cards. 
=0 otherwise. 

NT4=1 if two electron integrals are to be 
calculated according to the label 
list. 

=0 otherwise. 815 

If it has been indicated above that 
integral values will be read in, a 
sequence of cards must follow in which the 
first card contains the number of cards of 
a certain type of integral, NINT, followed 15 
by NINT cards containing integral labels 
and values. This sequence of cards must 020,F20.9 
be repeated for each unit value of NCI, 
1=1,3• If NC4/0 total number of values 110 
to be read must be specified. 

One card specifying the overlay to be 
executed next. (3) 15 

One card to specify sense light settings 
for this overlay (see previous descrip
tion) . 415 

One card containing the tape number of 
integral values and the first guess at 
the SCF coefficients (second entry may be 
zero). 215 



CARD DESCRIPTION (CONT'D) 
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FORMAT 

One card containing the number" of atomic 
orbital basis functions, NBFNS. 13 

One card containing the number of symmetry 
orbitals, NSOS. 13 

a) One card specifying the number of 
symmetry orbitals of a given type, NSYM. 13 

b) NSYM cards each containing the numbers 
of the basic orbitals in the M 
symmetry orbital, IPOS(M), and its 
coefficient, COFT(M). 6(12,F10.0) 

This sequence is repeated until data for 
all of the NSOS symmetry orbitals has been 
read in. 

One card containing ACURCY, the criterion 
for convergence in CLOSCF. F12.0 

a) One card containing the number of 
occupied molecular orbitals within a 
given symmetry type, NOCC. 13 

b) A card containing the occupancy 
numbers of the molecular orbitals, 
FROCC(I). 6F12.0 

This sequence of cards is repeated until 
all occupied molecular orbitals have been 
accounted for. 

One card specifying the overlay to be 
executed next. (5) 15 

One card giving the number of the logical 
tape containing the integral values and 
the number of doubly occupied orbitals. 213 

One card giving the number of electrons 
in the molecule. 13 

a) One card specifying the magnetogyric 
ratios of the coupled nuclei. 2F10.3 

b) Two cards each containing the set of 
coordinates for one of the coupled 
nuclei and a parameter, ICT, on the 
second card to indicate if more 
coupling constants are to be calcu
lated. 
ICT=1 last calculation 

=0 otherwise 3F10.0,I1 



CARD DESCRIPTION (CONT'D) FORMAT 

c) Coordinate card for nucleus 1. 3^10.0,11 
d) Function no., K, and value of atomic 

orbital K at the point specified on 
the coordinate card. I3,F10.0 

e) Coordinate card for nucleus 2. 3Ir10.0,Il 
f) Function No., L, and value of atomic 

orbital L at nucleus 2. I3,F10.0 
This sequence of cards is repeated for 
each coupling constant calculated. 



sample input to polyatom fcr the hydrogen molecule 
this example gives the necessary parameters when one has the 
one electron integrals onwards amd wants fhe two electron 
integrals to he calculated 

12 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 

12 11 
2 

HI 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0 
h2 0.00 0.00 1.40 1.0 

1 
s 1.0 

2 
hi s 1 
h? s 1 
c20202 
0.27441 0.82123 
1.33248 0.201527 
0.27441 0.82123 
1.3324b 0.201527 
01001 1.0 
01002  1 .0  1  
hyu 



1 0 1 o 1 
3 

OOGOOOOOOIOIOOOOOOOO 
00000000020200000001  
00000000020100000000  

3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

3 
00000000010100000000 
00000000020200000001 
000 00000020100000000 

3 

11 
2 
2 
1 

1  1 .0  2  1 .0  
1 

1 1.0 2-1.0 .  
0.000001 

1 
1.0 

5 
U 1 
2 

2.67530 2.67530 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 1.40 
0.00 o.oo 0.00 
0010.5641876 
0.00 0.00 1.40 
0020.5641876 

0 0 1 

1.000009946 
1.000009946 
.751551605 

.485817037 

.485817037 

.222513335 

-1.582755179 
-1.582755179 
-1.161118221 

HYD 
HYD 
HYD 

HYD 
HYO 
HYD 

HYD 
HYD 
HYO 

H 
•vJ 
SO 



sample input to polyatom fcr the propane molecule 
this example gives the necessary parameters when one wants 
to calculate all one electron integrals anu read two 
electron integrals for ma^etic tape 

12 

23 
1 
3 
12 1 12 0 0 0 0 
7 2 7 2 0 2 0 
e 3 8 3 0 3 0 

-9 4 -9 4 0 -4 0 
10 5 10 -5 0 5 0 
u -6 11 6 0 6 0 
2 7 2 7 0 0 7 
3 8 3 8 0 0 8 

9 -4 9 0 0 -9 
5 10 5-•10 0 0 10 
-6--11 6 11 0 0 11 
1 12 1 0 0 0 0 
lb 14 15 0 0 0 0 
lb 13 16 0 0 0 0 
1* 16 13 0 0 0 0 
13 15 14 0 0 0 0 
.7 17 17 0 17 0 0 

18 18 0 18 0 0 
IV 19-19 0 19 0 0 
20 20 20 0-20 0 0 
21-21 21 f- 21 0 0 
23 23 22 0 0 0 0 
22 22 23 0 0 0 0 

2 



12 11 
11 

HI 4.0998 0.4510 
CI 2.3966 1.6095 
C3 -2.3966 1.60S5 
H6 -4.0998 0.4510 
H7 -2.5005 2.8309 
H8 -2.5005 2.8309 
H2 2.5005 2.8309 
H3 2.5005 2.8309 
C2 0.0 0.0 
H4 0.0 -1 .2401 
H5 0.0 -1.2401 
004 
S 1.0 
X 1.0 
Y 
Z 
23 

HI S 1 
CI S 1 
CI S 2 
CI X 2 
CI Y 2 
CI Z 2 
C3 s 1 
C3 s 2 
C3 X 2 
C3 Y 2 
C3 z 2 
H6 s 1 
H7 s 1 
H8 s 1 
H2 s 1 
H3 s 1 

0 . 0  1 . 0  
0*0 6.0 
0.0 6.0 
0 * 0  1 . 0  
1.6554 1.0 
-1.6554 1,0 
1.6554 1.0 

-1.6554 1.0 
0.0 6.0 
1.6549 1.0 
-1.6549 1.0 

1 . 0  
1. 0  



C2 S 1 
C2 S 2 
C2 X 2 , 
C2 Y 2 
C2 1 2 
H4 S 1 
H5 s 1 
230205050202020505020202020202020205050202020202 
0.76016 0.32766 
0.2760 1 .624 
0.03530 0.49152 0.46421 0.15157 0.02350 
0.2946 3.833 13.79 59.18 381.0 
1.04294 -0.17917 -0.13213 -0.03134 -0.00503 
0.2946 3.833 13.79 59.18 381.0 
0.76975 0.38488 
0.2795 1.556 
0.76975 fj.38488 
0.2795 1.556 
0.76975 0.38488 
0.2795 ) .556 
0.03538 0.49152 0.46421 0.15157 0.02350 
0.2946 3.833 13.79 59.18 381.0 
1.04294 -0.17917 -0.13213 -0.03134 -0.00503 
0.2946 3.833 13.79 59.18 381.0 
0.76975 0.38488 
0.2795 1.556 
0.76975 0.38488 
0.2795 1.556 
0.76975 0.38488 
0.2795 1.556 
0.78016 P.32766 
0.2760 1.824 
0.76016 0.32766 
0.2760 1.824 
0.78016 0.32766 
0.2760 1.824 -



0. 78016 
0.2760 
0.78016 
0.2760 
0.03538 
0.2946 
1.04294 
0.2946 
0.76975 
0.2795 
0.76975 
0.2795 
0.76975 
0.2795 
0.78016 
0.2760 
0.78016 
0.2760 
01001 1.0 
01002  1 .0  
01003 1.0 
01004 1.0 
01005 1.0 
01006 1 .0  
01007 1.0 
01008 1 .0  
01009 1.0 
01010 1.0 
01 u11 1,0 
01012 1 .0  
01013 1.0 
01014 1.0 
01015 1.0 
01016 1 .0  
01017 1.0 
01018 1.0 

0.32766 
1.824 
0.32766 
1.824 
6.49152 
3.833 
-0.17917 
3.833 
6.39488 
1.556 
0.38488 
1.556 
6.38488 
1.556 
0.32766 
1.824 
0.32766 
1.824 

0.46421 
13.79 
-0.13213 
13.79 

0.15157 
59.18 
-0.03134 
59.IB 

0.02350 
381.0 
-0.09503 
381.0 



01019 1.0 
01020 1.0 
01021 1.0 
01022  1 .0  
01023 1.0 
PRO 

0  1 0  1  
32850 
3 

11 0 
23 
?3 
10 

13 1.0 
22 1.0 
17 1.0 
02  1 .0  
18 1.0 
20 1 .0 
03 1.0 
04 1.0 
05 1.0 
01  1 .0  
7 

13 1.0 
02 1 .0  
19 1.0 
03 1.0 
04 1.0 
05 1.0 
01  1 .0  
4 

22 1.0 
21 1.0 
06 1.0 

14 1.0 
23 1.0 

07 1.0 

08 1.0  
09 -1.0 
10 1 .0 
12 1.0 

14 1.0 
07 -1.0 

08 -1 .0  
09 1.0 
10 -1.0 
12 -1.0 

23 -1.0 

11 1.0 

15 1.0 

15 -1.0 

2 0 

1 

16 1.0 

16 -1.0 

03 
4^ 



13 1.0 1 **
 
•
 

o
 

15 1.0 
2 

13 1.0 1 •
 

o
 

15 -1.0 
06 1.0 11 -1.0 
0.000001 
' 6 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
u 

1.0 1.0 . 1.0 
2 

1.0 1.0 
1 

1.0 
5 

11 13 1 
2b 

2.67530 2.67530 
4.0998 0.4510 0.00 
-4.0998 6.4510 0.00 
4.0998 6.4510 0.00 
001.5641896 
-4.0998 o.4510 0.00 
012.5641896 

16 -1.0 

16 1. 0  

1 * 0  1 . 0  1 . 0  

1 . 0  

H 
co 
Ul 



program EVINT EVINT 3 
DTMFNSION ETA(50t9)» VLIST(23*4)* TABLE(2o> evint 4 

1«NG(100)»COEFF(100)tNGG(lOO)*ACOEFF<100*4)*ALFA(l00) CNTRCT 1 
common /hand/ ntr»nrw RANDM 235 
call roslts evint 5 

REA»(4*']q0> NITAPEtNOTAPE MAY18A 1 
ntr=motape RANDM 236 

100 format (1415) evint 7 
call L0A0(n0tapet6hkmlnts) fixskip 15 
CALL ROETAS(ETA»N,VLIST,N0C»ng,C0EFF»ng6»AC0EFF.ALFA» NOTAPE) cntrct 2 
call nuchep (vlist, ncc. nucegy) evint 9 
CALL NORMLS (ETA* N) evint 10 
call file <t>heta*vl» notape* table) evint 12 
WRITF(NOTAPE) N*((ETA(itJ)*J=1*9)* 1 = 1*N) MAY18A 2 
writf(notape) noc*((vlist(i*j)*j=1*4)* 1 = 1*noc) MAY1HA 3 
call f1len0 (notape* table) evint 15 

RF.AQ(4t?00) ID MAY18A 4 
200 f0rm"vt(a3) FEB13 3 

re At) (4« loo) NC1»NT1 »NC2»NT2*NC3»NT3»NC^*NT4 MAY10A 5 
NCsNCI rdcrds 4 
NT=NT1 rdcrds 5 
IF(nt)1»2»1 rdcrds 6 

1 reto iwo nitape rdcrds 7 
call e^kip(nitape*4) evint 17 

2 call g1nts(nitape•notape»eta»NG*coeff»NGG»acoeff»alfa *NC* fer13 4 
INT«In) FEBI3 5 
nc=nc? rdcrds 9 
nt=nt? rdcrds 10 
if(nt)3.4,3 rdcrds 11 

3 rewind nitape rhcRds 12 
call ffskip(nitape»4) evint 20 

4 call tints(nitapetnotapefeta»NG»c0eff»NG6»ac0eff»alfa *nc. fer13 6 
int.ID) feb13 7 
nc=nc? rdcrds 14 
ntsnt3 rdcrds 15 
IF(NT)5*6*5 rdcrds 16 



\ 

5 REWIND NITAPE rdcrds 17 
CALL FFSKIP(NITAPE»6) EVINT 23 

6 CALL VINTS(NITAPE»N0TAPE»ETA»NG»C0EFFtN6G*AC0EFF»ALFA»VLIST, cntrct 5 
1N0C,nc.NT,ID) feb13 8 
REWIND NITAPE EVINT 25 
nc=nc4 rdcrds 19 
NT=NT4 rocrds 20 
IF(NT)H»flf 7 FERI3 9 

7 REWIND NITAPE rocrds 22 
call f.fsklp(nitapf»fl) ROCRDS 23 

B CALL MINTS(NITAPE»NOTAPE»ETAtNG»COEFFtNGG»ACOEFF»ALFAtNCt feb 13 10 
INT «In) feb13 11 
CALL LINK EVINT 28 
end EVINT 29 

SUBROUTINE GINTS(NITAPEtNOTAPEtETAfNG»COEFF»NGG»ACOEFFtALFAfNC# rdcrds 25 
INT.In) feb 13 12 
DIMENSION PKDLST(500)* VALINT(500)» ETA(50»9>» TABLE<20> EVINT 31 
1»NG(100).COEFF(100)»NGG(100)fACOEFF(10<>»4),ALFA(100) CNTRCT 9 
INTEGER WORD1 tPKDLST*WCRl) rdcrds 27 
NPUNsO rdcrds 28 
IOONFSO feb13 13 
wORl)l=0 hocrds 29 
CALL FILE(6HG-INTS»N0TAPE»TABLE> rocrds 30 
IF(Nc-1)21»10 *21 rdcrds 31 

10 REAl)(*,ll) NINTS MAY18A 6 
PRlNTl30 apr7b 1 

130 FORMAT(/?X»» READ G-INTEGRALS FROM CAROS«> apr7b 2 
ID0NF=NINTS feh13 14 

11 FORMAT(215) RDCRDS 33 
19 IF(NINTS-SOO)13»14»14 RDCRDS 34 
13 ifnl=nints ROCRDS 35 

n=1 ROCRDS 36 



LSTRCU=1 rdcRDS 37 
60 TO 15 rdchds . 38 

14 IFNLs500 rocros 39 
N=1 rdcrds 40 
LSTRro=0 rdcros 41 
IF(NT.EO.O) <30 TO 15 JAN13 1 
REAO(NITAPE) rocros 42 

15 001?L=1»IFNL rocros 43 
READ (4*20) PKDLST(L)»VALINT(L) MAY18A 7 

20 FO«MAT(O?0»F20.9> rocros 45 
12 CONTINUE rdcros 46 

WOPDlsPKDLST(NINTS) ROCROS 47 
PRVINTsVALINT (NIlvJTS) rocros 48 
NIMTS1=NINTS rocros 49 
IF(NINTS.EQ.5OO) NINTS1=0 JAN14 1 
IF(LSTRCD)31»31»21 rocros 50 

31 WRITF(NOTAPE) IFNLtLSTRCD*((PKoLST(M) *VALINT(M))»Msl»IFNL) MAY18A 8 
NINTSsNIN TS-SOO RDCROS 52 
IF (NTNTS) 2'7• 21» 19 ROCROS 53 

27 ST0P7 RDCRDS 54 
21 IF(NT)22,30,22 ROCROS 55 
22 WRITE(2»109) MAY18A 9 

109 FORMAT (/21H0EVALUATE G INTEGRALS) EVINT 33 
1 REAO(NITAPE) lvJINTS*LSTRCOt (PKDlST(M) • M=1»NINTS) MAY18A 10 

IF (WoROl>29*28*29 ROCROS 57 
23 1 = 1 rocros 58 

GO To 26 rocros 59 
29 l=nintsi*i rocros 60 

WORD1=0 JAN13 2 
26 004MsL*NINTS rocros 61 

WOPfJ=PKOLST (M) EVINT 37 
CALL UNPACK (WORD. It IZ» IZ» IZt IJAG) EVINT 38 
IF (ITAG-1) 3,2,8 EVINT 39 

8 VALINT(M)=-PRVINT EVINT 40 
GO TO 124 rocros 62 

2 VALINT(M)SPRVINT evint 42 



GO TO 124 RDCROS 63 
3 VALINT(M)sO. CNTRCT 10 

IGRPsNGG(I)/I000 CNTRCT 11 
ISHlFTsNGG(I)-IGRP»1000 CNTRCT 12 
JGRPSNGG(J)/1000 CNTRCT 13 
JSHIFT=NGG(J)-JGRP«1000 CNTRCT 14 
[)Of»lM=l»IGRP CNTRCT 15 
MGAUSI=NG(IM*ISHIFT)/1000 CNTRCT 16 
MGAUSTsNG(IM*ISHIFT)-MGAUSI«1000 CNTRCT 17 
D06lM=ltJGHP CNTRCT 18 
NGAUSI=Nfi(IN*jSHIFT>/1000 CNTRCT 19 
NGAUSTsN«(IN*jSHIFT)-NGAUSI«ia00 CNTRCT 20 
D06lAsMGAUSI»MGAUST CNTRCT 21 
D06JA=NGAUSI»NGAUST CNTRCT 22 

6 VALlNT(M)SVALINT(M)•ACOEFF(I•IM)«ACOEFF <J»IN)»COEFF(IA)* CNTRCT 23 
1CCEFF(JA)«GSGINT(I•JtETA•IA•JA,ALFA) CNTRCT 24 
writf(?*100> ifj.valint(m) MAYlfiA 11 
PRVIMT=VALINT(M) EVINT 45 

124 NPUNaNPUN»l FE313 15 
IOONF=IOONE*1 FEB13 16 
PUNCMl?7»PKOLST(M)tVALINT(M)tlO*lOONE FEBl 3 17 

127 FORMAT (0?0,F2o.9,27X»A3ti10) FEB13 18 
100 FORMAT (11H G INTEGRALt 214. F15.9> EVINT 46 
4 continue EVINT 47 

WRITF(2»128) NPUN MAY18A 12 
128 format<//?xt15,1X,«cards punched containing overlap INTEGRAL lable rocros 68 

is ano values*//) RDCROS 69 
30 WRITP(NOTAPE) NINTS,LSTRCD«((PKDLST(M)»VALINT(M))»M= ItNINTS) MAY IflA 13 
25 IF(LSTR(0)5,1,5 ROCROS 71 

5 CALL FILENO (NOTAPE, TABLE) EVINT 50 
return EVINT 51 
END EVINT 52 

CO 
vO 



SUHHOUTINE TINTS(NlTAPE»NOTAPE,ETA ,NG,COEFF,NGG*ACOEFF,ALFAtNC» ROCROS 72 
INT.in) feb13 19 
dimension pkijlst (500) T VALINT(500) « ETA (50*9)t  TABLE(20) EVINT 54 

1•ng(100)tcoeff(100> »ngg<100>»acoeff(100»4)»alfa<100> cntrct 27 
integer WORD1»pkdlstfWORD rdcrds 74 
npunso rdcrds 75 
IOONFsO feb13 20 
wor01«0 rocrds 76 
CALL FILE(6HT.INTS*NOTAPE*TABLE) rdcrds 77 
if (nc-1>21*10*21 rocros 78 

10 read(4*11) NIMTS may18a 14 
print130 apr7b 3 

130 format(/2X»» READ T-INTEGRALS FROM CAROS») apr7b 4 
idonfsnjnts feb13 21 

11 format(?i5) rocros 80 
IV if(ntnts-500)13»14»14 rocros 81 
13 IFNLaNlNTS RDCRDS 82 

n=1 rdcrds 83 
LSTRCf)=l rocros 84 
go to 15 rocrds 85 

14 ifnls500 rdcrds 86 
n=1 rdcrds 87 
LSTHrnsO rdcrds 88 
if(nt.eq.o) GO TO 15 jan13 3 
heao(NITape) rocrds 89 

15 d01?| =1»ifnl rdcrds 90 
read(4»20) pkdlst(l),valint(l) may18a 15 

20 fo«m/\t (0?0»f20.9) rdcrds 92 
12 continue rdcrds 93 

woroi=pkdlst(nints) rocrds 94 
PRVKIt=vAli'mt (nints) rocrds 95 
NIWTsisNINTS rocrds 96 
if(nints.eq.500) nints1=0 jan14 2 
IF(lstrcd)31.31*21 rocrds 97 

31 wRITF(notape) IFNLtLSTRCD,((PKDLST<M),VALINT(M))»M=1.IFNL) may18a 16 
nints=nlnts-500 rocrds 99 



IF(NTNTS)27»2l»l9 rocrds 100 
27 st0p7 RDCRDS 101 
21 IF(NT)22*30*22 rdcrds 102 
22 WRITP(2»109) MAY18A 17 

109 FORMAT (/21HOEVALUATE T INTEGRALS) EVINT 56 
1 REAO(NITAPE) NINTS*LSTRC0*(PKOLST(M) *M=1»NINTS) MAY18A 18 

IF(WoRDl)29*28*29 R DC.fi DS 104 
28 l=1 RDCRDS 105 

GO To 26 RDCRDS 106 
29 lsnlntslm RDCRDS 107 

WCP|)1 =0 JAN13 4 
26 D04M-L»NINTS RDCRDS 108 

WOHDsPKOLST(M) EVINT 60 
CALL UNPACK (WORD# I »  I Z »  IZ* IZ» ITAG) EVINT 61 
IF (ITAG-1) 3*2*8 EVINT 62 

8 VALTNT(M)=-PRVINT EVINT 63 
GO TO 1?4 RDCRDS 109 

2 VALINT(M)=PRVINT EVINT 65 
GO TO l?4 RDCRDS 110 

3 VALINT(M)=0* CNTRCT 28 
IGKP=NGG(I)/l000 CNTRCT 29 
ISHIFT=NGG(I)-IGRP«1000 CNTRCT 30 
JGRPsNGG(J)/1000 CNTRCT 31 
JSHIFT=NGG(J)-JGRP*1000 CMTRCT 32 
U06IMS]ftgrp CNTRCT 33 
MGAUSI=NG(IM*I SHIFT)/1000 CNTRCT 34 
MGAUST=NG(IM*I SHIFT)"MGAUSI* 1000 CNTRCT 35 
D061Ms 1,JGHP CNTRCT 36 
NGAUSI=NG(IN*JSHIFT)/1000 cntwct 37 
NGAUST=Nfi(IN*JSHIFT)-NGAUSI* 1000 CNTRCT 38 
DO-SI asmgausi tmgaust CNTRCT 39 
D06JASNGAUSI*NGAUST CNTRCT 40 

6 VALINT(M)SVALINT(M)*ACCEFF(I »IM)»ACOEFF(J*IN)»C0EFF(Ia)» CNTRCT 41 
1C0EFF(JA)«GSTINT(I,J,ETA,IA»JA,ALFA) CMTRCT 42 
WRITF(2*100) I*J*VALINT(M) MAY18A 19 
prvimtsvalint(m) EVINT 68 



124 npunanpun*l feb13 22 
IPONFsIOONEM feb13 23 
pumch1?7»pk0lst(m)»valint(m)tld»idone ffb13 24 

127 format(0?0*f20»9»27x»a3»i10) fe913 25 
00 format <11h t integral* 2i4» f1s.9) evint 69 

conttnue evint 70 
writf(?»1?h) npun MAY18A 20 

128 F0«MflT(//2X.lB,lX,«CARDS PUNCHED CONTAINING KINETIC ENERGY INTEGRA rocrds 115 
1l lahles and values#//) rdcrds 116 

30 WRITF(NOTAPE) NlNTSfLSTRCO* <(PKDLST(M)»VALINT(M))»M=1»NINTS) mayira 21 
25 if(LSTRCD)5t1»5 rdcrds 1 ib 

I call filend (notape» table) evint 73 
rftukn evint 74 
end evint 75 

subroutine vints(nitape#notape,etafngtcoeff,ngg»acoefftalfa, CNTRCT 44 
ivlist,noc»nc»nt»id) feh13 26 
DIMENSION PKDLST(SOO)tVALINT(500),ETA(50,9),VLIST<20»4),TABLE(20) evint 77 
l»ng(ioo)•COEFF(lOO)tngg<100> »ACOEFF<100»4)»ALFA(100) cntrct 46 
INTEGER WORDlfPKDLST.WCRD rdcrds 120 
NPUNsfl rdcrds 121 
ioonfso feb 13 27 
word1=0 rdchds ' 122 
call file(6hv_ints#n0tape*ta6le) rdcrds 123 
if(Nr-i)21*10*21 rdcrds 124 

10 READ(4.11) NINTS may18a 22 
print)30 apr7b 5 

130 FORMAT(/?X.« READ V-INTEGRALS FROM CARDS») APR78 6 
IDONFsNlNTS feb13 28 

11 format(215) rdcrds 126 
19 if(ntnts-500)I3*14tl4 rdcrds 127 
13 IFNLsNINTS rdcrds 123 

N=1 rdcrds 129 



LSTflCDM ROCRDS 130 
GO To 15 ROCRDS 131 

14 IFNLr500 ROCRDS 132 
N=1 ROCRDS 133 
LSTRrD=0 RDCRDS 134 
IF(NT.EQ.O) GO TO 15 JANi3 5 
REAO(NITAPE) ROCRDS 135 

15 OOl?L=1»IFNL ROCRDS 136 
READ(4«20) PKOLST(L).VALINT(L) MAY18A 23 

20 FOPMftT(0?o»F20.9) ROCRDS 138 
12 CON'TTNUE ROCRDS 139 

WORDlSPKOLST(NINTS) RDCRDS 140 
PRVIWT=VALINT(NINTS) RDCRDS 141 
NINTMSNINTS RDCRDS 142 
IF(NINTS.E0.500) NlNTSlaO JAN14 3 
IF (LSTRCO)31*31»21 ROCRDS 143 

31 WRITF(NOTAPE) IFNL.LSTRCD»<(PKOLST(M) •VALINT(H))»M«1.IFNL) MAY 18A 24 
NINTS=NTNTS-500 RDCRDS 145 
IF(NTNTS)27»21,19 ROCRDS 146 

27 ST0P7 RDCRDS 147 
21 IF <NT)Z2,30.22 RDCRDS 148 
22 WRITP(2»lo9) MAY 18A 25 

109 FORMAT (/21H0EVALUATE V INTEGRALS) EVINT 79 
1 READ(NITAPE) MINTSfLSTRCD,(PKDLST(M), M=l.NINTS) MAY18A 26 
IF(W0R01)29.2B.29 RDCRDS 150 

28 L=1 RDCRDS 151 
GO To 26 RDCRDS 152 

29 L=NINTS1• ] ROCRDS 153 
WORDl=0 JANl 3 6 

26 OOAM-L «N»NTS ROCRDS 154 
worospkolst(m) EVINT 83 
CALL UNPACK (WORD* i» Jt iz» iz» iz» itag) F.VINT 84 
IF (ITAG-1) 3.2.8 EVINT 85 

8 VALTNT(M)=-PRVINT EVINT 86 
VO 



60 to 124 ROCRDS 155 
2 valimt(m)Sprvint evint 08 

go to 124 ROCRDS 156 
3 valint(m)=0. cntrct 47 

igrp=ngg(i)/1000 cnthct 48 
ishipt=ngg(i)-igrp«1000 cmthct 49 
JGRPsNGG(J)/l000 cntrct 50 
JSHIFT=ngg(j)-jgrp#1000 cntrct 51 
1)061 Ms 1 , IGRP cntrct 52 
mgausi=ng(im*ishift)/1000 CNTRCT 53 
mgaust=ng(im*ishift)-mgausi#1000 cnthct 54 
006IM=1*jgup cntrct 55 
NGAUSIsNG(IN*jSHIFT)/1000 cnthct 56 
ngaijst=ng(in*jshift)-ngausi»1000 cmthct 57 
0061ft=mgausifmgaust cntrct 58 
d06ja=ngausi»ngaust cntrct 59 

6 valimt(m)=valint(m)*acceff(i»im)«ac0eff(j!in)»c0eff(ia)« cnthct 60 
1c0pff(ja)»gsvint(i,jteta»VLlST,noc»latja.alfa) cntrct 61 
WRITF (2*100) I«J«VALINf(M) MAY18A 27 
PRVIMT=VALINT(M) evint 91 

124 npijnsnpun* 1 FER13 29 
ID0NF=ID0i\IE*L FEH13 30 
PUr.'CHL27,PK0LST(M) ,VALINT<M) »I0*ID0NE FFB13 31 

127 FORMAT(O?0*F20.9,27X,A3,110) FE«13 32 
100 FORMAT < 11h v INTEGRAL, 214, F15.9) FV1NT 92 
4 CONTINUE EVINT 93 

WRITF(2,128) NPUN MAY10A 28 
128 FORMAT(//2X»I5»IX,»CARDS PUNCHED CONTAINING POTENTIAL ENERGY INTEG ROCRDS 161 

1RAL LAHLES ANi) VALUES*//) ROCRDS 162 
30 WRITF(NOTAPE) NlNTS,LSTRCO,((PKDLST(M),VALINT(M)),Msl ,NINTS) MAY18A 29 
25 IF(lstwcd)5*1,5 ROCRDS 164 

5 CALL FILENO (NOTAPE, TABLE) EVINT 96 
RETURN EVINT 97 
END EVINT 98 

\0 
.p-



suf3routine mints(nitape,notape,eta, ng»c0eff.n6g»acoeff,alfa,nc, rocrds 165 
INT.in) feb13 33 
DIMENSION pko|_st (500) » valint(500)» eta(50*9)» table(20) evint 100 

1»ng(1p0)»coeff(100)»ng6(100).acoeff(100»4).alfatloo) cntrct 44 
inte^h w0r01.pkdlst.wcr0 roc«os 167 
NPUNaO • rocrds 168 
IOONFsO ff813 34 
WORDl=0 rocrds 169 
call file<6hm-ints»n0tape»ta8le> rocrds 170 
if(Nr>l)21.10.200 may9 1 

10 REAO(4•11) NINTS may18a 30 
pr int 130 apr7b 7 

130 format(/2x.» read m-integrals from cards#) apr7b 8 
iuonf=nints feb13 35 

11 FORMAT(215) rocrds 173 
19 if(ntnts-500>13.14.14 rocrds 174 
13 ifnl=nints rocrds 175 

N=1 rocrds 176 
lstrc0=1 rdcrds 177 
GO To 15 rocrds 178 

14 IFNLsSOO rocrds 179 
lvl=l rocrds 180 
lst«cm=o rocrds 181 
if(nt.eq.o) go to 15 jan13 7 
reao(mitape) rocrds 182 

15 dol?l=l»ifnl rocrds 183 
READ (4*20) PKDLST(L)tVALINT(L) may18a 31 

20 FORMftT(020»F20*9) rocrds 185 
12 CONTINUE rocros 186 

WOROisPKOLST(nints) rocrds 187 
prvjntsvalint(nints) rocrds 188 
nint«;1=ntnts rocrds 189 
if(nints.fq.500) nints1=0 jan14 4 
IF (L^TRCO)3l»3l.?l rocrds 190 

31 *RIT£(NOTAPE) IFNL»LSTRCO»((PKOLST(M),VALINT(M)).Msl.IFNL) may18a 32 
nints=nints-500 rdcrds 192 



IF(NTNTS)27t2l»l9 ROCRDS 193 
27 ST0P7 RDCRDS 194 

IF(NT)22*30*22 MAY9 2 
22 WRITp (2*109) MAY18A 33 

109 FORMAT </21H0EVALUATE M INTEGRALS) EVINT 102 
1 REAO(NITAPE) NINTS»LSTRCD»(PKOLST(M)»M=1»NINTS) MAY18A 34 

IF(Wr»RI)l)?9»2«t29 ROCROS 197 
28 L = 1 ROCRDS 198 

60 To ?6 ROCROS 199 
29 L=NINTS]*1 ROCROS 200 

woRni=o \ JAN13 8 
26 D06M=L»NINTS \ ROCROS 201 

WORDsPKOLST(M) / EVINT 106 
CALL UNPACK(W0RD*IlfJl»I2»J2»IZ»ITAG) l CNTRCT 65 
IF (ITAG-1) 3*2*8 EVINT 108 

8 VALTNT(M)a-PRVINT EVINT 109 
go to 124 ROCRDS 202 

2 VALInT(M)=PRVINT EVINT 111 
GO TO 124 ROCRDS 203 

3 VALlMT(M)sO. CNTRCT 66 
IGRP1=NGG(I1)/1000 CNTRCT 67 
ISHIFT1=NGG(11)-IGRPl*l000 CNTRCT 68 
IGRP?sNGG(I?>/1000 CNTRCT 69 
ISHIFT2SNGG(I2)-IGRP2*1000 CNTRCT 70 
JGRPl=NGG(Jl)/1000 CNTRCT 71 
JSHIFT1=NGG<J1>-JGRP1*1000 CNTRCT 72 
JGRP?=NGG(J2)/1000 CNTRCT 73 
JSHIFT2=NGG< J?)-JGRP2«1000 CNTRCT 74 
006IM1 = 1 *IGRPl CNTRCT 75 
MGI1sNG(IM1*ISHIFT1)/1000 CNTRCT 76 
MGTlsNG(IMl*ISHlFTl)-MGIl«1000 CNTRCT 77 
D06lM2»l,ieRP2 CNTRCT 78 
MGl2=NG(IM2*ISHIFT2)/1000 CNTRCT 79 
MGT2=NG(IM2*ISHIFT2)-MGI2»1000 CNTRCT 80 

\0 
as 



D06lNl=l*JGRP1 CNTRCT 81 
NAI1SN6(IN1*JSHXFT1)/1000 CNTRCT 82 
NGT1=MG(IN1*JSHIFT1)-N6I1«1000 CNTRCT 83 
006IN?S1,JGRP2 CNTRCT 84 
NGI?=N(j (IN2* JSHIFT2) /1000 CNTRCT 85 
NGT?sNU(IN2*JSHIFT2)-NGI2#1000 CNTRCT 86 
006IM=MGI1»MGT1 CNTRCT 87 
D06IA?=MGI2»MGT2 CNTRCT 88 
DOAjAlsNGIl«NGTl CNTRCT 89 
D0*JA?=NGI2,NGT? CNTRCT 90 

6 VALIMT(M)sVALINT(M)•ACOEFF(11«IMl)»AC0EFF(l2tIM2)«AC0EFF(Jit INI) CNTRCT 91 
1»AC0PFF(J2,IN2)«C0EFF(IA1)«C0EFF (IA2)«C0EFF(JA1)*C0EFF (JA2)* CNTRCT 92 
2gsh1nt<Il»Jl*I2»j2»ETA»ia1»JA1*IA?»JA2»ALFA) CNTRCT 93 
PRVImT=VALINT (M) EVINT 114 

124 NPIJN = NPUI\1*1 FEH13 37 
IFdTAG-l )401»402»402 JUN19 1 

101 FORMAT(« M INTEGRAL**4I4*F15.9, 5X» • VALUE OBTAINED BY SYMMETRY*) JUN19 2 
402 writf(?»10h i1»j1»i2*j2».VALINT(M) JUN19 3 

GO TO 4 JUN19 4 
401 WRITE<2*100) II•J1»12»J2*VALINT(M) JUN19 5 

IPONr=IOONEM FEB13 38 
100 FORMAT (11H M INTEGRAL* 414, F15.9) EVINT 115 
4 CONTINUE EVINT 116 

WRITF(2»128) NPUN MAY18A 36 
128 FOHMAT(//2X»I5*1X»* TWO ELECTRON INTFGRALS CALCULATED*//) MAY9 3 
30 WRITF (NOTAPE) NINTS,LSTRCl), ( <PKDLST<M) » VALINT (M) ) ,M=1,NINTS) MAY18A 37 

WRITF(IO) NINTS.LSTRCD*((PKOLST(LA)tVALINT(LA))*LA*1»NINTS) MAY18A 38 
25 IF(LSTRC0)5.1,5 RDCRDS 211 

5 CALL FILEND (NOTAPE, TABLE) EVINT 119 
RETURN EVINT 120 

200 CALL READTAP(NOTAPE»NITAPE»PKOLST,VALINT,NT) MAY9 4 
21 IF(NT)22*201*22 MAY9 5 

201 RETURN MAY9 6 
ENO EVINT 121 

vO 
-J 



subroutine readtap (notapetnitapetpkdlst»valint»nt) may9 7 
dimension pkdlst(500)»valint(500)»table(20) feb13 44 
writf(?*i30) may18a 39 

130 format(/?x»* read m-integrals from tape*) apr7b 10 
read(4«11) NTOTAL may18a 40 

11 FORMaT(IlO) fe913 46 
numbfr=0 feb13 47 

15 rfadmo) nintstlstrco» ((pkdlst(l) »valint(l)) »l=1»nints) may18a 41 
writp(notape) nints,lstrcd,((pkdlst(l)»valint(l)),l=1,nints) may18a 42 
if(nt.eq.o) go to 12 may9 8 
REAO(nitape) may9 9 

12 numufrsnumher+nints may9 10 
if(nhm6er-nrotal)l5«l4»13 feb13 51 

13 writf(?.131) ntotal»nupber may 18a 43 
131 format</?x,» number of integrals to be read from tape is«,i7. apr7b 12 

1 .• and the number already read is «,i7) apr7b 13 
stop? apr7b 14 

17 return may9 11 
14 if(lstrc0)17»17»16 may9 12 
16 call filend(notape*table) may9 13 

return feb13 54 
end feb13 55 

vO 
00 



surroutine rdetas(eta*n»vlist*noc»ng»coeff *ngg*acoefftalfa* cntrct 95 

lNOTAPf) 
»type(20).typst(20,4) 

cntrct 96 
dimension eta(5019)»vlist(20»4)»centre(20) »type(20).typst(20,4) cntrct 97 

1»N(3(100) tCOEFF(lOO) fNGGdOO) tACOEFF(50**) • alfa(ioo)»table(20) cntrct 98 

WRITP (?•105) may18a 44 

read(4t101) noc may18a 45 

WRITF(2*106) may18a 46 

DOlIal.NOC CNTRCT 102 
read (4.102) centre (i)t(vlist(I»j) »j«1»<») may18a 47 
writf(2*107) centre(i)»<vlist(i»j)»j=1»4) may18a 48 

continue CNTRCT 105 

read(4,101) not may18a 49 

wpitf:(2»108) may18a 50 

D02Isl.NOT CNTRCT 108 
read(4«102) type(i)»(typst(i»j)tJsl*4) may18a 51 
writp(2»109) type(i)•(typst(i•j)»j=1*4> may18a 52 

format(1h »a6*6x»4f12*8) cntrct 111 
continue cntrct 112 

read(41101) N may18a 53 
writf(2»110) may18a 54 

D031sl*n cntrct 115 
read(4*103) cntr«typ»ngn may18a 55 

writf(2*111) i»cntr»ngn»typ may isa 56 

search for center cntrct 118 
D04J=i*20 cntrct 119 
if(noneqv(centre(j)»cntr))4»5.4 cntrct 120 

continue cntrct 121 
WRITF(2fl04) I may18a 57 

call exit cntrct 123 

FOUND center CNTRCT 124 
i D06Msl,3 cntrct 125 

1 eta(t.m)sV L I S T(j»m) cntrct 126 

search for type cntrct 127 

D07Js]*20 cntrct 128 
if(noneov(type(j),typ))7.8*7 cntrct 129 

' continue cntrct 130 \o 
\o 



WRITE(2*104) i MAY18A 58 

CALL EXIT CNTRCT 132 
FOUND TYP CNTRCT 133 
8 D09Msi»4 CNTRCT 134 
9 ETA<ifM*5)sTYPST(J»M) CNTRCT 135 

SUBSTITUE EXPNNT AND NORMALIZING FACTOR CNTRCT 136 
ETA (I *4) CNTRCT 137 
IF(ETfl(I»6))lltlOtll CNTRCT 138 

10 ETA(T,5)=2# CNTRCT 139 
GO TO 3 CNTRCT 140 

11 ETA(Tf5)sl. CNTRCT 141 
3 CONTINUE CNTRCT 142 

REAO(4t200> NGRP»(NG(J)»j»itNGRP) MAY18A 59 
NSUMsO CNTRCT 144 
NR = 1 CNTRCT 145 
0020lL=l*NGRP CNTRCT 146 
NSUM=NSUM*NG(L) CNTRCT 147 
REAO(4 »202) (COEFF(I)tIaN0,NSUM) MAY 18A 60 
READ(4»202) (ALFA(I)»I=N8tNSUM) MAY18A 61 
NG(L)sN8»1000*NSUM CNTRCT 150 

201 NBsNSUM«-l CNTRCT 151 
ITOTsi CNTRCT 152 

215 REAO(4.501) NGG(ITOT)»(ACOEFF(iTOTtJ)»J*lf4)»ITAG MAY18A 62 
IF(lTAG)206t2l0»206 CNTRCT 154 

210 ITOT=ITOT*1 CNTRCT 155 
GO To 215 CNTRCT 156 

206 CONTINUE CNTRCT 157 
do?o7Im»itot CNTRCT 158 
NSET=NGG(I)-(NGG(I)/1000)»1000 CNTRCT 159 
IF(NSET.EQ.l) GO TO 208 CNTRCT 160 
NGG (I) = (NGG (I) /1000) *1000+NGG (I«*l) /1000*NGG (1-1) • (NGG (I*1)/1000) CNTRCT 161 
imooo CNTRCT 162 
GO TO 207 CNTRCT 163 

208 NGG(T)s(NGG(I)/1000)*1000 CNTRCT 164 
207 CONTINUE CNTRCT 165 

WRITp(2*114) MAY18A 63 



00 3r>3 L»1»NGRP PRTNT 1 
NB=NG(L)/1000 CNTRCT 168 
NSUMSNG(L)-NB»10Q0 CNTRCT 169 
N81=NB PRTNT ? 
IF(NSUM-NB-l)124,124»125 PRTNT 3 

124 NSUMlsNSUM PRTNT 4 
GO TO 123 PRTNT 5 

125 NSUMlsNB*2 PRTNT 6 
123 IF(NSUMl-NBl-l)121tll9»120 PRTNT 7 
121 WRITF ( 2*113) (COEFF(I)tI=NBl»NSUMl)»(ALFA(I)*I=NBl•NSUMl) MAY18A 64 

GO TO 301 PRTNT 9 
119 WRITE(2*118> (COEFF(I)»I=NBl»NSUMl ) F(ALFA(I)tI=NBi»NSUMl) MAY18A 65 

GO To 301 PRTNT 11 
120 WRITE(2»117) (COEFF(I)*IsNBl«NSUMl)*(AUFA(I)»IsNBi»NSUM1) MAY18A 66 

NBlsfjSUMl*l PRTNT 13 
NSUMlsNSUMl*3 PRTNT 14 
IF(NSuMl-NSuM)123f123*122 PRTNT 15 

122 IF(NRl-NSUM)126*126*301 PRTNT 16 
126 NSUMlsNSUM PRTNT 17 

GO TO 123 PRTNT 18 
301 WRITc(2,i50) MAY18A 67 
150 FORMAT(//) PRTNT 20 
303 CONTINUE PRTNT 21 

WR1TF(2*!15> MAY18A 68 
0030?IS1•I TOT CNTRCT 178 

302 WRITE(2*116) (ACOEFF(I»J)»J=1*4) MAY18A 69 
CALL FILE(6HG-SPEC»N0TAPE»TABLE) TAPRIT? 1 
WRITF(NOTaPE) NGRP*(NG( J )*j=l«NGRP) MAY18A 70 
WRITF(NOTAPE) NSUM* <(CCEFF(I)»ALFA(I))•1 = 1»NSUM) MAY18A 71 
WRITF(NOTAPE) ITOT MAY18A 72 
WRITE(NOTAPE) ((NGG(I)*(ACOEFF(I,J)»Jsl*4))T X « L F X T O T )  MAY 18A 73 
CALL FILEND(NOTAPE»TABLE) taprite 6 

112 FORMAT(2X,»ETA ARRAY*///) CNTRCT 180 
113 FORMAT(Fl5.7»53X,fl5.7) PRTNT 22 
114 FORMAT(///2X»«GAUSSIAN C0EFFICIENTS«»47X,«GAUSSIAN EXPONENTS*///) CNTRCT 182 
115 FORMAT(///2Xt« GROUP COEFFICIENTS*///) CNTRCT 183 



116 FORMAT(4F15»7»I10) CNTRCT 184 
117 FORMAT(3F15»7»23X*3F15*7) CNTRCT 185 
118 FORMAT(2F15»7t38X*2F15*7) CNTRCT 186 
105 FORMAT (33H0GAIJSSIAN FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS///) CNTRCT 187 
106 FORMAT(7HOCENTRE»18X»12HCO-ORDINATES,l7Xt6HCHARGE) CNTRCT 188 
107 FORMAT(1H »A6,6X,3F12.e,6X»F4.1) CNTRCT 189 
108 FORMAT(5H0TYPE»llX,6HSCOEFF,6Xf6HXCOEFFt6X,6HYCOEFF,6Xf6HZCOEFF) CNTRCT 190 
110 FORMAT(9H FUNCTION»3X.6HCENTRE,4X.4rtTYPE) CNTRCT 191 
111 FORMAT(1H tI5,6X,A6,3X»Il.A6) CNTRCT 192 

200 FORMAT(4012) CNTRCT 193 
202 F0RMAT(8F10.8) CNTRCT 194 
501 FORMAT<I5t4F10.8»Il) CNTRCT 195 
101 FORMAT(13) CNTRCT 196 
102 FORMAT(A6»6X,4F12.0) CNTRCT 197 
103 FORMAT(A6»6X»A6»6X*I1) CNTRCT 198 
104 FORMAT(17HERROR IN GAUSSIAN #315) CNTRCT 199 

RETURN CNTRCT 200 
ENl) CNTRCT 201 

to 
o 
to 



SUBROUTINE NORMLS(ETA»N) CNTRCT 202 
DIMENSION ETA(50»9) CNTRCT 203 
DOlIsltN CNTRCT 204 
NQNSFTA(I»5) CNTRCT 205 
NQ=2»NQN-1 CNTRCT 206 
FACsi.o CNTRCT 207 
002Jsl*NQt2 CNTRCT 208 

2 FAC=FAC«J CNTRCT 209 
ANORms(2#*(NQN*1))/(SQRT(FAC)*((2•0*3*1*159265358979)#*0«25)) CNTRCT 210 
IF(ETA(I,6)-1.00)5»4,5 CNTRCT 211 

4 ANORMSANORM/SORT(4.0«3.14159265358979) CNTRCT 212 
GO To b CNTRCT 213 

5 ANORM=ANORM»SQRT(3.0/3.14159265358979)/2.0 CNTRCT 214 
6 ETA(T »4)sftNORM CNTRCT 215 
1 CONTINUE CNTRCT 216 

100 FORMAT<///»3l20»F30.5) CNTRCT 217 
101 FORMAT(/F20.5) CNTRCT 218 

RETURN CNTRCT 219 
END CNTRCT 220 

to 
. o 
U3 



function gsgintu tj»eta»ia»ja.alfa) cntrct 221 
eta(i.l) to eta(i»9) specify ax*aytaz*alfa exponent cntrct 222 
n,cs,cx,cy,cz.for finction i. cntrct 223 

dimension eta (50 «9) »a(3) .acoefsu) »bc0efs(4> »cflist(2) »elfns(2) fe( cntrct 224 
j3)tb(3)•alfa(ioo) cntkct 225 
00 1 m = 1 « 3 cntrct 226 
a(m)=fta(i»m) cntrct 227 
B(m)Seta(j«m> cntrct 228 

1 continue cntrct 229 
anuns(<».«eta(i,5)*1.)/4. cntrct 230 
amuns(2.«eta(j,5)*1#)/4. cntrct 231 
00 2m=l,4 cntrct 232 
acoefs(m)=eta(i»m*5) cntrct 233 
bc0efs(m)=eta(j,m*5) cntrct 234 

2 CONTTnijf cntrct 235 
a|_PHA = 6lfa(ia) cntrct 236 
betaSALFA(ja) cntrct 237 
an=eta(i«4)»(alpha»»angn) cntrct 238 
bmseta(j»4)*(beta**amqn) cntrct 239 
call olvpt(a.alpha»b»beta»e»eexp,efact) cntrct 240 
call shftcs(acoefs,a,e) cntrct 241 
call smf res(bcoefs»h«e) cntrct 242 
call cfsg(acoefs»bcoefs»cfllst) cntrct 243 
call flfng(eexp,elfns) cntrct 244 
gsgiNt=sumg(elfnstcfllst) cntrct 245 
gsgint=GSGINT«an«bn»efact cntrct 246 

100 F0«MAt{/1x,f20.5) cntrct 247 
101 FORMat(3f20*5) cntrct 248 
102 format(2120) cntrct 249 

return cntrct 250 
end cntrct 251 

to 
o 
•P-



FUNCTTON GSTINT fit J» ETA,IA*JA,ALFA) CNTRCT 252 
FVALUATES THE INTEGRAL (I/T/J) cntrct 253 

DIMENSION ETA (50 *9) , M3> » B(3)» AB(3)# R(3»3)» AC0EFS(4), CNTRCT 254 
1 BCOEFS(A)f CFLIST(5)I ELFNS(6),ALFA(100) cntrct 255 
DO 1 M=l»3 cntrct 256 
A (f1) =ETA(ItM) CNTRCT 257 

i B(M)sETA(J»M) CNTRCT 258 
ANQNs(?.«ETA(I*5)•!.)/«• cntrct 259 
AMUNs(2.«ETA(J,5)*l.)/4. cntrct 260 
DO 2 M=l,4 CNTRCT 261 
AC0rFS(M)sETA(I»M»5) CNTRCT 262 

2 BCOEFS(M)=ETA(J,M*5) CNTRCT 263 
ALPHAsALFA(IA) CNTRCT 264 
BETAsflLFA(JA) CNTRCT 265 
AN=ETA (1,4) * (ALPHA««ANGN)" CNTRCT 266 
BN=ETA(J»4)»(BETA«»AMQN) CNTRCT 267 
00 3 Msl,3 CNTRCT 268 

3 AB(M)=H(M)-A(M) CNTRCT 269 
ARMOHsSQWTF(AB(1>•»2*AB(2)•*2*AB(3)«»2) CNTRCT 270 
CALL ROTMAT (R, AB» ABPOO) CNTRCT 271 
CALL ROTCS (AC0EFS» R) CNTRCT 272 
CALL ROTCS (BCOEFS* R> CNTRCT 273 
CALL CFST (ACOEFS, BCOEFS, CFLIST) CNTRCT 274 
call elfnt (alpha* beta* abmqd, elfns) CNTRCT 275 
GSTIMT=SUMT(ELFNStCFLIST) CNTRCT 276 
GSTINTsGSTINT«AN#RN CNTRCT 277 
return CNTRCT 278 
END CNTRCT 279 

to 
o 
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APPENDIX C 

COUPLING CONSTANT PROGRAMS; NON-EMPIRICAL 
WAVEFUNCTIONS 

A computer program was written to calculate NMR 

spin-spin coupling constants for non-empirical wave-

functions generated in the SCF program of POLYATOM. It is 

intended to be used following the SCF calculation and most 

of the input to this program is written on tape during that 

program. One need only give .the logical number of the tape 

on which to find this information, the number of doubly 

occupied orbitals, and a parameter JCALC which will be 

discussed later. This is followed by a card giving the 

total number of electrons in the molecule. This informa

tion enables the program to read all the specifications 

for the atoms, atomic orbitals, and molecular orbitals. 

Preliminary to starting the coupling constant calculation, 

the molecular orbitals are reordered into an arrangement 

which is better suited for this calculation. The SCF 

program operates most efficiently with the orbitals 

arranged according to symmetry class, whereas this program 

needs them arranged in order of increasing energy. 

Next, one specifies the magnetogyric ratios for the 

coupled nuclei and their coordinates. With these data, the 

program calculates a coupling constant as discussed below. 

209 
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A second calculation of the same coupling constant is then 

made. This is done because we are using a minimal number 

of Gaussian functions and these are known to give a poor 

representation of an atomic orbital at the nuclear sites. 

In this calculation of the coupling constant, one gives 

the coordinates of one of the coupled nuclei followed by a 

qard containing a function number and value of the 
I 
corresponding atomic orbital at the point specified on the 

coordinate card. This sequence of two cards is repeated 

for the other nucleus. In this way one is able to assess 

the importance of changing the electron density in the two 

atomic orbitals located at the proton sites and its effect 

on the calculated coupling constant. 

positions of the coupled nuclei and its value stored in the 

array SUM2. The transition spin densities were calculated 

for each triplet from 

where triplet h is formally obtained by promoting an 

electron from filled molecular orbital i to vacant molecular 

orbital J, and *s molecular orbital i evaluated at 

site N. This quantity was evaluated by direct substitu

tion into the expression from the SCF program and stored in 

the array SUM3. Triplet state energies are calculated from 

(Parr 1963, pp. 21-30) 

Each molecular orbital was evaluated at the nuclear 

(C-l) 
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1 ( C-2) 

'where e. is the orbital energy of X- an(i J 

Coulomb repulsion integral between orbitals i and j. This 

is the most time consuming step in this program since one 

must assemble the two-elec ti*on integrals J. . over molecular 
ij 

orbitals from the SCF generated coefficients and integrals 

over atomic orbitals. The reason for the bottleneck here 

is that each two-electron integral over atomic orbitals can 

represent up to eight different integrals, since permuta

tions of the indices can generate distinct integrals which 

have the same value. All of the distinct permutations have 

to be used with, the appropriate coefficients in the calcu

lation of the repulsion integrals. Once these have been 

calculated, though, they are written on magnetic tape and 

saved. The procedure to read these values from tape is 

called by specifying a non-zero value for the parameter 

JCALC, which was mentioned previously. If a zero or blank 

is read in for this parameter, the repulsion integrals will 

be calculated. The coupling constant is calculated using 

H 

Q1̂ 0h.O l1N;1.\ ̂ Ql*0*0 11N • ' • * ( C - 3 )  
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The constants (l/2h)^"( l6Tt(3"h/3) give the number 5758.1 and 

the magnetogyric ratios used are given below. 

YH = 2.67530 

Yc = 0.6728 

The transition spin densities are calculated in the 

program and the energies are used in e.V. 

The values of the atomic orbitals and the molecular 

orbitals evaluated at the nuclear sites are printed out as 

is the contribution to the coupling constant from each 

triplet state. These contributions are then summed and the 

total•calculated coupling constant is printed. 



program coupl coupl 3 
DIMENSION SCFS(50»50) »COEFF(lOO) •EXPS(IOO) *ACOEFS(100*4) *ETA(50» coupl 4 

19)•sum(100)»sum?(2*100)»ng(100)»ngg(100)* ij(200)»etripl(200)» coupl 5 
2tarlf(20)»0rbe(2q0) coupl 6 
common etripl,esing,ij»notrip»scfs,orb£»notape»nhdoo»nsos coupl 7 
read(4*3) notape»NHDOO»jcalc may 18a 75 
call file(6hm0*scf.n0tape.table) coupl 9 
reao(notape) nsos.nbfns may18a 76 
d05.4t = 1,ns0s coupl 11 

58 read(notape) orbe(i)»(scfs(i*j)•jsl»nbfns) may18a 77 
oroer mo s according to increasing orbital energy coupl 13 

nsosmi=nsos-l coupl 14 
00561=1tnsosml coupl 15 
11=1*1 coupl 16 
d056j=i1*ns0s coupl 17 
IF(0«rtE(J)-ORBE(I))4l»56»56 coupl ia 

41 tempsorbe (J.) coupl 19 
orbe(j)=orbe(i) coupl 20 
orfle(i)=temp coupl 21 
d059ksl#nbfns coupl 22 
ctemp=scfs(j*k) coupl 23 
scfs(j»k)sscfs(i»k) coupl 24 

59 scfs(I,k)=ctemp coupl 25 
56.continue coupl 26 

reao(notape) esing may18a 78 
esin«=esing»27.205 julio 1 
read(4*3) nelec may18a 79 
call file(6heta*vltn0tapeitable) coupl 29 
read(notape) natms*((eta(I«J)»J*1»9)»I=1*natms) maylba 80 
writf(2*446) may18a 81 
writ?(2*4) nelec may18a 82 
call file(6hg-spec*n0tape,table) coupl 33 
read(notape) ngrp* (ng (j) »j=1»ngrp) may18a 83 
reao (not APF.) NSUM, ( (COEFF(I) ,EXPS(I)) »I = 1*NSUM) may18a 84 
read(notape) itot may18a 85 
READ(NOTAPE) ((NGG(I)»(ACOEFS(I,J),Jsl*4)),Isl,IToT) MAYlBA 86 



IF(JCALC>82t8l»82 APR3O0 2 
82 REWIND 12 JULIO 2 

REA0<1?) NOTHIP,(ETRIPL(K),Ksl,NOTRIP).(IJ(K),KsltNOTRIP) JUN23 1 
GO To 83 APR308 5 

81 CALL ETRIP APR30B 6 
83 INDst APR308 7 
90 IN0=1 FEB13B 1 

«EAf)(4,l) CONST1,CONST2 MAy 18A 88 
92 f>020TL = l *2 FE813B 3 

HEAi)(«»5) XN»YN»ZNtICT MAY18A 89 
WRITF(2,446) MAY18A 90 
WRITF(2»42> IL»XN,YN,ZN MAY18A 91 
D0?11 = 1»I TOT COUPL 44 
D023J=6t9 COUPL 45 
sum(T)=o•0 COUPL 46 
IFfETMItJ).EQ.l.)GO TC 14 COUPL 47 

23 CONTINUE COUPL 48 
14 GO To (19*19fl9»l9»l9»l5*l6»l7»18)fJ COUPL 49 
15 OEFAOTsl, COUPL 50 

GO Tn 19 COUPL 51 
16 DEFACT=XN-ETA(I*1) COUPL 52 

GO TO 19 COUPL 53 
17 DF.F ACT=YN-ETA (1,2) COUPL 54 

GO To 19 COUPL 55 
18 DEF ACT=ZN-ET A (1,3) CO'JPL 56 
19 DISTs (XN-ETA(It1))#»2*(YN-ETA(I»2))##2*(ZN-ETA(1,3))**2 COUPL 57 

IGRP=NGG(I)/1000 COUPL 58 
ISHIFT=NGG(I)-IGRP»1000 COUPL 59 
D030M=1,IGRP COUPL 60 
MGAUSlsNG(M*ISHIFT)/1000 COUPL 61 
MGAUST=NG(M*ISHIFT)-MGAUSI#1000 COUPL 62 
0031TAsMGAUSI,MGAUST COUPL 63 
G=OEFACT»EXP(-EXPS(IA)«OIST) COUPL 64 
POW=FXPS(IA)»»((2«ETA(I,5)*l)/4) COUPL 65 
SUM{T)sSUM(I)*AC0EFS(I#M)»C0EEF(IA)#ETA(I,4)»P0W«G COUPL 66 

31 CONTINUE COUPL ' 67 
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IF(IN0.EQ.3> GO TO 92 
IF(iCT)V1»90»91 

91 CONTINUE 
CALL LINK 

1 FORMuT(2F10.3t2l3> 
3 FORMflT(lni3> 
4 FORMATOHltlOXf«NUMBER OF ELECTRONS =»»I5?//) 

FORMAT(3F10.0,11) 
25 FORMAT(4F15.7) 
27 FORMAT(10F13.9> 
42 FORMAT(5X,«C00R0INATES OF POINT**I3*/10X,«Xs»tFl0.7»15X» 

l*Y=«,Fl0.7»lSXf»7=»»F10«7> 
52 FORMAT(5X*»CONTRIHUTI0N OF TKIPLET»»I3»«TO»»I3»» TO THE 

lCOUPi.ING CONSTANT IS*»F15.8> 
54 FORMAT (5Xt»CALCULATEU COUPLING constant IS««F15»6) 
55 FO«MAT(2X.10Fl3.8) 
57 FORMAT (sx»»MAGNETOGYRIC RATIOS O F  COUPLED NUCLEI»/13X*»4«»32X» 

1«4«/F10.5»*X10 RADIANS/SEC GAuSS*fFlO«S»*AlP RADIANS/SEC GAUSS*) 
70 FORMAT(2X»»AT0MIC ORBITAL WAVEFUNCTIONS EVALUATED AT SITE»tl3> 
80 FORMAT (2X,«MOLECULAR ORBITAL «<AVF.FUNCT10NS EVALUATED AT SlT£« 

113) 
113 F0RMAT(4Fl5.7,8Xt4Flb.7) 
117 F0RMaT(3F15.7,23X,3F15.7) 
118 F0RMAT(2F15.7,38X,2F15.7) 
446 FORMAT(///) 

END 

FEB13B 4 
COUPL 99 
COUPL 100 
COUPL 101 
COUPL 102 
COUPL 103 
JUN26 1 
COUPL 105 
C01JPL 106 
COUPL 107 
COUPL 108 
COUPL 109 
CO'JPL 110 
COUPL 111 
COUPL 112 
COUPL 113 
COUPL 114 
COIJPL 115 
COUPL 116 
COUPL 117 
COUPL 118 
COUPL 119 
COUPL 120 
COUPL 121 
COUPL 122 
COUPL 123 

to 
I—' 
G\ 



SUBROUTINE ETRIP COUPL 124 
01MENSION PKDLST(500)*VALINT(500),ST0RINT<8>,ARRAY<50»50> COUPL 125 
DIMENSION SCFS(5'J»S0) »IJ<200> .STRIPLING) .TABLE <20> .ORBE (200) COUPL 126 
COMMON ETRIPL,ESlNGtIJ»N0TRIR,SCFS,0R8E»N0TAPE»NH000,NS0S COUPL 127 
INTEGER WORO.STORlNTtPKOLST COUPL 128 
D03nT=l»NS0S COUPL 129 
003DJsl»NS0S COUPL 130 

39 ARRAY(I.J)s0* COUPL 131 
IR=1 AUG21 I 

CALCULATE COULOMB AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS OVER SCF MO S COUPL 132 
CALL FILE(6HM-INTS«N0TAPE»TABLE) COUPL 133 

17 READ(NOTAPE) NlNTS»LSTKCOt((PKOLST(M),VALINT(M)),M=1»NINTS) MAY18A 105 
M=1 COtJPL 135 

1 WOROrPKOLST(M) COUPL 136 
CALL UNPAC«<*OROtI»J»K«Lt0»0> COUPL 137 
INOso COUPL 138 
00100M1«1»8 COUPL 139 
M2=M1 COUPL 140 

2 GO To<3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10),M2 COUPL 141 
3 IP=I COUPL 142 

JP=J COUPL 143 
KPsK COUPL 144 
LP=L COUPL 145 
GO To 11 COUPL 146 

4 IP=J COUPL 147 
JP=I COUPL ' 148 
KP=K CO'.IPL 149 
LP=L COUPL 150 
GO To 11 COUPL 151 

5 IPsI COUPL 152 
JP=J COUPL 153 
KP=L COUPL 154 
LP=K COUPL 155 
GO TO 11 COUPL 156 

6 IPsj COUPL 157 
JP=I COUPL 158 



KP=L COUPL 159 
LP=K COUPL 160 

GO TO 11 COUPL 161 
7 IP=K COUPL 162 

JP=L COUPL 163 
KP = I COUPL 164 
LP=J COUPL 165 

GO TO 11 COUPL 166 
8 IPrL COUPL 167 

JP=K COUPL 168 
KP=I COUPL 169 
LPrJ COUPL 170 
GO To 11 COUPL 171 

9 IP=K CO'JPL 172 
JP=L COUPL 173 
KP = J COUPL 174 
LP=I COUPL 175 
GO TO 11 COUPL 176 

10 IP=L COUPL 177 
JP = K COUPL 178 
KP = J COUPL 179 
LP-1 COUPL 130 

11 CALL PACK(WORD»IP»JP*KP»LP»0»0) COUPL 181 
IF(IMO)36*13*36 COUPL 182 

36 D0'-J9T 1 = 1 t INO COUPL 183 
IF(WORO-STORINT(11))99»100*99 COUPL 184 

99 CONTINUE COUPL 185 
13 STORINT(INOM)sWQRD COUPL 186 

IN0=IN0'1 COUPL 187 
OOl4TK=1*NS05 COUPL 188 
0014 TI=1»IK COUPL 189 
ARWAV(IK,II)=ARRAY(IK»II)*SCFS(IKtlP)«SCFS(IK,JP)»SCFS(IItKP) COUPL 190 

1»SCFS<II.LP)«VALINT(M) COUPL 191 
14 CONTINUE COUPL 195 

100 CONTINUE COUPL 196 
WRITF(2»1009)IR AIIG21 2 



1009 FORMaT(2X»« FINISHED PROCESSING RECORD NUMBER *»13) AUG21 3 
IR=IP*1 AUG21 4 
IF(M-NINTS)15*16*15 COUPL 197 

15 MsM*l COiJPL 198 
GO TO 1 COUPL 199 

16 REWIND 12 AUG21 5 
WRITF<J?) ( (ARRAY(I»J).ISI.NSOS)»J= l»NSOS) JIJN26 5 
IF(LSTRCO)19»17»19 JUN26 6 

19 continue COIJPL 201 
1 = 1 COUPL 202 
NHsNHOOO COUPL 203 
NHl=NHDOO*l COijPL 204 

23 IJ(I)SNH«1000+NH1 COUPL 205 
IF(NHI-NSOS)24*25»24 COUPL 206 

24 NHlsMHI*l COUPL 207 
1 = 1*} COUPL 20« 
GO TO 23 COUPL 209 

25 IF(NH-1)26,27,26 COUPL 210 
26 NH=NM-1 COUPL 211 

NHI=NHOOO*i COUPL 212 
1 = 1*1 COijPL 213 
GO TO ?3 COUPL 214 

27 NOTRTR=I COUPL 215 
ESlNr,=ESlNG/27.205 AUG21 6 
DORBKsl,NOTRIP COUPL 216 
I=IJ(K)/1000 COUPL 217 
J=IJ(K)-1000»I COUPL 218 

28 ETHIPL(K)sORBE(J)-ORHE(I)-AHRAY(J, I)*ESING COUPL 219 
D032K=1* NOTRIP COUPL 221 

32 ETRlf>L<K)=ETRlPL(K)»27.205 COUPL 222 
ESING=F.SING»27.205 AU021 7 
WRITF<?»1007) esing MAY18A 106 
REWIND 12 JUN23 2 

to 



wRITril?) NOTRIP,(ETRIPL(K)fK=l,NOTHIP),(IJ(K),Ks\,NOTRIP) JUN23 3 
WRITFU2) ( (ARRAY(If J) f I = ltNSJS) *J=1»NS0S) JUM23 4 

1007 FORM/iT (//f2X««GR0UNp STATE ENERGY = »,H5.7) COUPL 224 
WRITF(2f1003) MAY18A 109 

1003 FORM A T(.//H)X*»TRIPLET STATE ENERGIES*/) COUPL 226 
«PITF (<?*100«> (ETRIPL(L) tL = l»fJOTRIP) MAY18A 110 

35 FORMAT <21l0t020) COUPL 22» 
2200 FORMAT(4I2»Fll«9) COUPL 229 
1000 FORMAT(3l3«Fl0«B) COUPL 230 
1U01 FORMAT(13F10•6) CO'JPL 231 

to 
to 
O 
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